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LBS FEBRUARY ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 

The latest London Business School 

weekend. 	For their central forecast, 

of North Sea Oil averages $20 a barrel 

2. 	The main features of the forecast are:  
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the LBS have assumed that the 

for the rest of the year. 

GDP growth of 2i per cent in 1986, followed by 3 per cent in 1987. 

Retail price inflation falls below 31 per cent by the middle of 

this year. 



CONFIDENTIAL 

Total employment rises by 1i per cent a year over the medium term, 

and unemployment falls by 100,000 a year. 

No tax cuts in the Budget, and a PSBR of £9.1 bn in 1986-87. 

Current account surplus of £31- bn in 1986, but a deficit emerging 

in later years. 

Demand and output 

The overall shape of the forecast is not dissimilar to our own and other 

recent forecasts. 	Falling price inflation and some inertia in earnings lead 

to a relatively large increase in personal income in 1986; the savings ratio 

rises and personal consumption grows slightly less than real personal 

disposable income. 	The LBS have a 3 per cent rise in RPDI (with no fiscal 

adjustment) and a 34 per cent rise in personal consumption (with a 5 per cent 

rise in spending on durables). 

The LBS have a fairly bullish forecast for private non-oil investment 

in 1986. 	A pick up in private residential investment is forecast, reflecting 

the strength of house prices in 1985; in 1986 as a whole this category of 

investment rises by 5 per cent. 	Non oil private business investment is also 

forecast to rise by 5 per cent in 1986 (after adjustment for privatisation): 

the LBS believe that the fall in oil prices has improved prospects here. 

However, with investment in the North Sea forecast to fall, 	and a slight 

decline in general government investment, fixed investment in total rises by 

21 per cent. 

Inflation 

The LBS expect the 12 month increase in the RPI to fall below 3i per cent 

by mid-year, and the next pay round to start against the background of 

inflation at around 31 per cent. 	The rate of growth of average earnings for 

the whole economy, currently around 7- per cent, is expected to fall to 6 per 

cent by 1987. The deceleration of earnings and a fall in interest rates leads 

to RPI inflation falling below 3 per cent during 1987: the rate of increase of 

the consumers' expenditure deflator (which is, as usual, 	the measure of 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

inflation to which the LBS give prominence) is 3.8 per cent in 1986 and 3.3 

per cent in 1987. The LBS, however, have not allowed for much by way of real 

increases in domestic rates. 	As well from biasing down their forecasts of 

public revenue, this will tend to make their inflation forecasts too low: 	a 

more realistic forecast for domestic rates could add almost i per cent to 

their inflation forecast for the end of 1986. 

Fiscal and Monetary Framework 

The LBS expect a PSBR outturn of £8 bn in 1985-86. For 1986-87 the LBS 

expect expenditure to overshoot the planning total by almost £2 bn, and North 

Sea revenues to fall to just £6.3 bn - some £5 bn below the 1985 MTFS pro- 

jection. 	The main counterparts to this total £7 bn deterioration in the 

accounts since the 1985 MTFS are (i) a £2- bn higher PSBR than projected in 

the MTFS (at £9.1 bn) and (ii) no tax cuts: the LBS do not see any large 

offset to the lower oil revenues from more buoyant non oil receipts. 	At a 

meeting that Sir Terence Burns held with the LBS forecasters yesterday the 

LBS admitted to being surprised at the recent improvement in government 

revenues, but it was not clear whether they would now want to reconsider this 

part of their forecast. 

The 7 per cent average growth in MO shown for 1986 reflects a peculiarity 

in the quarterly data that the LBS are using for 1985: their data does not 

correspond to any published data. 	The text of the Outlook makes no reference 

to this high figure for MO growth; indeed it says that monetary policy is 

assumed to be "broadly in line with £M3 and MO targets" set out in the 1985 

FSBR. 

The LBS expect that sentiment towards sterling will improve during the 

course of the year, and that the authorities will take advantage of this 

improvement in sentiment to allow a fall in interest rates. 	The sterling 

index stands at 74 at the end of of 1986, and 73 at the end of 1987, 	while 

bank base rates fall to 11 at the end of this year and 9 at the end of 1987. 

Balance of Payments  

There is little difference between the LBS and the latest internal 

Treasury forecast on balance of payments prospects for 1986. 	A £2i bn 
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deterioration in the visible trade balance is offset by a £2 bn improvement 

in invisibles. 

The effect of lower oil prices  

This issue of the Economic Outlook contains short articles about the 

effect of lower oil prices on the UK and the world economy, 	and about the 

relationship between oil and trade in manufactures. 	A separate brief by MP2 

division on the LBS oil price simulation is attached. 

Long term unemployment  

The Economic Outlook also contains a note on some research carried out 

at the LBS into the relationship between long term and short term 

unemployment. 	This was not well received when delivered recently at an LSE 

seminar and seems unlikely to arouse much interest. 

Assessment and Line to Take 

In spite of the fall in oil prices since the Autumn Statement, 	the 

prospects that the LBS show now for 1986 are pretty similar to what we 

published in the Autumn Statement. 	It would be wrong to make anything of 

the difference between the LBS forecast of 2i per cent growth in 1986 and the 

autumn Statement's 3 per cent - particularly in view of the record of downward 

bias in growth forecasts since 1981. 	And the LBS do show growth picking up 

further next year. 

National Institute 

A new forecast is to be published on Tuesday evening by the National 

Institute. A brief on it will be sent up on Tuesday. It is, as usual, rather 

more gloomy about prospects for the next two years than either ourselves or 

the LBS. 

S J DAVIES 

LBSFfsta 
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COMPARISON OF FORECASTS FOR 1986  

LBS 	 Treasury 	Treasury 

February 1986 Autumn Statement Winter Forecast*  

• 

% Change on year earlier  

Gross Domestic Product 	 2.4** 	 3i D X 
3.2 

2.6 

4.4 

5.0 

1.2 

0.1 

3 

3.5 

9.1 

4 

3i 

2 

4 

2 

i 
2 

2i 

4 

7.7 

4 

3i 

31 

51 

2 

1 
4 

2i 

44 

7.6 

Consumers' expenditure 

Total fixed investment 

Exports of goods and services 

Imports of goods and services 

General government consumption 

Stockbuilding (contribution to 

GDP) 

Manufacturing output 

Current Account (£ bn) 

PSBR (£bn financial year) 

EM3 (% change in financial year)12.3 	 12* 	 13 

NO (% change in financial year) 7.3 4* 31 

RPI Q4 31 3i 4 

* Unpublished 

** Output Measure 

LBSFfsta 
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LES ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: EPPECTS ON FORECAST OF OIL PRICES 

The LBS Economic Outlook includes the results of an assessment of the 

effect on the UK economy of a fall in world oil prices of $5 per barrel: their 

main forecast assumes that oil prices rennin at about $20 per barrel. There 

is also an article by Robinson and McCullough discussing the response of the 

UK manufacturing sector to the decline in oil prices and relating this to 

the Report of the House of Lords Select Committee on Overseas Trade. They 

are encouraged by recent performance, although noting that an erosion of recent 

gains to competitiveness by excessive wage settlements would pose a serious 

problem. 

For the UK economy LBS have assumed fixed nominal interest rates and 

a free PSBR. They have also assumed that the fall in oil prices leaves 

unchanged North Sea production, exploration and investment. The simulation 

of lower oil prices is summarized below. 

Effect on key indicators of $5 fall in oil price 

oil price - $5 
86u-88Q4 

GDP (%) 	 86 	 0.4 
87 	 1.2 
88 	 1.3 

Prices (%) 	 86 	 -0.9 
87 	 -0.8 
88 	 -o.3 

Exchange rate (%) 	 86 	 -6.3 
87 	 -6.1 
88 	 -5.1 

Current Account (£ bn) 	 86 	 -0.2 
87 	 -0.9 
88 	 -0.6 

PSBR (£bn financial year) 	 86 	 1.7 

87 	 1.0 
88 	 0.4 

The LBS assume that world inflation falls in 1986 and 1987, and production 

and trade rise: the magnitudes are broadly similar to our own assessment 

as reported in the Treasury Economic Forecast of 30th January. 



• Lower oil prices have a decidedly favourable effect on the UK economy, 

according to LBS. Inflation falls by almost 1 per cent in 1986 - although 

it rises slightly in 1988 compared with the base forecast. GDP is about 1/2  

and 1 per cent higher in 1986 and 1987, implying that GDP would grow by 23/4  per 

cent in 1986 and 31/4  per cent in 1987. Underlying this increase in GDP are 

rises in net exports, consumption and investment. The fall in the exchange 

rate and earnings and prices help UK competitiveness, and this, along with 

the rise in OECD imports, explain the rise in net exports. Consumption rises 

because real personal disposable income improve as prices lead earnings down. 

Comment  

A Treasury assessment of $5 laver oil prices done on the same policy 

assumptions as those used by LBS would indicate a less favourable picture. 

This shows a smaller rise in the level of GDP, about 1/2  per cent a year from 

1986 to 1988, and a small rise in RPI inflation, of about 1/4  per cent over 

the same period. The main reason for this discrepancy is that the LBS do 

not allow for the rise in the price of manufactured imports resulting from 

the fall in the exchange rate to affect UK producer prices. This omission 

seems hard to justify and, perhaps as a result, the sterling price of oil 

is given too high a weight in their relationship for producer prices. Whilst 

this might not normally be expected to seriously distort results, it will 

tend to do so when oil prices diverge from prices generally. The fall in 

inflation in the first year seems to be the main reason why, compared with 

the Treasury assessment, on GDP. LBS is more optimistic on GDP. 

Line to take  

Assessments of changes in world oil prices are subject to great 

uncertainty, especially one as large as $5. This is particularly so in the 

areas of the trade response of OPEC countries, and the financial consequences 

on debtor nations and creditors. We are perhaps a little surprised by the 

size of the favourable effects on UK GDP and inflation obtained by LBS. Our 

own view is that a fall in oil prices would have broadly neutral effects. 

MP2 DIVISION 
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SIR P MIDDLETON 	 cc Mrs Lomax — 

PANEL OF OUTSIDE ECONOMISTS 

Rachel Lomax's minute of 20 February. 

I agree that it would be a good idea to assemble a group 

of outside economists from time to time. In the past such 

sessions have been helpful. It gives us a chance to get some 

of them back on the right track, and I'm sure it is very good 

, for the morale of those invited. 

I would be cautious about the number of occasions per year 

for such gatherings, at least initially. To begin with we might 

think in terms of two; say, one soon after the Budget and a 

second next October. If they go well we could reconsider the 

timing. 

4. 	Putting together a list of participants for these gatherings 

is never easy. Alan Budd, Harold Rose, Gordon Pepper, Walter 

Eltis, Patrick Minford, Michael Beenstock, Tim Congdon, and Sam 

Brittan came to the last meeting. It might also be sensible to 

invite Brian Griffiths and John Flemming. We could discuss with 

the Chancellor whether he wants to cast his net any wider. 

T BURNS 
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1 Victoria Street 	London SW1H OET 
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Switchboard 01 - 215 7877 

Mrs R Lomax 
Principal Private Secretary 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
H M Treasury 
Parliament Street 
LONDON 	 (1 
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Ott , 

I am attaching a copy of the draft Press Notice on the Current 
Account of the United Kingdom Balance of Payments in January. 
The draft was agreed earlier today at the usual interdepartmental 
meeting. 

Publication is set for Wednesday 26 February at 11.30 am and I should 
be grateful if you would arrange for the Notice to be cleared by 
12.00 noon Tuesday 25 February and to inform me accordingly. 

A copy of this letter and draft Press Notice is being sent to 
Sir Peter Middleton. 

Yours sincerely 

W E BOYD 

COVERING SECRET AND PERSONAL 

V3119 
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411- FROM: MRS R LOMAX 
DATE: 24 February 1986 

SIR TERENCE BURNS cc 	PS/Chief Secretary 
Sir P Middleton 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Evans 
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Mr Turnbull 
Mr Pratt 

ECONOMIC PRESENTATION TO CABINET 

Following last week's PCC discussion No 10 have pencilled in Friday 

6 Jqne for your economic presentation to Cabinet. I am told that - 

2344gx4h apart - an earlier date is unlikely to be possible. But we 

can try for a later date if that seems sensible nearer the time. 

RACHEL LOMAX 
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LBS FEBRUARY ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 

The Chancellor was grateful for your minute of 21 February. 

2. He has commented that he does not recognise the Treasury 

Autumn and Winter Forecast for GDP shown in the table at the back of 

your note (31 per cent in both cases). 

2. 	The Chancellor has noted that/Treasury assessmentsof $5 lower 

oil prices done on the same policy assumptions as the LBS would 

indicate a less favourable view - including a small rise in RPI 

inflation. He has commented that the Treasury is alone in 

forecasting higher inflation as a result of a fall in the oil 

price: everyone else forecasts a lower rate of inflation. If this 

general assumption is wrong it needs disabusing well before the 

Budget. He is anyhow concerned that we are likely to forecast a 

rate of inflation which outsiders will find disappointing, in view 

of what has happened to oil prices. 

RACHEL LOMAX 
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MR VERNON 

GDP (OUTPUT MEASURE) IN 1985Q4 

The Chancellor has seen and was grateful for your minute of 

21 February. 

dg1,0  
MEENA HENS ON 
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DATE: 24 FEBRUARY 1986 
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JANUARY TRADE FIGURES 

Cestct 

p
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2P/1. Wel' 
The January trade figures will be released on426 February. The 

current account was in surplus by £1,140 million 

(c.f. £548 million in December), a record for a single month. 

Summary  

2. Visibls were in surplus by £140 million and invisibles 

£1,000 million. The rise in import volumes has levelled off. 

Main points  

(i) 	Both monthly import and export volumes fell sharply 

by 7 and 5 per cent respectively. This may reflect 

abnormally high processing of documents before Christmas; 

(ii) 	the underlying level of non-oil cxport volumc  

which peaked in the early months of 1985 has shown little 

change since then. Export volume (excluding oil and 

erratics) fell by ½ per cent in the latest three months 

to stand 11 per cent lower than the same three months a 

year ago. End-year seasonal adjustment has vitiated last 

month's tentative suggestion of a rise in volume; 

(iii) 	non-oil import volumes having risen steadily during 

most of 1985 levelled off in recent months and are now 
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until 11.30 am on Wednesday 2..) IJehruary 1936 

then CONFIDENTIAL 

4 per cent higher than a year ago; 

the oil trade surplus of £997 million was more than 

double the surplus in December and well above the 1985 

monthly average. It was a one-off response to falling 

oil prices, with exports brought forward and imports 

postponed; 

manufacturing trade was in deficit by £700 million 

in the latest three months compared with £600 million in 

the previous three months; 

the invisibles estimate of £1,000 million includes 

£440 million EC VAT abatement relating to the 1984 budget 

and the first monthly instalment of £70 million of the 

1935 abatement. 	 The current £400 million 

a month projected surplus will be increased to £600 million 

from February to reflect the VAT instalment and other 

changes. 

Comparison with forecast  

The internal January forecast expected both import and 

export volumes of non-oil goods to pick up during the course 

of 1936 Ql. The fall in both in January reinforces the impression 

of avt erratic month. 

Trade prices  

The fall in the ERI has produced the expected rise in the 

UVI of both exports and imports, excluding fuels. However, 

the rises have so far been muted, especially for manufactures, 

and more can be expected in the coming months. The terms of 

trade in non-oil goods stayed constant and remains 5 per cent 

better than a year ago. 

Effect on markets  

6. The markets are expecting a current account surplus of 

£500 million (and a trade deficit of £300 million). There is 
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then CONFIDENTIAL 

unlikely to be any significant market impact from the better 

figures. 

Press briefing 

7. 	I should be grateful for clearance of the attached press 

briefing. 

J E FLITTON 
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until 11.30 am on Wednesday 26 February 1986 
then UNCLASSIFIED 

Draft briefing for IDT  

Positive  

The current account surplus of £1,140 million was a monthly 

record. 

Continues 1985 pattern of current account surplus in every 

month in 1985 apart from the erratic March deficit which 

reflected coal strike effects. 

Surplus of £140 million on visible trade, compared with 

average monthly deficit of £170 million in 1985. 

Fall of 11/2  per cent in import unit value index in latest 

three months will maintain downward pressure on UK inflation. 

Defensive  

Export volumes falling  

[Export volume excluding oil and erratics down 71/2  per cent 

since February 1985 peak]. 

Some fall from the peak recorded in early 1985 was to be 

expected. Export volume in latest three months only slightly 

down on same period a year ago. UK exporters of manufactures 

retained volume of world trade in 1985. 

Manufacturing trade deficit  

[1985 deficit of £3.0 billion improvement, of over £850 

million on 1984.] 

Deficit more than offset by substantial surplus on oil 

and invisibles. Growing oil surplus bound to mean some 
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then UNCLASSIFIED 

adjustment to structure of balance of payments; has permitted 

both higher investment overseas and increase in non-oil 

imports. UK exporters increased share of world trade 1981-85 

in volume terms. UK manufacturing output (up 4 per cent 

in 1984 and 3 per cent in 1985) more important indicator 

of industrial performance than trade balance. 

3. 	Invisible projection 

January figure includes £440 million VAT abatement from 

EC relating to 1984 budget and first instalment of £70 

million instalment of 1985 abatement. Other revisions 

also included. 
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SECRET AND PERSONAL 

until 11.30 AM ON WEDNESDAY 

TABLE 1: CURRENT ACCOUNT 

1985 
Aug-Oct 

26 FEBRUARY 1986 

1985 
Nov-Jan 	Nov Dec 

1986 
Jan 

1986 year 
to date 

Oil + 6.9 + 2.1 + 2.1 + 0.6 + 0.5 + 1.0 +1.0 

Non-oil -10.2 - 2.3 - 2.2 - 0.9 - 0.5 - 0.9 -0.9 

Total Visible trade 

o/w trade in 
manufacturers 

- 2.1 - 0.2 - 0.1 - 0.2 0 + 0.1 +0.1 

(BOP basis) - 3.0 - 0.6 - 0.7 - 0.4 0 - 0.3 -0.3 

Invisibles + 5.6 + 1.5 + 2.0 + 0.4* + 0.6* - 1.0* +1.0*  

Current Account + 3.5 + 1.3 + 1.9 + 0.2 + 0.5 + 	1.1 +1.1 

projection 

Note: figures may not sum correctly due to rounding 

TABLE 2: EXPORTS AND IMPORTS (percentage change) 

Jan'86 
i. 	Exports 

on Dec'85 

- 2 

- 1 

- 7 

Nov'85 -Jan'86 
on 

Aug-Oct 85 

+ 1% 

+ 2 

- % 

Nov'85-Jan 86 
on 

Nov'84-Jan'85 

-3 
1/2  

1/2  

Total value 

Total volume (BOP basis) 

Total volume excl oil and 
erratics (BOP basis) 

Manufactures volume 
(excl erratics) OTS basis - 8% + % 

Fuels (Volume) +31 + 4% - 2% 

Imports 

Total value - 4% + % - 6% 

Total volume (BOP basis) - 6 + 1% 0 

Total volume exc oil and 
erratics (BOP basis) - 5 + +4 

Manufactures volume 

(excl erratics) OTS basis - 3% + 3% + 5% 

Fuels (volume) -16 +8 -25 
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Treasury Chambers, Parliament Street, SW1P 3AG 
01-233 3000 

24 February 1986 

W E Boyd Esq 
Departments of Industry and Trade - Common Services 
1 Victoria Street 
LONDON 
SW' 

The Chancellor has seen your letter of 21 February covering 
the draft Press Notice on the Current Account. He is content 
with it as drafted. 

RACHEL LOMAX 
Principal Private Secretary 
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FROM: P WYNN OWEN 
III, 5,Q,1:2e,.,  DATE: 25 February 1986 

SIR T BURNS 	
''*"1114'fl 

cc Sir P Middleton 	

91vd,\(t 
44) 

ESRC CONFERENCE 18-21 MAY 

The Chancellor has seen your minute of 21 February. He is content 

for Mr Odling-Smee and yourself to accept the invitation. 

2. 
P WYNN OWEN 

Q 
ilee+ 
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• 	CONFIDENTIAL 
FROM: S J DAVIES 
DATE: 25 FEBRUARY 1986 

Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Minister of State 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Byatt 
Mr F Cassell 
Mr N Monck 
Mr E P Kemp 
Mr H P Evans 
Mr G E Fitchew 
Mr J Odling-Smee 
Mr D Peretz 
Mr M Scholar 
Mr A Turnbull 
Mr R Oulpin 
Mr J F Gilhooly 
Mr C Melliss 
Mr C Mowl 
Miss M O'Mara 
Miss M Peirson 
Mr C Riley 
Mr Pickford 
Mr H J Davies 
Mr Norgrove 	No 10 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 	 CC 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE ECONOMIC REVIEW: FEBRUARY 1986 

The February National Institute Economic Review, 	which includes the 

National Institute's latest forecasts for the UK and world economy, is to be 

released 	9 o'clock this evening. 	The forecast is based on a North Sea oil 
price o barrel. The main features of the forecast are: 

GDP growth of 1.8 per cent in 1986, followed by 1.4 per cent in 

1987. 

RPI increase of 4 per cent in the year to 1986 Q4, 	and 41 per 

cent over the following year. 

Almost zero current account balance in 1986, and a £2 bn deficit 

in 1987. 
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Adult unemployment falling by almost 300,000 over the next two 

years. 

	/ 

1/2  
The World Background

( JWL  4. lo  
p 

2. 	The Institute note that the fall in oil prices should "provide a 

significant stimulus to domestic demand" in the OECD area. 	Largely for this 

reason, growth in the OECD area is expected to be faster in 1986 and 1987 than 

in 1985: OECD growth is put at 3 per cent in 1986 (of which Germany 3.7 per 

cent, Japan 4 per cent, and the US 2i per cent), and 3-3i per cent in 1987. 

Consumer prices in the OECD area are forecast to rise by 3i per cent on 

average in both 1986 and 1987. 	World trade in manufactures is forecast to 

rise by 6 per cent in 1986, and 6i per cent in 1987, after an estimated 4i per 

cent increase in 1986. 

Forecast for the UK 

3. 	12 months ago the Institute's forecast showed 0.9 per cent GDP growth 

in 1986, a 6i per cent increase in retail prices over the year to 1986Q4, and 

adult unemployment increasing to 3.4 million by the end of the year. Although 

they have become more optimistic over the last year (0.9 percentage points 

more growth, 2i points less inflation, 	a quarter of a million fewer 

unemployed), they remain more pessimistic than most other forecasters on 

prospects for growth, though close to the average of outside forecasts on 

prospects for inflation in 1986. 

Demand and Output  

4. 	Like other forecasters the National Institute expect a pick up in growth 

in real personal disposable income this year (they have 3.2 per cent growth 

in 1986 - with no Budget tax cuts - after 2.1 per cent in 1985). 	This faster 

growth in incomes does not, however, seem to affect consumers' spending, 

as they forecast no change in the growth rate in consumers' expenditure 	(2.6 

per cent in both years). 	The personal saving ratio is forecast to rise by 

of a point in 1986 (and a further 4 of a point in 1987). 

2 
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Total fixed investment is forecast to show no change between 1985 and 

1986. 	Manufacturing investment is expected to fall marginally, 	public 

investment to show little change, and investment by distribution and service 

industries to rise less than suggested by the intentions surveys. 	Stock 

building makes a small positive contribution to growth, the external balance 

a marginal negative contribution. 

Inflation 

Inflation is expected to fall up to the middle of 1986, and then pick 

up again during the second half of the year (with around 4 per cent growth 

in the RPI over the year to 1986 Q4). 	The rate of growth of average earnings  

is forecast to fall to 6 per cent during the current pay round, 	and a bit 

below this for a while during 1987. 

Balance of Payments  

The forecast fall of the current account surplus to near zero in 1986 

reflects not a particularly adverse movement in trade volumes, but a very big 

deterioration in the terms of trade. 	The Institute expect the average price 

of imports of goods to be some 11 per cent higher in the second half of 1986 

than at the end of 1985; and the price of imports of services to increase by 

about 10 per cent over the same period. Even with the 8i per cent fall in the 

sterling index that the National Institute forecast over this period, 	these 

import price increases seem much too large given the prospects for world 

prices, and the normal tendency for UK importers' margins to be squeezed 

when sterling depreciates in real terms. 

Fiscal and Monetary Prospects  

The Institute forecast a PSBR of £8.5 billion in the current financial 

year, and £9.3 billion in 1986-87. 	In this respect at least their forecast 

is very close to that published by the LBS over the weekend. No change in tax 

rates or allowances beyond indexation is allowed for in either the 1986 or 

1987 Budgets. 

• 
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9. 	The Institute have on this occasion confined themsleves to a very brief 

discussion (one paragraph plus a footnote) of monetary prospects and interest 

rates. No forecasts for monetary aggregates are provided, and it is only from 

a footnote that one discovers that they now expect short-term interest rates 

to fall to 10-101 per cent by the end of 1986 (three months ago they had been 

forecasting interest rates at 6i per cent by the end of 1986). 

The Institute's Appraisal 

The Institute's "Appraisal" section discusses the implications of the 

fall in oil prices for the appropriate level of the exchange rate and the 

PSBR, and the effect of lower oil prices on UK economic activity. 	The 

Institute think that the fall in oil prices has "improved slightly" the 

prospect for economic activity in the UK - they say nothing about the impact 

of the fall in oil prices on inflation. The Institute acknowledge that a fall 

in the real exchange rate was an appropriate response to the fall in oil 

prices, without specifying how large a change in exchange rates they think 

appropriate for a given change in oil prices. 	They are now somewhat more 

guarded in their approving references to the exchange rate mechanism of the 

EMS than they were in, for example, last August's Review. 

On fiscal issues, the Institute argue that raising petrol taxes to make 

room for cuts in income tax would have "nothing to commend it on macroeconomic 

grounds". 	More generally, they argue that a larger PSBR than projected in 

last year's MTFS would now be appropriate. 	They believe that an increase in 

the PSBR due to lower oil revenues would not represent a significantly more 

expansionary fiscal stance: in the sense that it would not imply a higher 

level of domestic demand. 

Other articles in the Review 

There are several additional articles in this issue of the Review. 

A short descriptive article on "Productivity in Services" provides some 

figures for productivity and employment growth in various service industries 

over the ten years to 1984. 	Over this period output per full-time equivalent 

employee apparently fell slightly in distribution and catering, 	on the 

railways, and in sea transport. 	It rose most strongly in air transport and 

banking and finance. 

• 
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Another article, by Levitt and Joyce, discusses "Government Output in 

the National Accounts" but comes to no firm conclusions about the relative 

merits of the alternative ways available for measuring output in health, 

education and public administration. 	The article is not written in a style 

which is likely to arouse a great deal of interest. 

The Review also contains papers by members of the National Institute's 

research staff that were presented yesterday at a conference on the general 

subject of "Fiscal Expansion and Unemployment". 	Mr Melliss of MP2 attended 

the conference, and a note is available from him on request. 

Line to Take on the Forecast 

As often in recent years the National Institute are more pessimistic 

than most other forecasting teams. 	They have regularly been proved wrong 

and one can reasonably question some of the features of the latest forecast 

which lead to their gloomy result. 	For example, they do not appear to have 

allowed for any effect on company spending in 1986 from the boost to profits 

coming from low oil prices. 	And they allow for no acceleration in consumer 

spending despite the acceleration in personal incomes. 

Comparison with Treasury Forecasts  

As noted by Mrs Lomax in her minute to me of 24 February the comparison 

of forecasts table attached to my note on the LBS forecast had an incorrect 

figure for 1986 GDP growth in the two Treasury forecasts quoted. I attach a 

corrected comparison table which includes figures from the draft FSBR forecast 

being circulated by Mr Evans today, along with the main LBS ($20 a barrel) 

forecast, and the National Institute forecast. 

siNo 
S J DAVIES 

NIER -F25 
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COMPARISON OF FORECASTS FOR 1986 

NIESR 

February 

LBS 

February 

Treasury 

Autumn 

Treasury 

Draft FSBR 

1986 1986 Statement Forecast' 

% Change on year earlier 

Gross Domestic Product 1.8** 2.4** 3 3 

Consumers' expenditure 2.6 3.2 It 3i 

Total fixed investment -0.1 2.6 3i 4i 

Exports of goods and services 2.9 4.4 2 5 

Imports of goods and services 3.3 5.0 It 6 

General government consumption 1.1 1.2 1 
2 

1 
2 

Stockbuilding (contribution to 0.4 0.1 1 0 

GDP) 

Manufacturing output 1.2 3 2i 2i 

Current Account (E bn) 0.2 3.5 It It 

PSBR (Ebn financial year) 9.3 9.1 7.7 _ 

£M3 (% change in financial year) n.a 12.3 12* 12i 

MO (% change in financial year) n.a 7.3 4* 3 

RPI Q4 4.0 31 3i It 

* Unpublished 

** Output Measure 

LBSFfsta 
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FROM: MRS R LOMAX 
DATE: 26 February 1986 

MR S J DAVIES cc 	Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Monck 
Mr Evans 
Mr Odling-Smee 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE ECONOMIC REVIEW: FEBRUARY 1986 

The Chancellor has seen your minute of 25 February. He wonders why 

NIESR expect 11% growth a year to produce a steady decline in 

unemployment of about 12,000 a month - given that twice that growth 

rate in 1985 has produced no fall in unemployment at all. 

RACHEL LOMAX 
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No. (is) 

THE CURRENT ACCOUNT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM 

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

JANUARY 1986 

The current account for January is estimated to have been in surplus 

by £1140 million compared with a surplus of £548 million in December. 

In January, exports were valued at £6255 million and imports of 

£6116 million so that trade in goods was in surplus by £140 million. 

The invisibles balance in January is projected to be in surplus by 

£1000 million. This includes the balance of £438 million of VAT 

abatement received from the European Community in respect of their 

1984 budget. The surplus on other invisibles transactions comprises 

a large surplus on the transactions of the private sector and 
a 

public corporations andLdeficit on other Government transactions. 

NOVEMBER 1985 TO JANUARY 1986 

In the three months ended January, the current account showed a 

surplus of £1.9 billion compared with a surplus of £1.3 billion in 

the previous three months. There was a deficit on visible trade of 

£0.1 billion in the latest three months compared with a deficit of 

£0.2 billion in the previous three months. The surplus on invisibles 

is projected at £2.0 billion. 

CURRENT ACCOUNT  

TABLE 1 	 L million, &moonsIly adjusted 

and 

cn 26 FRI 66 a, 11.33 am. 

Current 
Balance 

Visible Trod.  
Balance 
	

Exports 	Imports 
fob 	fob  

Invisible. I 
I Balance I 

ci 

70367 
78072 
19186 
20070 
20237 
18748 
19018 
6105 
6242 
6329 
6301 
6387 
41SS 

1984 	+ 832 	4391 
1985 	+ 3535s 	2068 

	

1984 94 	+ 150 	- 1623 

	

1985 91 	- 391 	- 1266 

	

92 	+ 1533 	 124 

	

03 	+ 1252 	 453 

	

94 	+ 1141a 	- 225 

	

1985 Aug 	+ 402 	 167 

	

Sept + 481 	 87 

	

Oct 	+ 407a 	r 7 

	

Nov 	+ 186. 	214 

	

Dec 	+ 548. 	 18 

	

L 1986 Jan 	1 	1114&t 11i0 

74758 1 + 5222 
80140 I + 5603. 
20808 I + 1772 
21336 1 + 875 
20361 	1 + 	KM 
19201 	1 + 1705 
19242 1 + 1366. 
6272 1 • 569b 
6328 1 + 568b 
6323 1 + 400. 
6515 1 + 400. 
6405 1 + 566. 
4116 1 4 l000,k 

Invialuies for October to111,-.,,c,t, are projections and subject to revision as information 
becomes available. VAT ebateeenti received from the E.0 in 'Wconskrir onci 
lanucv 	have been included in the projections. for f‘ole 

b One-third of the appropriate calendar quarter's estimate. 
c Information relating to credits and debits can be hand In Table 3. 

SECRE 

 

r  nal  - ckLoitri 
t.  Nu,/ - 	+ 1t5 14 a. 

— 2141 	18(11‘, 	18933' + rj  

— 	1 E9 if Li- 	h1035 	-1- 194.xx 
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VISIBLE TRADE IN JANUARY 1986 

There was a surplus on visible trade in January of £140 million 

compared with a small deficit in December. The surplus on oil 

increased sharply by £507 million reflecting the exceptional 

market conditions in January. The deficit on non-oil trade 

increased by £349 million. 

At £6255 million, exports in January were £132 million (2 per cent) 

lower than in December. Exports of oil increased by £265 million 

(24 per cent) while exports of the erratic items fell by £63 million. 

Excluding these, exports fell by 7 per cent between the two months. 

Total imports were valued at £6116 million in January which was 

£289 million (43/2  per cent) lower than in December. Imports of oil 

fell by £242 million (38 per cent) while imports of the erratic 

items rose by £80 million. Excluding oil and the erratic items, 

imports fell by 23/2  per cent between December and January. 

The terms of trade index was unchanged in January as were both the 

export unit value index and the import unit value index. 

RECENT TRENDS 

Visible balance  

In the three months ended January, there was a deficit on visible 

trade of £0.1 billion - a surplus on trade in oil of £2.1 billion 

offset by a deficit of about £2.2 billion on non-oil trade. 

Between the three months ended October and the latest three months, 

the deficit on visible trade fell by about £0.2 billion - the 
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surplus on oil increased by £0.1 billion and the deficit on non-oil 

trade fell by £0.1 billion. 

Exports 

Exports amounted to £18.9 billion in the latest three months, 

£0.3 billion (1% per cent) higher than in the previous three months. 

Exports of oil increased by £0.1 billion and exports of the erratic 

items increased by £0.2 billion. Excluding oil and the erratic 

items, exports fell marginally in the latest three months. 

Between the three months ended October and the latest three months, 

total export volume increased by 2 per cent to a level slightly 

lower than that of a year ago. Excluding oil and the erratic items 

however, export volume fell marginally in the latest three months. 

Given the erratic movements in December and January it is hard to 

determine the trend in the underlying level. 

Imports 

Total imports were valued at £19.0 billion in the latest three months, 

£0.1 billion (1/2  per cent) higher than in the previous three months. 

Imports of oil increased by £0.1 billion while imports of the 

erratic items were virtually unchanged. Excluding oil and the 

erratic items imports were little changed compared with the three 

months ended October. 

Between the three months ended October and the latest three months, 

total import volume increased by 1% per cent to a level broadly 

3 
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similar to that of a year ago. Excluding oil and the erratic items, 

import volume increased only marginally. As with exports, the 

underlying level of non-oil import volume is at present somewhat 

obscured by irregular movements in the index but there does not 

appear to have been any significant change in recent months. 

TERMS OF TRADE AND UNIT VALUES 

The terms of trade index increased by 1 per cent in the latest 

three months. The export unit value index fell by % per cent and 

the import unit value index fell by 1% per cent. Compared with 

the same period a year ago, the export unit value index has fallen 

by 172  per cent while the import unit value index has fallen by 

672  per cent. As a result, the terms of trade index is now about 

5% per cent higher than a year ago. 

E:port unit values for basic materials fell by four per cent in the latest 

thrLe months and those for fuels by one and a half per cent. There was little 

change elsewhere although export unit values for finished manufactures 

increased marginally. 

Among the import unit values, those for fuels fell by 3 per cent 

and basic materials fell by 472 per cent. Import unit values for 

manufactures were only marginally lower in the latest three months 

than in the three months ended October while those for food, drink 

and tobacco fell by 1 per cent. 

Lr 
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Analysis by area 

By value, exports to the developed countries fell marginally in the 

latest three months. Within the total for the developed countries, 

exports to the European Community countries fell by 5% per cent 

while those to North America and to the resF.01;Wask,ernEl-kroFe. 

grew by l0 per cent and SV2 per cent respectively. Exports to the 

developing countries increased by 3 per cent in the latest three 

months. 

The value of imports from the developed countries increased by 

1 per cent between the three months ended October and the latest 

three months with higher arrivals from the European Community 

countries offsetting lower imports from the rest of Western Europe 

and from North America. Imports from the developing countries rose 
OLt 

by 5% per cent - mainly reflecting higherkimports from Saudi Arabia. 



NOTES TO EDITORS 

1 	ANNUAL REVISIONS 

Revisions have been made to data from 1983 onwards. These revisions 

mainly relate to the annual updating of seasonal factors. In 

particular the new seasonally adjusted figures show a smoother and 

flatter path in 1985. 

2 	SPAIN/PORTUGAL 

Spain and Portugal are now members of the European Community. In 

this press notice all references to EC includes these two countries. 

3 	AREA DATA (tables 11 and 15) 

Low value consignments ie items of an individual value less than £475, are not analysed by 

country. Area figures in tables 11 and 15 are therefore deficient to the extent of these 

cons igiments 

In addition the data by area are seasonally adjusted independently leading to further differences 

between the SUM of areas and figures for total trade. 

4 	STA/CARD NOTES 

A revised version of these notes accorrpanies this Press Notice. 

The standard notes describe the differences between the Balance of Payments (BOP) and the Overseas 

Trade Statistics (OTS) bases of corrpilation. Additional copies can be obtained from the address 

below. 

5 	MONTHLY REVIEW OF EXTERNAL TRADE STATISTICS 

The Monthly Review of External Trade Statistics, a publication containing charts and tables on the 

current account of the UK balance of payments, Ul< exports and imports of pods by commodity and 

area, and certain international comparisions, is available, (price £3 per copy) from the 

Department of Trade and Industry at the address given below. 

Enquiries about the Standard Notes, and the Monthly Review, should be addressed to S2A, Room 255, 

Department of Trade and Industry, 1 Victoria Street, London SW1H OET, Telephone: 01-215 4895. 
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Current 

Balance Exports 
fob 

Visible Trade 

1 Imports I  Visible 

fob I Balance 
of which 

Oil 	Non-Oil 

Invisible 

Balance 

1984 
1985 
1984 44 
1985 01 

02 
Q3 
Q4 

1985 May 
June 
July 
August 
Sept 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 

1986 Jan 

Nov-Jan 1985 
Aug-Oct 1985 
Nov-Jan 1986 
% Change 
Latest 3 months 
on- previous 

3 months 
Same 3 months 

one year 
ago 

832 
	

70367 
3535a 78072 
150 
	

19186 
391 
	

20070 
1533 
	

20237 
1252 
	

18748 
1141a 19018 
714 
	

6811 
383 
	

6496 
369 
	

6401 
402 
	

6105 
481 
	

6242 
407a 6329 
186a 
	

6301 
548a 
	

6387 

4 flLDa 42S5  

1190-  ig(,16; 
111-740. 	I g`i 44. 

19 52G 

	

4391 
	

G131 

	

2068 
	

8163 

	

1623 
	

1354 

	

1266 
	

1958 

	

124 
	

2411 

	

453 
	

1900 

	

225 
	

1893 

	

161 
	

844 

	

169 
	

799 

	

199 
	

585 

	

167 
	

653 

	

87 
	

662 

	

7 
	

754 
214 + 649 - 862 + 
18 	+ 491 	- 	508) + 

I-  %(4Q ,  -1- 997' -- SSA 4- 

2•°37115  — il-i2i3  't I gl 7 1  -272+ 
18123 4.  - 1147 4106 clr -2316 1  - 
Ic1o35 -'+113''-222k 

113s 
10231 
2976 
3225 
2535 

2353' 
2117 
683 
968 
784 
820 
749 
747 

5222 
5603a 
1772 
875 
1657 
1705 
1366a 
553)(6 
552b 
568b 
569b 
568b 
400a 
400a 
566a,  

1004009111  
III-7 4' 
Slir 

111660 

- 6 

+viz' 

—3 

74758 
80140 
20808 
21336 
20361 
19201 
19242 
6651 
6665 
6600 
6272 
6328 
6323 
6515 
6405 
4114 

UKBAAB 	 Table 2 

CURRENT BALANCE, VISIBLE TRADE AND INVISIBLES 

(Balance of Payments basis) 

£ million seasonally adjusted 

a Invisiblea for October to December are projections and subject to revision as more information becomes 

available. 

b 	One third of the appropriate calendar quarter's estima te, except for budget refunds received from the 

European Community which are allocated to the month they are known to have been received. 

Table 3 

INVISIBLES 

£ million seasonally adjuste 
All Sectors Private Sector and Public 

Corporationsd 

of which 

Credits Debits Balance Interest Credits I Debits Balance 
Services 	I  Profits Transfers 

Dividends 

1982 64676 62974 + 1702  +2645 1058 - 2001 60178 54382 + 579e 
1983 65199 61237 + 3962 +3671 2431 - 2140 60588 I 52385 + 820 
1984 76499 71277 + 5222 +4186 3340 - 2304 71601 I  61671 + 993E 
1983 04 16458 15675 + 	783 900 609 726 15398 I  13329 + 206 
1984 01 17576 16547 + 1029 +1003 558 532 16314 14176 + 213E 

Q2 17927 16820 + 1107 984 871 - 	748 16926 I 14465 + 246: 
Q3 19461 18147 + 1314 +1129 917 - 	732 18470 15793 + 267-  
Q4 21535 19763 + 1772  +1070 994 - 	292 19891 17237 + 265t 

1985 111 21308 20433 + 	875 +1164 749 - 1038 20122 17513 + 260c, 
02 20104 18447 + 1657 +1643 719 - 	705 19097 I  16036 + 306 
03 19467 17762 + 1705 +1763 881 - 	939 18305 I 14913 + 3391 

d ie excluding general Government transactions and all transfers. 

141  and por.:.->nnl 
t.ra 	I c. r 	 on26  Fn .E6. at 11.30 a.m. 
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Value £ million fob Volume Index 1980 = 100 
Exports 	 Imports Exports 	 Imports 

1984 

1985 

1984 04 

1985 QI 

Q2 

Q3 
Q4 

1985 May 

June 

July 

Aug 

Sept 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec 

1986 Jan 

Nov-Jan 1985 

Aug-Oct 1985 

Nov-Jan 1986 

% Change 

Latest 3 months on 

previous 3 months 

same 3 months 

one year ago 

65746 

73765 

17914 

19171 

18948 

17835 

17811 

6415 

6048 

6007 

5928 

5899 

5921 

5898 

5993 

592.4. 7  

11L2 - 
184.90 

111314 

+ 112 / 

- 3'12. 

113. 

- 
/33 
/..3/•4 

S 

/33.0 

134.e - 
4.31.9 

" 
/_J7 ,6 - 

1.3,1 • 	- 

/ ' 

- 

71197 

76598-

19811 

20233 

19326 

18437 

18599 

6293 

6418 

6227 

6132 

6C131 

6073 

6293 

6234 

111+45 

183(10 

-Sill 

EXPORT AND IMPORT UNIT VALUE AND VOLUME INDEX NUMBERS 	 Table 4 

(Balance of Payments basis) 	 Indices 1980 r. 100 

UKBAAC 

Unit Value (Not seasonally adjusted) Volume (seasonally adjusted) 

Exports 	 Imports 	Terms of Trade°  

L1110 	 1J6-  6 	/j9•7 -- 
1985 	 /113.3 	 /45.. - 

1984 Q4 	 /.41,-3 	1.464 - 
1985 Ql 	 /44.4.  

Q2 	 /0-.5  
Q3 	 1.41'7 	/4/'40 
Q4 	 1.40'S  

1985 	May 	 /45-.3 	 148 3 - 
June 	 /44 .0 	/44./ - 
July 	 14.2•.1  
Aug 	 14/.4 	/40..3 - 
Sept 	 /o4/ .4 	 /40D-  ' 
Oct 	 140•5 	/39', - 
Nov 	 140.4 	 /3 7.6 ' 
Dec 	 140.5 	I .31 . P. - 

1986 	Jan 	 /.4,95.8' 	 1354 .4 • 
Nov-Jan 1985 	 /4.2 • e.)-- 	/47'.3 - 
Aug-Oct 1985 	 / S'i / . /  
Nov-Jan 1986 	 /40.6 	/.364•0 
% Change 

Latest 3 months on 

previous 3 months 	- 1 - 
same 3 months 

one year ago 	 - / ..t 	 -6 ;2  L. 

Export unit value index as a percentage of the import 

-1-i 

unit value index. 

97,4. - 
9's•s• - 
9b.9` - 
96./ 
97.13 ' 

/o/.4 
93.0 -
9' 
99 ./ 

100.6 
101 ,0 . 
104.1 

- 
101.Y 

9%07 - 
/oo"e 

Exports 	Imports 

/JP? 
' 

/30.1 - 

/./403 

/.2.4.7 • 
1.241 ' 

1•23•4" 
1 c2,5•0 

VALUE AND VOLUME OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS EXCLUDING THE MORE ERRATIC ITEMS f 	 Table 5 
(Balance of Payments basis) 

seasonally adjusted 

f These are defined as ships, North Sea installations, aircraft, precious stones, and silver. 

and re7.7.--T-.1 
17 „ 	„ 2  6 FED 86  at 11.30 a.m. 



z 
million I million 
fob I fob 

Exports of Oil 
Crude Oil 

Total I 	[SITC (REV 2) 333.0] 

Avg value 
million per tonne 
tonnes 
	

£ fob 

1984 	+ 6937 14852 	12173 	75.9 	160.4 
1985 	+ 8163 16050 	12921 	79.0 	163.5 

	

1984 44 + 1354 4066 	3411 	20.7 	165.0 

	

1985 Q1 + 1958 4721 	3923 	21.5 	182.3 
Q2 + 2411 	4336 	3499 	20.1 	174.0 
Q3 + 1900 	3410 	2599 	17.5 	148.4 

	

04 + 1893 3583 	2900 	19.9 	145.9 

	

1985 May + 844 1512 1234 	7.2 172.4 

	

June + 799 1286 	979 	5.9 	167.1 

	

July + 585 1124 	808 	5.3 	152.1 

	

Aug + 653 1143 852 	5.8 148.2 

	

Sept + 662 1143 	939 	6.5 	145.6 

	

Oct + 754 1277 1050 	7.2 145.8 

	

Nov + 649 1180 974 	6.7 145.8 

	

Dec + 491 1126 	876 	6.0 146.1 
1986 Jan 	1f 1390 	11146 	8.3 	1 313 -4: 
Nov-Jan 1985+1 $11 	14s3 	2047 	2..2-42 

Nov-Jan 1986+ 2,136 r 30‘. 2996 	11.0 

	

Aug-Oct 1985+2069/ I,  3s4,3 280 	19-14  

% Change 
Latest 3 months on 

previous 3 months I 43'l2 	+S'ti 	*Z 	-2111 	-3 
same 3 months 

one year ago 	I 
- 	-21 	-1 	-Is 

	
-14.113 1  

g Trade in petroleum and petroleum products. These figures 
which are on a time of shipment basis (see paragraph 7 of 

Balance 
of 

Trade 
in oil 

million 
fob 

1(A-S 
‘465- 
143-0- 

Rest of 
Division 

33 

million 
fob 

2679 
3128 
656 
798 
837 
810 
683 
278 
307 
316 
290 
204 
227 
207 
249 

132' 
121-- 
691_, 

Imports of Oil 

million 
fob 

150.1 	4163 
159.0 	3732 
161.5 	1644 
176.5 	1552 -- 
165.6 	847 
145.4 	694 
146.9 	640 
163.2 	286 
154:S 	291 
150.8 	269 
141.6 	215 
144.1 	210 
143.9 	233 
150.6 	205 
146.2 	202 

3q31 	2-1t9 1 1B' 	%H1' 	11,4 '  
a Gb i 1 ‘ots i 62 - 	6;- 1.  

14-91+4  UV 5-8 143.14 658 
15519 4 (WV 6-9 , 14.5-3, 	551 . 

I 

i 
*I 9 / -t- IV). ' -Is' 

-1+( ! -V +11 / -11 / -66' , 

Total 

7915 
7887 
2713 
2763 
1925 
1509 
1690 
6681-  
487 I 
539 I 
490 I 
481 I 
523 I 
532 I 
635 I 

E 

million 
fob 

million 
tonnes 

3751 25.0 
4155 26.1 
1069 6.6 
1211 6.9 
1078 6.5 
816 5.6 
1050 7.2 
382 2.3 
197 1.3 
270 1.8 
275 1.9 
271 1.9 
291 2.0 
327 2.2 
433 3.0 

Crude Oil 
[SITC (REV 2) 333.0] 

Avg value 
per tonne 
£ fob 

Rest of 
Division 

33 

million 
fob 	I 

differ from those published by the Department of Energy 
the standard notes). 

UKBAAD 
	

Table 6 

TRADE IN OM 

• 	(Balance of Payments basis) 

seasonally adjusted 

r,...; 	„Ai ....., ..,, 

.,,.....!, 	., .• ,, ,, ...;„..„ ,.,. ,.•.• 

cr,d percon-il 	 ,._n  

L.- :I: r.:1:330 	r7I:53 rotico crP.r.t,13.100.. at 11.30 a.m. 
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143.3 
139.8 
/41).9 
14,3.4 

/44.1 

UKBAAE 	 Table 7 

TRADE IN GOODS OTHER THAN OIL 

• 	(Balance of Payments basis) 

Total 
	

Excluding Erraticaf 

Value, £ million, fob 
(seasonally adjusted) 

Unit value index 
1980 = 100 

(not seasonally 
adjusted)  

Volume index 
1980 = 100 

(seasonally 
adjusted) 

Value, million 
fob 

(seasonally 
adjusted) 

Volume index 
1980 = 100 
(seasonally 
adjusted) 

Balance 
of non 
oil 
trade 

Terms 
of 

Trade° 
Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports 

/4I 9' 	99.9 110 ,6 	/3071; 
/.4/.6" 9'7•4" ///6 /-34. 

/4 	9'407 109,2." 131.4; 
144.7 99.7: //4./: 

/39.3 / 0/ • 7, / /0 •D 	13.7•9" 
/3‘'Y /O30 111\3' /1407; 

99- / 	114.A .  /J9/ 
/4.3•0' 99.4 Iii•O' 1.349 
11,0. 	/Jo 	/1,2• 7 ' /.3.4.7" 
/.33.5: /ea.". 107.3 	/3 1.4 

Io9.9 • /3.9.31 

1.37,3 10,14: 169.4 
1.35.8" 103-5 	 14Y•13' 
434'3' /03.1, 113.5-  

/ Ca.a.1 	 1.2R.9" 
/4.3.0_ 9' >'-,1 /09,3-1 1304, 
1.3e1.1_ 10.2.3.  /o8' 134.A. 
/364' /03.3 / 05" i /.3-3•4- 

9.34 /0•5-; 1, 

+ 

- / 

1984 	- 11328 	55515 	66843 	j,33.4:  
1985 	- 10231 	62022 	72253  
1984 Q4 - 2796 15119 18095 ija.i• 
1985 Q1 - 3225 15349 18573  

	

Q2 - 2535 15901 	18436 14,24.- 
03 - 2353 15338 17691 fid.4 
Q4 - 2117 15435 17552  

1985 May - 683 5300 5983  

	

June - 968 5210 	6178  

	

July - 784 5277 	6062 

Aug - 820 4962 5783  

	

Sept - 749 5099 	5847 14 

	

Oct 	- 	747 	5052 	5799 	/.4 O. Y.  
Nov - 862 5121 5983  

Dec - 508 5262 5770 140.4' 

	

Jan 	SSSt 486S1 5-723" /4/.91 
1985 2/2S1 14188-n71131 /39.'- 

	

1985 - 23 i I 15‘134 114.29 	/di ps: 
1986 - 222g I is-24g4 1-74.76, t  1.4/ '0 

% Change 

Latest 3 months on I 	1 
_ previous 3 months I -r i /1 - / 

- same 3 months one I 	1 

	

year ago 	 -t-11 /.1/1 -111  

	

50894 	63282- 

	

57715 	68711 

	

13848 	17098 
14450'-  17470 

	

14612 	17401 

	

14425 	16928 
14229" 16909 

	

4904 	5626 

	

4762 	5931 

	

084 	5688 

	

4786 	5642 

	

4756 	5591,  

	

4644 	5550 

	

4717 	5761 

	

4867 	5599 
SIA.1 Fl 

13%2 ITS 
its.142,6 Gr2 

1141t8 ic.831 

-4- '11 

/07'. /$7 O  

,/3., bira•i; 

-1 - 

-4 t 

1986 

Nov-Jan 

Aug-Oct 

Nov-Jan 

*/ 

112  

41 

1 

f These are defined as ships, North Sea installations, aircraft, precious stones, and silver. 

e Export unit value index as a percentage of the import unit value index. 

sq"3 	(7; 	1-774 
4.4 	' 

_ 	•;1 

.. 

ard percor.r1 
26  FEi.F.9 at 11.20 a.m. 
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UKBAAF 	 EXPORTS BY COMMODITY 	 Table 8 
(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

E million, fob, seasonally adjusted 

Semi-manufactures 
excluding precious 
stones & silver(PS) 

Total I Chemi- Other 
cals 

5+6 I 	6 
less I  5 	less 
PS I 	PS 

16333 I  8217 	8116 
18449 I  9411 	9038 
4565 I  2292 	2272 
4692 I  2384 	2307 
4704 I 2402 	2303 
4532 2285 2246 
4522 2340 2182 
1496 I  781 	715 
15321 800 	733 

1986 Jan I ‘29-71" •y70 I  lit4:1-  11,:"; 	104:71•.- 3‘.-1i 1  4.1 1  -73E1  Gil 
Aug-Oct 	147ri 1279 4;s.2.24  313it LZ-113(11183 442 22C .22t , 
Nov-Jan IV:1040'Y 115 I /I -3 Ig(1 ...WV1 I 130'41 I Ilt+i 1+14475131-1172. 12S1  

Total 

tobacco 

Food 
bever- 
ages 	I 
and 

Basic I 	Total 
Mater- Fuels I  Manufac- 

ials 	I 	I 	tures  I  Total 

I I I 	5-8 
0-9 0+1 	I 2+4 	I 3 	I 5-8  I 	less 

SNAPS 

I 70488 4693 	I 1989  I  15308  I  46703 I 42169 
I 78331 4970 	I  2145 I 16712 52514 I  48482 

I  19292 1226 	I 559  I  4180  I  12852  I  11618 

I  20148 1192 	I 5791 48921 13035 112181 
I 20258 1284 	I 529 I 4513 I 13436 112248 
18828 1300 	I 5311 36001 12879 112020 

119097 1193 	I 5061 3708 13164 112033 

I 	63251v  386 	I 162  I  1218 4350 I 	3973 

I 	641%1 395 	I 1821 1169 4519 I 	4151 

Finished manufactures excluding ships, 
North Sea installations and aircraft 

(SNA) 
Pass-1 

Total I enger  I 	Other 	I Inter- 
Motor I Consumer 	mediate 
Cars 

Capita 

7+8 
less I 
SNA 

j 	I 	i 	I j j 

25835 I )1350 I 	4673 	I 11199 8912 

30033/'1343 I 	5257 	I 13493 9940 
7054 I  289  I 	1297 	I 3084 2384 
74891 338 I 	1292 	I 3330 2529 
7544 I 340 I 	1304 	I 3350 2550 

74891 3361 	1342 	I  3394 2416 
75121 3291 	1319 	I 3418 2445 
2477 I 102 I 	445 	I 1140 789 
26181 1171 	456 	I 1188 857 

.21401(1 101-1 	41:, ' 1 , 1 07 .3 f 	1,4. 

T3r314''  13,34.  13021 3174 23-.19 
11+cici4' 3-2 friv 	t3tc,'I 3401 ( 44,r 

Manufactures excluding erraticsh • 

SITC 
(REV 2) 

1984 
1985 
1984 Q4 
1985 Q1 

Q2 
Q3 
Q4 

1985 Nov 
Dec 

Percentage' 	 I 	t 	,I 	.1 	 I 	
/) 	'2 t I  / -2 

	

V+ l'il  ir/  -10/ I -I I 4- -' 1 	1-21f11-1/ - 1 /I - tl2'1/!1  -4.'// 	-iw... 1+ ;.21 	-r1//1 4-q2/1 
Change  

h These are defined as ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) preciouE 

stones (667), and silver (681.1). 
J Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use classification. 

EXPORTS BY COMMODITY: VOLUME INDICES 	 Table 9 
(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

INDICES 1980 = 100, seasonally adjusted 
Manufactures excluding erraticsh  

Semi-manufactures 
excluding precious 
stones & silver(PS) 

Finished manufactures excluding ships, 
North Sea installations and aircraft 

(SNA)  

1 	Food 

1 	bever- Basic 	Total 
1 Total 	ages Mater- Fuels Manufac- 

1 	and ials 	 tures Total 

1 	tobacco 
	

Total 

1  

Chemi- Other 
cals 

Total 
Pass-
enger 
Motor 
Cars 

Other 
Consumer 

Inter-
mediate 

Capital 

SITC 1 	 5-8 5+6 	 6 7+8 
(REV 2) 1 0-9 	0+1 	2+4 	3 	5-8 	less 	less 	5 	less less 	j 	j 	j 	j 

1 	 SNAPS 	PS 	 PS 	SNA  
Weights 1 1000 	69 	31 	136 	735 	658 	252 	112 	141 	406 	18 	71 	170 	147  

1984 	I 114 .4, 117',2:11-ok:1 -14.011_ /044-  /.0:49 II .11 1.24%:) /0,:i•-,3 /0,3i.e &1 4. 	/ c7'd': I 0.5-.. 10,i-4 
1985 	I 1L9z_t__AJ.9.1V_In11.2_-01_1,o41._11647 11.5-,7 ibi•_t. 1333 104-1 11,3•>.  99.6,-  //i .6 	/4/4 	/ O 7'i 
1984 Q4 titi.41  III  "" EL14:1_144A /IA -  11s- /40, ./.3o--  ///" /11-  So--  /17 ' 	/ill 
1985 Q1 1.../14a_ligr1l _i_101  i 8411  I/ 0 " . in, - /40' 1-34. 	/c9' 	//..i' 99 • 	/47'7 - 	/20 - 	//c 

Q2 	Lbwal. 1ax_71_ Loll / 74_1 //A - I 114.7i IAD." L /a.3 -1.109 .  /.14- 1_1_4201L i 1 1 " 	1.2 0 . 	1C9 

	

Q3 iial-i- /43 - 1 IL0 -1 141.1,10? - 1_ ii,r-1 117" 1,30-  layA 14' /641 Iiii 	1.23 - 

	

Q4 IAL.91.7:L__L14"1 I04:1 /48 -1 1/2 - 1 //61 //9' /.3 ..  /0,5".  I/11 	97'1 //J. 	123 - 	/C.  

1985  Nov U./9`2) /JO -  1_10.2.1 141.1 j,.7. -  1 lis-1_411 - 1-37.1 /04-1__I1d - '1t-W-1  I .)- " 	/4.:L IC-i 

	

Dec LIAL'al_11,3_ 11.114 'I /4-8:1 .//4" -III - 1 lutoi 1.38-1.1047.  1'9 -  101iL He, ° 	/.28 -  I /Li. 
1986 Jan I II9•DI 10Y-1 114,-IaoY1 1LS-I 1D9 -1 III - /..18 -I 9,!1"" 108 - 	9 o - I inl - 	Hy - I / 6-5- 

Aug-Oct 	Iii_y4L /.1a. :-L.I.09 -11k9 -1 /0 - 1 /1+- 1 10: 140-1 10 7 -  / 1.2- - 94-1  // c  - 	- 
Nov-Jan _l_D9.,51. /10 - I Hal_ /yll /// - I //.-- -I /0 	/3.i /0-3.  113" 	9.*:1_ ii/ - 	ia=t -  I/C7 - 
Percentage' 	_I 	I 	, I 	,I 	I 	,I 	_ 	J 	 - 	, 1 	 - 

Change 	I tO. I 	-JO - 1 i - ,.2 I i--4 -.I 	/- .1 - I -/- •:2-  I 	- 	*31-  I -4 - 	-,-/ 	-a I 	t- / - 	-- 	-,--,, 

h  These are defined as ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) precious 

stones (667), and silver (681.1). 

J Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use classification. 

r 
6.4 

cnd perconcl 

u-.11 rc;e:sa or pr7)ss rctft..3 on 
10 

L. S 	to'at 11.30 a n.  



/,48: 

147 

141 
/4.'- - 

K See paragraph 3 of Notes to Editors. 
'T.39 	' 	1.3 e 	' , 

t 
1.1 

z.,  d r 
t.r.1;1 r 	cf Noss nctico on LIFET1.86. at 11.30 a.m. 
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Table 10 
EXPORTS BY COMMODITY: UNIT VALUE INDICES 

4 	 (Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

INDICES 1980 = 100 not seasonally adjusted 

Total 

Food 

bever- 

ages 

and 

tobacco 

Total 

Manufac- 

tures Total 

Semi-manufactures 

excluding precious 

stones & silver(PS) 

Total Chemi- Other 

calf:  

Finished manufactures excluding ships, 

North Sea installations and aircraft 

(SNA)  

Other 
	

Inter- 

Consumer mediate 

Basic 

Mater- Fuels 

ials 

Manufactures excluding erraticsh 

Pass-

Total enger 

Motor 

Cars 

Capita 

SITC 

(REV 2) 	0-9 
	

0+1 

Weights 1000 69  

1984 	I3..0 /Jza- 
1985 	/4.3.4 /34 - 
1984 04 	141•i 	1,19 • 
1985 Q1 	/4.4.' 	/3.1" 

Q2 	/.4,..5"", 	/34. ' 

03 b4I'L 134 
Q4 	/.40.4;' 134 " 

1985 Nov 	440. s 	/3 :I - 
Dec 140.4- 

1986 Jan /40.7 131, - 
Aug-Oct 	/4/. el-  /34 - 
Nov-Jan /40.61 l3 - 
Percentage' 
Change 

/3/- 

/3C1 

1.4. 
/4/, 
134 
130" 
/3 0' 

1,2  
134- 
11 9- 

-4 

2+4 

31 

/3%5- 
/ 
73 • 

14.3 
144- 
1.4 0' 
140 - 
/41 

/41: 
/18 

136 

3 

/36-  - 
/4 3 ' 
/3 - 
/43 
/4'4 
/43 " 

/42. - 
/42 
I21 - 
/43: 
143 

735 

5-8 
5-8 

less 

SNAPS 

658 

/3.3-1 
141: 
/33' 
/41 

/43 

/42--
/43" 
ihi 
/4.2. - 

5+6 

less 

PS 

252 

o" 
/.3 
1.35-
139 
141" 
140' 
137 -
/37' 
139: 
/A ft 

136! 
138" 

— 

112 

5 

/3 
'.3',-
1.3.3 
'3,-. 
/3 / 
/3/ - 
'3' - 
1.3.3  
/31 
131" 

6 

less 

PS 

141 

7+8 

less 

SNA  

406 18 71 

/35-
14Y- 
141 - 
/ 44 '.
14'7 - 
/48' ' 
/49 - 
1-49 
149 - 
1 4'1 

-

148 - 
/SO - 

170 

140 -
/SO*-

14+ 
148 "-
ISO ' 
15,1 
13-1 
1.5 
/ .3- 

h These are defined as ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) precious 

stones (667), and silver (681.1). 

Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use classification. 

EXPORTS BY AREA 	 Table 11 

(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

million, fob, seasonally adjusted 

Developed Countries Developing Countries 
Total 

Centrally 

planned 

economies 

Oil exporting 	Other 

countries 

North America! Other 

Total USA 

Total Total Rest of 

W Europe 

European 
Community 

1984 

1985 

1984 Q4 

1985 QI 

02 

Q3 
Q4 

1985 Nov 

Dec 

1986 Jan 

Aug-Oct 

Nov-Jan 

Percentage' 

Change  

	

70488 
	

55364 

	

78331 
	

62722 

	

19292 
	

15076 

	

20148 
	

15940 

	

20258 
	

16210 

	

18828 
	

15203 

	

19097 
	

15369 

	

6325 
	

5116 

	

6418 
	

5062 

Gic11 5Q.)!.-3 

1S2Z8 
110404' ir,202 

—'/2  

33127 A 	7132 

18200 ' 	7420 

9249 	1817 

9992 	1779 

9537 	2034 

9312 	1790 

9391' 	1817 

3048 	624 

3047 	616 

2910' 	610 

1tra02' 	1101 
90V.; 	ISSO 

+53'12/  —5'12/ 

11416 

13310 

1071 

3179 

3667 

3182 

3282 

1136 

1084 

11131 
3081' 2.‹./01 
3313.  280- 

4- 	+ IC) - 

10159 I  3688 	13356 	5806 	7550 	1630 

114994" 3792 	13880 	5957 	7924 	1587 

2760 	939 	3596 	1587 	2008 	441 

2817 	990 	3758 	1682 	2077 	389 

3189 	972 	3606 	1510 	2096 	420 

2715 	919 	3314 	1408 	1906 	386 

2778 	910 	3202 	1357 	1845 	392 

953 	308 	1044 	440 	 604 	127 

929 	315 1119 	491 , 	629 	158 

212' 1091-
3 

1W3  

i391,  310' 	132S 	141 1-I 3S0 
8911:4  32G3. 	1 418 ' 	184S' 	428  

-- qi .4-3-' 	4- Gi/2/ 	— , 	4 

I I 



Develooino Countries 	[Centrally Develooed Countries 
European 	Rest of 	North America 
Community M Euroos Total USA 

Other Total 1 Oil exporting 	Other I planned 
1 countries 	 I economie 

Total Total 

5620 
6379 
1471 
1573 
1582 
1569 
1655 

627 
536 
L L  

1501 
1GL:S 

4-9.6 

1984 	78967 	65279 	37408 
1985 	84790 	71520 	41413 
1984 Q4 	21699 	17721 	9999 
1985 Ql 	22565 	18709 	10596 

(42 	21548 	17957 	10271 
Q3 	20321 	17293 	10096 
Q4 	20356 	17561 	10451 

!985 Nov 	6878 	6348 	3554 
Dec 	6785 	5728 	3474 

1986 Jan 	Glerf 	SS35 	NI Tie. 
Aug-Oct 	20031 1-1114S tong 
Noy-Jan 	20151 173111 	2 - 
Percentage' 
Change 	4.q2 	4- 1 I 	-4-3 - 

I 

I 

	

11514 1 	2934 	8579 I 	2043 

	

11233 I 	2782 	8451 I 	1894 

	

3406 1 	821 	2585 I 	610 

	

3296 I 	812 	2484 I 	558 

	

2984 I 	851 	2133 I 	441 

	

2499 I 	499 	2000 I 	485 

	

2454 I 	620 	1834 I 	410 

	

8471 	239 	607 I 	124 

	

866 1 	262 	604 I 	138 

	

8121 	2046 	6c8 	1 i,2 	 

	

23921 	4.7.>3 	tril1 	Ltli 

	

2.7.)2s I 	-10 	I.) 	IS1/I 	t+C::- 
I 

-C I -1-:: 
I 

	

934 	8579 I 	2043 

	

11233 I 	2782 	8451 I 	1894 

	

3406 1 	821 	2585 I 	610 

	

3296 I 	812 	2484 I 	558 

	

2984 I 	851 	2133 I 	441 

	

2499 I 	499 	2000 I 	485 

	

2454 I 	620 	1834 I 	410 

	

8471 	239 	607 I 	124 

	

866 1 	262 	604 I 	138 

	

8121 	2046 	6c8 	1 i,2 

	

23921 	4.7.>3 	tril1 	Ltli 

	

2.7.)2s I 	-10 	I.) 	IS1/I 	t+C::- 
I 

-C I -1-:: 
I 

11184 
12025 

2943 
2940 
3060 
3083 
2942 

979 
911 
g(11  

3004, 
2.167 

11067 
11703 

3308 
3600 
3044 
2546 
2512 

888 
807 
113 

2SIS 
24421 

-2 

9368 
9920 
2829 
3074 
2602 
2166 
2078 

744 
677 
641  

2106 
2063- 

UKBAAI 	 Table 14 

IMPORTS BY COMMODITY: UNIT VALUE INDICES 
(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

INDICES 1980 = 100 not seasonally adjust 
Manufactures excludingerraticsh 

• 
Semi -msnufactures 
excluding precious 
stones & silver(PS) 

Total 

Total 
Manufac- 
tures Total 

Percentage 	J../  

Aug-Oct 	J 	z,3.3_1 	• 
Nov-3 an 	hIL-11/ 134-1  di  

Chance 	 1 I 7411__  

AT91  

'..3z -/ 
L,17 - 

h These are defined as ships, North 
precious stones (667) , and silver 
Based on the United Nations Broad 

Finished manufactures excluding ships, 
North Sea installations and aircraft 

(Stlik)  
Pass- 

Chemi- Other Total I anger Other I Inter- I Capita 
cals 	 I Motor Consumer I mediate I 

Cars 
6 	7+8 

5 less less j 	j 
PS SNA 

	

63 154 326 42 	94 	96 I 94 

/3', /2-3 137 /4.4 )3•Y /40-  LA 
/4,3 130 1.44 /..3-4. 1,97  
/39 147 /).i 149 j 	1,5"C 1-3 5 
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IMPORTS BY AREA 	 Table 15 

(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 
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K See paragraph 3 Notes to Editors. 
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UKBAAJ 	 Table 16 

	

a 	
COMMODITY ANALYSIS OF VISIBLE TRADE 

	
• 	(Balance of Payments basis) 
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Monthly data at this level of detail are published in the Monthly Review of External Trade Statistics. 
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FROM: H P EVANS 
DATE: 4 March 1986 

/CHANCELLOR 

RPI ADVISORY COMMITTEE - HOUSING COSTS 

The RPI Advisory Committee is to return to the subject of 

owner-occupiers' housing costs on Thursday, 6 March. 	At a 

meeting held last summer it became clear that most members 

of the Committee were strongly opposed to a fundamental change 

in the present methodology which uses mortgage interest payments 

as the price indicator for this component of owner-occupiers' 

housing costs. A number of connected issues, including the 

weight in the RPI, were referred to the working party. The 

Committee is now invited to express its views on a proposal, 

recommended by the technical working party, for a revised 

method of deriving this weight. 

2. 	The weight on this component of the RPI has been rising 

in recent years. The present methodology bases the weight 

on expenditure on mortgage interest payments as recorded in 

the Family Expenditure Survey and more people have been 

mortgaging an increasing proportion of their house. This 

has contributed to substantial withdrawal of equity from the 

housing market and the share of household expenditure spent 

on mortgage interest payments has accordingly risen. 



Some time ago, we identified a Treasury interest in 

removing the mortgage rate from the RPI. But with most members 

of the Committee strongly opposed, and very much as a second 

best, we have been trying to reduce the current weight and 

prevent it increasing in the future. This would reduce the 

sensitivity of the RPI to mortgage rate changes, which would 

be a help in the longer term. 

We have, therefore, worked out an alternative approach. 

This derives the weight from a formula which generates the 

expenditure that would have taken place if both the proportion 

of owner-occupiers with mortgages and the share of the purchase 

price mortgaged had remained constant. If accepted, this 

would go a long way to ensure that the further equity withdrawal 

expected to take place in the future, given financial 

innovations already in the pipeline, would not increase the 

weight of this component of the RPI. (The weight would, 

however, continue to reflect shifts between renting and 

owner-occupation). DE and the technical working party have 

found this proposal feasible and are now recommending it to 

the Committee. 

The view at the Bank at this stage is that it is very 

unlikely that a problem will arise with the clause in the 

indexed gilts prospectus (or with index-linked National Savings 

certificates) if this change were made to the weights in the 

RPI. From January 1987 a smaller weight will mean that when 

(if) nominal interest rates fall from their present levels, 

the RPI will rise at a slightly faster rate than it would 

otherwise have done, so that indexed gilt holders are likely 

to be marginally better off. 

A recommendation will be made by the Committee concerning 

the appropriate values to use in the formula for the share 

of mortgages among owner-occupiers and for the average 

proportion of the house price covered by a mortgage. In 

supporting the proposal for a lower weight, I shall press 

for these values to be kept as low as possible. 



7. 	The Committee intend to finish its deliberations on this 

and other matters during the summer. This will allow plenty 

of time for recommendations to be made and considered by 

Government before January 1987, 	the expected date for 

implementation of these changes. 

H P EVANS 
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FROM: W HOOD 

DATE: 7 March 1986 

LBS MARCH FINANCIAL OUTLOOK 

The latest Financial Outlook from the London Business School is 

due to be released on Monday 10 March. It contains: 

a detailed exposition of the LBS financial and 

monetary forecast, 

a brief article by Giles Keating which aims to 

explain the present simultaneous boom in personal 

borrowing and in liquid deposits, and 

a longer article which shows that North Sea oil 

income has been used to accumulate both foreign assets 

and domestic fixed capital sufficient to convert the 

windfall gain from the North Sea into a "permanent income" 

stream. (The commentary below and line to take on this 

item was supplied by Mr Riley). 

Financial Forecast  

2. It is not necessary to comment in detail on the financial 

forecast. The LBS forecasts of the PSBR, the monetary aggregates 



and interest rates are the same as appeared in the February Economic 

Outlook which was covered in Mr S J Davies' minute of 21 February 

to the Chancellor. 

Personal Sector Credit  

The Summary article on the personal sector's financial position 

notes the very rapid growth in personal sector bank credit in 

1985. However, it provides a new explanation for the simultaneous 

expansion of both sides of the personal sector's balance sheet 

relative to income or consumption which suggests that this may 

be only a temporary phenomenon which poses no threat to total 

spending. 

The traditional explanations have been related to the falling 

relative cost of borrowing, both for mortgage loans or consumer 

credit, and the relaxation of restrictions on bank and building 

society lending. The LBS view is that the personal sector can 

effectively be divided into borrowers and lenders (depositors), 

and they hypothesise that there is a general expectation that 

real interest rates will fall. In this situation borrowers will 

maintain spending and increase their borrowing in order to finance 

the temporarily high real interest payments; while the lenders 

will put their extra income into bank or building society accounts 

rather than spend it, as this is the appropriate response to a 

transitory rise in income. 

If real interest rates do in fact fall, this effect will 

disappear and the growth in loans and deposits will fall back 

to normal levels. If they do not fall, both borrowers and lenders 

will eventually adjust their expectations of normal interest rates 

upwards. Borrowers will then reduce their spending and their 

borrowing, while lenders will increase their spending (the 

appropriate response to an increase in permanent income) and reduce 

their deposits. Total spending is again unaffected, and as in 

the previous case the growth of both loans and deposits declines. 

This is an ingenious hypothesis to explain the simultaneous 

expansion of personal sector borrowing and liquid assets, and 

there may be some truth in it in current circumstances. However, 



110 	
it is unlikely to be a significant explanation of the persistent 

growth in the personal sector debt/income and broad liquid 

asset/income ratios which has been continuing since 1980, since 

this would require the continuous falsification of expectations 

(of lower real interest rates) over a long period, which does 

not seem very likely. 

Permanent Benefits from the North Sea  

The Viewpoint article analyses the use to which North Sea 

earnings have so far been put, and considers the implications 

for living standards and the balance of payments as the value 

of oil production diminishes. Using the analytical framework 

similar to that in Odling-Smee/Riley, the authors calculate that 

North Sea oil is capable of generating a permanent increase in 

consumption equivalent to around £4 billion per annum at 1986 

 

prices, assuming 'transitory' earnings are invested. They argue 

that in practice this is what has occurred so far, with overseas 

investment (the current account surplus) and imports of capital 

goods higher than would have been the case in the absence of oil. 

It is very difficult to judge in practice how the oil money 

has been used, and the LBS analysis inevitably rests on a number 

of simplifying assumptions. High overseas investment may reflect 

in part the effect of abolishing exchange controls, as the LBS 

admit. High domestic investment may be partly the result of rapid 

growth of real wages, and high capital goods imports may reflect 

a switch to overseas supplies following the loss of competitiveness 

in the early 1980s. But we fully agree with the general conclusion 

that a good deal of the oil money has probably been invested, 

and that this will cushion the fall in consumption and the 

deterioration in the current account as the oil runs down. We 

welcome the conclusion that no change is required in policy, though 

the authors do not spell out precisely what this means in practice. 



110 	Line to Take  

Agree that the recent growth in personal sector credit does not 

presage an inflationary consumer spending boom. 

Accept the LBS view that the decline in North Sea earnings is 

unlikely to cause balance of payments difficulties, and fully 

agree that there is no need to change policy. 

i'Vt",77 C1 

W HOOD 



PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL 1130 AM ON TUESDAY 18 MARCH AND THEREAFTER RESTRICTED 

• 
MR D NORGROVE 

Prime Minister's Office 	 )(- C05-  Set..F/IP • 	-Ari3 

INDEX OF OUTPUT OF THE PRODUCTION INDUSTRIES - JANUARY 1986  

The provisional index of output of the production industries for January 1986 will be 
issued at 11.30 am on Tuesday 18 March. A copy of the Press Notice is attached. 

Latest Figures 

The January 1986 index of output of the production industries, that is energy and 
manufacturing, is provisionally estimated at 109.4 (1980.100, seasonally adjusted), up 
1i per cent on December as output of the energy industries recovered from a low level 
in December. For manufacturing the index was 104.4, little changed from December (see 
section on Bias Adjustments below). 

In the three months to January output of the production industries was broadly unchanged 
compared with the previous three months but manufacturing output was per cent higher. 
Some industry detail is given in the attached table. 

Assessment 

On an underlying basis manufacturing output in the three months to January was just 
under 2 per cent higher than a year ago. There seems to have been a slowdown in the 
rate of growth in the middle of 1985, but estimates for the latest three months point to 
some resumption of growth. 

With the energy sector looking rather flat, the underlying increase for production 
industries between the three months to January and the same period a year ago has been 
about 1 per cent. 

Bias adjustment for manufacturing output 

In line with the revised procedure introduced in January, figures of manufacturing output 
for the last six months include adjustments to try to allow for under,.estimation in the 

provisional estimates (see Note 11 of Notes to Editors of Press Notice). 

Press Briefing  

As these figures are appearing on Budget Day, we are seeking advice from Treasury as to 
the tenor of our Press Briefing. 

Figures for February 

Figures for February are scheduled for publication on Thursday 17 April. 

ft 
-44:44) 

K MANSELL 
17 March-  1986 

Central Statistical Office 



Table A • 	++ PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL until release of Press Notice at 11.30 am on March 18 1986 and thereafter unclassified .. 
	Copy No. 

Index of output of the production industries 1980=100 

SUMMARY 	Total 
production 
industries 

Energy and 	Total 	Metals 
water supply manufacturing 

industries 

Other 	Chemicals 	Engineering 
minerals and and man-made and allied 
mineral 	fibres 	industries 
products 

Food, drink 
and tobacco 

Textiles, 
footwear, 
clothing and 
leather 

Other 
manufacturing 

1984 	 103.2 110.1 100.7 108.4 95.1 113.9 99.2 102.1 97.9 97.6 
1985 	 108.1 120.1 103.8 113.0 94.3 118.1 104.2 102.0 101.7 98.8 

1984 	3 	102.7 105.4 101.7 109.4 96.0 116.1 100.7 102.2 98.4 97.6 
4 	103.6 109.5 101.4 106.4 95.0 116.1 100.4 101.7 99.3 98.0 

1985 	1 	106.5 115.9 103.1 110.2 92.5 119.0 103.7 102.0 99.9 97.4 
2 	108.5 121.0 104.0 115.9 94.1 119.5 104.9 101.2 100.4 97.6 
3 	108.6 121.5 104.0 114.9 93.7 118.1 103.5 101.9 103.5 100.6 
4 	108.9 122.1 104.2 111.1 96.8 115.9 104.8 102.8 103.0 99.4 

1985 	N 	110.3 126.6 104.5 113 98 117 105 102 104 100 
D 	107.7 116.7 104.5 109 96 115 106 104 104 99 

1986 	J 	109.4 	123.3 

Percentage change latest 3 months on: 

104.4 110 97 119 105 103 101 99 

previous 3 months 

	

+0.2 	-0.2 
a year earlier 

	

.4.4 	.9.7 

+0.4 

+2.4 

-2.9 

.3.0 

+2.6 

+2.7 

-0.3 

-0.7 

.1.2 

+3.6 

+0.2 

+1.1 

+0.2 

+3.9 

-1.0 

+1.4 
1st quarter 	1981(a) 

+14.7 .19.8 +12.7 +11.4 +8.6 +21.1 +17.2 .3.4 +13.3 .6.2 
1st half 	1979(b) 

.2.1 +23.8 -4.9 -15.2 -10.2 +7.6 -4.2 +2.9 -14.0 -10.7 

DETAILED 	Coal and Extraction Mineral oil Other energy metals Other Chemicals Man-made Metal goods 
ANALYSIS 	coke of mineral 

oil 	and 
natural gas 

processing and water 
supply 

minerals and 
mineral 
products 

fibres not 
elsewhere 
specified 

1984 	 33.8 	147.1 98.5 	95.8 108.4 95.1 114.9 	78.8 	100.9 
1985 	 67.2 	150.1 98.6 	106.2 113.0 94.3 119.4 	74.1 	99.3 

1984 	3 	23.7 	144.3 98.4 	89.9 109.4 96.0 117.2 	79.3 	102.6 
4 	27.6 	151.8 99.3 	90.1 106.4 95.0 117.2 	76.8 	99.2 

1985 	1 	 35.9 	155.7 99.2 	100.1 110.2 92.5 120.3 	73.0 	98.0 
2 	70.9 	148.7 99.6 	108.9 115.9 94.1 120.8 	75.4 	98.1 
3 	80.2 	147.4 98.7 	108.2 114.9 93.7 119.4 	75.9 	101.4 
4 	81.7 	148.8 97.0 	107.5 111.1 96.8 117.2 	72.1 	99.5 

1985 	N 	82 	154 98 	114 113 98 118 	 76 	100 
D 	81 	138 97 	107 109 96 117 	 68 	 99 

1986 	J 	80 	151 96 	 110 110 97 120 	 77 	102 

Percentage change latest 3 months on: 
previous 3 months 

	

- 	-2.2 
a year earlier 

	

+176.2 	-4.3 

	

-0.2 	+3.8 

	

+0.3 	+19.3 

-2.9 

+3.0 

.2.6 

.2.7 

	

-0.3 	-0.4 	-0.4 

	

-0.7 	.0.4 	.1.6 
1st 	quarter 	1981(a) 

-16.7 	.36.7 +1.1 	 +13.8 .11.4 .8.6 +22.2 	-18.2 	.13.4 
1st half 	1979(b) 

-15.0 	+57.0 -14.0 	+5.1 -15.2 -10.2 +9.7 	-46.6 	-18.3 

DETAILED 	Mechanical 	Electrical Motor 	Other Food Drink and Textiles Clothing, 	Paper, 	All other 
ANALYSIS 	engineering 	and 
continued 	 instrument 

engineering 

vehicles and tranSpOrt 
parts 	equipment 

tobacco footwear and printing and manufacturing 
leather 	Publishing 

1984 	 87.4 122.8 81.3 91.5 104.7 96.7 93.7 101.6 96.2 99.3 
1985 	 92.8 130.9 86.5 95.3 105.0 95.7 98.4 104.6 98.4 99.2 

1984 	3 	87.7 126.4 81.8 91.7 104.9 96.7 93.9 102.4 95.9 99.5 
4 	87.6 128.6 77.6 92.6 104.8 95.5 94.2 103.8 97.6 98.4 

1985 	1 	 91.0 131.0 86.6 96.7 105.0 95.7 97.1 102.4 97.4 97.5 
2 	94.5 130.6 87.6 96.8 103.8 95.8 96.0 104.2 97.4 97.9 
3 	90.6 129.6 89.1 92.7 105.5 94.6 99.4 107.1 99.6 101.8 
4 	95.0 132.2 82.6 94.8 105.8 96.7 101.3 104.5 99.2 99.6 

1985 	N 	96 132 80 95 105 96 103 106 100 101 
D 	97 132 87 95 107 96 101 107 99 98 

1986 	J 	98 129 80 98 106 96 100 103 99 99 

Percentage change latest 3 months on: 
previous 3 months 

	

+5.5 	-0.1 
a year earlier 

	

+8.3 	+0.9 

-5.5 

+4.5 

.2.3 

.1.8 

.0.3 

.1.4 .0.3 

.1.1 

+6.5 

-0.6 

+1.8 

-0.1 

+1.6 

-2.1 

.1.2 
1st quarter 1981(a) 

.10.6 +41.3 +7.0 -9.3 +7.8 -5.3 +11.6 +14.7 +4.7 .8.1 
1st half 1979(b) 

-12.2 +26.8 -33.3 +2.0 +6.5 -4.4 -19.0 -9.2 -7.1 -14.4 

(a) Last trough for production industries (b) Last peak for production industries 
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INDEX OF OUTPUT OF THE PRODUCTION INDUSTRIES - JANUARY 1986 

This will be published at 11.30am on Tuesday, 18 March. 

The index of production was flat in the three months to January but was 41 per cent 

higher than a year earlier. Within production, manufacturing output rose by 1 per cent. 

Between December 1985 and January 1986 the index of production rose by 11 per cent. 

Manufacturing output was unchanged - as it has been for the past three months - but output 

of the energy and water supply industries rose by 51 per cent: this was mainly due to a rise 

of 9 per cent in oil and gas extraction from December's depressed level but other energy 

output also rose in January following a mild December. 



PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
until 11.30am Tuesday 18 March 

then UNCLASSIFIED 

4. 	Recent movements 

3 Months to Jan 1986 
on 

3 months to Oct 1985 

3 months to Jan 1986 
on 

3 months to Jan 1985 

January 1986 
on 

December 1985 

percentage changes 	1985 
on 

1984 

Index of Production 

within which: 

+5 0 + 4 1 + 1 1 

Manufacturing +3 + + 2 1 0 

Energy and Water +9 0 + 9 + 5 1 

adjusted for coal strike: 

Index of Production +3 0 +1 +"  

Manufacturing output +3 + +2 

Manufacturing output growth was sluggish around the middle of the year but has since 

grown steadily. CSO's best estimate after correcting for strikes and other temporary 

movements is that manufacturing output is growing by around 2 per cent in underlying 

terms. Manufacturing output is 121 per cent above its 1981Q1 trough but is 7 per cent 

below 1979Q2 peak. 

In the three months to January the index of production was 2 per cent above its 

average 1979 level. 

Other Industrial detail 

Good increases in output in the three months to January 1986 compared with a year 

earlier were recorded by Mechanical engineering [+8 per cent] , Textiles [+7 per cent] , 

Motor vehicles [+5 per cent.] 

Assessment 

Manufacturing output has risen strongly, over the past two years and has grown 

recently in underlying terms at around 2 per cent a year. Industrial production has grown, in 

the same terms, at just over 1 per cent a year because energy output is probably flat in 

underlying terms. 



PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
until 11.30am Tuesday 18 March 

then UNCLASSIFIED 

Press comment will probably be mixed but given that the figures appear on Budget Day 

they are unlikely to attract as much attention as the prospects for manufacturing given in 

the Industry Act Forecast. Headlines may point to the sluggish nature of manufacturing 

output but commentators may note that manufacturing output continues to grow in broad 

underlying terms. 

Manufacturing output grew by 3 per cent in 1985, the fourth year of uninterrupted 

growth - the longest such period since 1971. 

Lines to take  

Possible lines for IDT to take are: 

Positive:- 

Manufacturing prospects for the next year will be covered in the Industry Act 

Forecast to be published with the FSBR later today. 

Industrial production increased by 5 per cent in 1985 - equivalent to 3 per cent 

growth after allowing for effects of coal strike. 

Manufacturing output grew by 3 per cent in 1985 and best assessment is that it 

continues to grow at annual rate of around 2 per cent in underlying terms. 

Manufacturing output has now grown for four successive years - longest period 

of uninterrupted growth since 1971. 

Manufacturing output up by 121 per cent on 1981Q1 trough and up 12 per cent 

since June 1983 election. 

Defensive:- 

(v) 	Manufacturing output sluggish for 3 months. Manufacturing up 1 per cent in 

3 months to January - best assessment is that it is currently growing at annual 

rate of 2 per cent. 

K VERNON 
EB 



• 	PERSENAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
until 11.30, Tuesday 18 March 

TABLE 1 

OUTPUT OF PRODUCTICN AND CERSTRIXTION INDUSTRIES 

1980 	100, seasonally adjusted 

Production * 

(Divisions 1-4) 	* 

Energy and 

Water Supply 

(Division 	1) 

Manufacturing 

(Divisions 2-4) 

Construction 

(Division 	5) 

1979 107.1 100.5 109.5 105.8 

1980 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

1981 96.6 103.9 94.0 89.9 

1982 98.4 110.0 94.2 91.6 

1983 101.9 115.8 96.9 95.3 

1984 103.2 110.1 100.7 98,6 

1985 108.1 	R 120.1 R 103.8 R 100.0 

1983 04 104.1 118.3 98.9 97.8 

1984 01 104.3 117.7 99.5 97.0 

02 102.2 107.9 100.1 98.1 

02 102.7 R 105.4 101.7 100.5 

04 103.6 109.5 101.4 R 98.7 

1985 01 106.5 115.9 R 103.1 99.3 

02 108.5 R 121.0 104.0 R 100.2 

03 108.6 121.5 R 104.0 39.3 R 

04 18.9 R 122.1 R 104.2 R 101.3 

1984 November 103.4 109.0 101.4 

December 104.0 109.4 102.1 

1985 January 106.1 115.9 R 102.6 

February 105.8 R 114.0 R 102.8 
March 107.6 117.8 R 104.0 

April 108.8 R 122.3 103.9 R 

May 109.0 R 123.1 R 103.5 R 

June 107.7 R 117.6 R 104.1 R 

July 107.8 R 120.2 R 103.4 

August 108.4 119.4 104.4 
September 103.6 125.0 R 104.1 

October 108.8 R 123.0 103.7 R 

November 110.3 R 126.6 R 104.5 R 

December 107.7 R 116.7 R 104.5 R 

1986 January 109.4 123.3 104.4 

% changes 

Latest 3 months on previous 3 months 0.2 -0.2 0.4 2.0 

Latest 3 months on year earlier 4.4 9.7 2.4 2.6 

Latest 3 months on 1981 01 	(trough) 14.8 19.8 12.7 9.6 

+ 

Latest 3 months on 1979 02 (peak) -0.1 17.3 -7.0 -5.5 

Notes 

* Within the total 'production' index energy and water supply industries accounts for 26 per cent, 

and manufacturing for the remaining 74 per cent 

P.' signifies revised figure 	+ Energy & Water Supply peak is 1979 03 
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PERSMAL AND CMIDENTIAL 
until 11.30am, Tuesday 18 March 

TABLE 2 

OUTPUT OF PRODUCTION INDUSTRIES CHANGES IN DETAIL 

Percentage change, latest 3 months*  on: 

Previous 

3 months 

Same 

3 months 

last year 

1981 Q1 

(trough of output of 

production industries) 

Total Production Industries 0.2 4.4 14.7 

Energy & Water Supply -0.2 9.7 19.8 

o.w. 	extraction of oil & gas -2.2 -4.3 36.7 

coal and coke 0.0 176.2 -16.7 

Total Manufacturing 0.4 2.4 12.7 

o.w. 	Metals -2.9 3.0 11.4 

Other minerals + 2.6 2.7 8.6 
Chemicals (and man- 
made fibres) 

-0.3 -0.7 21.1 

Engineering 1.2 3.6 17.2 

Food, drink, 	tobacco 0.2 1.1 3.4 
Textiles etc. 0.2 3.9 13.3 
Other ++ -1.0 1.4 6.2 

* October, November and December 1985 

+ 	Mainly building materials 

++ Paper, printing, publishing, timber, furniture, rubber, plastics 
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THE INTERPRETATION AND USE OF ECONOMIC PREDICTIONS 

ps—t<Lki 

Treasury forecasts, both published and unpublished, of GDP and 
retail prices are analysed with reference to average absolute 
forecast errors and a benchmark index of variation. Forecasts 
of both GDP and the RPI looking two years ahead have become more 
accurate since the early 1970s, but there has been no marked 
improvement in one year ahead forecasts. The accuracy of 
annualised forecasts of GDP improves, and that of the RPI 
forecasts deteriorates, as the forecast time horizon is 
progressively extended from one to eight quarters ahead. Some 
evidence of forecast bias is presented: in the period up to 1979 
GDP tended to be over-predicted, and inflation under-predicted. 
Since 1980 this pattern has been reversed. Analysis of Treasury 
forecasts and an average of US forecasts shows them to be about 
equally accurate. 

2. 	The role of forecasts in the implementation of economic 
policy is discussed. Systematic model-based forecasts provide a 
consistent framework of analysis which can improve the operation 
of economic policy. But prediction errors, and the inertia of 
the economy, imply that there is only limited scope for 
discretionary, forecast-based, stabilisation policy. Under the 
MTFS the policy emphasis has shifted to the medium term. The 
forecasts have been used to articulate assumptions for output, 
inflation and money GDP, and to provide the tax and expenditure 
framework behind the illustrative path of the PSBR. Without the 
forecasts the conduct of monetary and fiscal policy would have 
been considerably more difficult. The paper concludes that 
while reductions in the forecast errors of short-term forecasts 
may be difficult to achieve there is hope that the accuracy of 
longer-term forecasts may continue to improve. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is difficult to imagine the conduct of economic policy 
without predictions. Either explicitly or implicitly the 
conduct of any policy implies a view about the future. 

In 1919 Marshall was able to argue 

"A chief purpose of every study of human 
action should be to suggest the probable outcome 
of present tendencies; and thus to indicate, 
tacitly if not expressly, such modifications of 
those tendencies as might further the 
well-being of mankind." (Marshall 1919, page 7). 

I have chosen to limit my attention to model-based 
macro-economic predictions; that is predictions about the 
behaviour of the economy as a whole. And I will concentrate 
on their use in helping Government to conduct stabilisation 
policy: that is the operation of policy - primarily fiscal 
and monetary - directed towards achieving stable economic 
growth and the control of inflation. For convenience I will 
be using the Treasury model and forecasts to illustrate 
my argument. But most of my comments would apply to other 
models and forecasts. 

Macro-economists routinely produce two types of prediction; 
a forecast for the appropriate period ahead of the 
consequences of existing policies; and simulations of the 
effects of changes in policy instruments or states of the 
world. In this lecture I will be concentrating on the 
former. I will begin with some introductory observations 
about the methodology of macro-based economic predictions 
before examining some aspects of the Treasury forecasting 
record over recent years. 	After a discussion of the 
implications of those results, I will conclude by examining 
the role they can play in the implementation of policy. 

THE METHODOLOGY OF ECONOMIC PREDICTIONS 

Treasury forecasts and simulations are both produced by some 
combination of man and machine. The machine is the Treasury 
model - a set of 1000 statistical and accounting 
relationships. Man in the first instance is the collective 
group of economists who operate the model. The machine 
is, of course, man-made. It combines hardware in the shape 
of a computer and software in the shape of the economic 
model. The group of economists who operate the model will 
include those who helped to develop it. 
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The model plays a key role. It gives the analysts a 
consistent and comprehensive structure that captures the 
economic relationships that can be identified from historical 
data. 	A formal model ensures that the various 
inter-relationships are taken consistently into account both 
in forecasting and in policy advice. It makes possible many 
of the calculations that we do. 

But we are still some way from a position where the model 
answers can be accepted without further human intervention. 
This is standard international practice. McNees surveyed 
the large US forecasting organisations in 1981; they 
attributed between 20 and 50 per cent of the final forecast 
to judgmental adjustments (McNees (1981)). Adjustments are 
made in the light of other information, commonsense 
judgements, past model error, and a knowledge of its 
deficiencies. 

The useful exercise of this judgement is not limited to the 
specialists. Non-specialists may also make a valuable 
contribution providing that the issues are put to them 
clearly. 

There are a number of characteristics of economic models 
that need to be taken into account when applying judgement 
to results. 

First, models are necessarily simplifications of an 
extremely complex structure and the model builder's task is 
to devise a framework which captures the key 
inter-relationships. The process of simplification inherent 
in model building removes aspects of the real world. Faced 
with new circumstances a number of adjustments may be 
required to allow for factors that are not fully captured 
already. For example following the 1984 Corporation Tax 
changes, special allowance had to be made for their impact on 
the timing of expenditure, the cost of capital and methods of 
finance. 

Second, the range of experience available is often 
insufficient to discriminate clearly between alternative 
views of the world. In particular it is often difficult, 
statistically, to distinguish between models which are 
internally coherent in terms of different theories. There 
is no experimental data available for estimating economic 
relationships: instead we are forced to rely upon often 
fragile historical data. 

Third, a related point, economic models are inevitably 
dominated by the range of historical experience. This means 
they are more suitable for analysing relatively small 
changes from the current situation and can give misleading 
answers if confronted with extreme situations. If we are 
faced with a large shock - for example the recent halving 
of oil prices - it is necessary to examine the results in 
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much greater detail and question whether some of the effects 
may need exaggerating or attenuating. 

Fourth, there are difficulties in measuring the scale of 
responses and the time lags involved. Estimated coefficients 
can be imposed whilst doing relatively little damage to the 
"fit" of the relationship. This is particularly important 
in relation to the longer-term properties of a model. 
Changes which have only a small impact on the short-term 
accuracy of predictions may greatly affect the longer-term 
properties of a relationship. Some progress has been made 
in recent years. More rigorous econometric tests and 
procedures are followed, some of which help in the 
incorporation of desirable theoretical properties. But data 
limitations are a serious constraint. 

And fifth, it is very difficult to cope with significant 
changes to the way expectations are formed. Decisions of 
economic agents can be dominated by expectations about the 
future. Often these expectations will be dependent upon 
experiences of the past, but not in any mechanistic way. We 
have seen some advances in considering and modelling 
expectations formation but they only scratch the surface. 
It remains necessary to question whether the process of 
expectations formation built into the model is likely to 
change. This is particularly important with predictions 
that involve a sharp change of government policy or the 
environment. 

This may sound a formidable list of difficulties but I hope 
to show that they are factors to be taken into account 
rather than insuperable obstacles. 

FORECASTING PERFORMANCE 

A sensible interpretation of predictions must begin with 
an analysis of the forecasting record. 

The Treasury has a long tradition of carrying out, and more 
recently publishing, evaluations of economic forecast against 
outturn. Ever since the Industry Act Forecasts were first 
published in December 1976 they have included assessments 
of errors from past forecasts. 

There is, of course, an inherent interest in the extent to 
which past forecasts were in error. Even more important 
though, errors in past forecasts provide the best, though 
still fallible, guide to the likely extent of errors in 
current forecasts. In this paper I use mainly unpublished, 
internal, forecasts, though some use is made of forecasts 
published at budget time. 

Assessing the accuracy of past forecasts is not, however, 
easy although this claim risks being interpreted as 
evasion. The problems have been well documented by those 
who have attempted to compare and contrast forecasting 
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records; data revisions, changes to economic policy and 
unanticipated changes to the economic environment being 
the most prominent. 

In this lecture I will try to give an outline of the 
accuracy of Treasury forecasting over the past 15 years 
in relation to GDP and inflation. I will examine the size 
of errors; the extent to which they deteriorate as the 
forecast horizon is extended; any tendency towards bias; 
and whether there are any signs of improvement as methods 
have become more sophisticated. 

I am conscious that by concentrating on a few variables I may 
appear to understate the progress that has been made in 
producing comprehensive and detailed forecasts that help us 
to monitor a wide variety of information. Even so the 
ability to predict output and inflation remains a crucial 
test. And by limiting the analysis in this way I am able 
to look at the predictions in greater detail. 

Comparing one forecaster with another, for the same period 
of history, and using the same data is fraught with problems. 
It is even more difficult to evaluate the relative accuracy 
of forecasts made in, say, the 1960s with those in the 1970s 
or 1980s. This is because the variability of the data 
changes - sometimes drastically. The relatively placid years 
of the 1960s, although not always perceived as such at the 
time, look in retrospect to be fairly easy to forecast by 
comparison with the 1970s which were subject to a number of 
major surprises from both the world economy and from policy. 

To measure the accuracy of forecasts I have chosen to 
compute the average absolute error. I have also attempted 
to give an estimate of forecasting difficulty to help put 
some of the errors into perspective. For this purpose I 
have devised an index of variation. In a technical sense 
it measures the average absolute value of the next higher 
order of difference compared with the difference we are 
attempting to forecast. To give an example, we wish to 
evaluate our record in forecasting the one-year ahead growth 
of GDP. The index of variation measures the average 
absolute value of the difference between last year's growth 
and next year's growth. Thus if GDP always grew by 2 per 
cent, the index of variation would have a value of zero. 

The index of variation provides a benchmark in the following 
way. If we always forecast that the change in the next 
period will be the same as the change in the previous 
period, the average absolute error will be the same as the 
index of variation. 	We should be able to produce average 
absolute forecasting errors that are smaller than the index 
of variation. 
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It is not suggested that this is an absolute standard but 
the index does provide a useful measure of changes in the 
difficulty of forecasting for different variables or for 
different periods. 

I have not adjusted the results for subsequent policy 
changes. Such adjustments are difficult. The overall 
message is changed little if allowance is made using the 
forecasters" judgements at the time about the effect of 
the policy changes. 

Next I will present some analysis of forecast errors; then 
I will suggest some implications. 

GDP Forecasts 

For GDP forecasts I will examine two sets of information. 
The first is a set of annual growth forecasts made early in 
each year. Each forecast measures the change in (real) GDP 
between the previous calendar year and the current calendar 
year. I should emphasise that this is not a strong test, 
even if data is only available to the end of the previous 
year. The movement of output during the previous year, an 
early estimate of which is already known, will have a 
significant weight in the outturn. But annual growth 
forecasts are the most readily accessible information for the 
1960s. These are available since 1960 for the year in 
question, and since 1965 for two years ahead. 

The second data set includes 46 quarterly forecasts made 
between 1970 and 1985. Most of them cover a forecasting 
horizon of eight quarters; some made around the time of the 
first oil shock are for less than eight quarters; and for 
the most recent forecasts we do not have outturn data for all 
quarters. 

Figures 1 and 2 show uncentred 5-year moving averages of the 
absolute error from one and two-year predictions. The 
two-year errors have not been annualised and are therefore 
larger than the one-year errors. The diagrams also show the 
5-year moving average of the index of variation for one and 
two-year growth rates. The lower part of the frame plots 
the ratio of the absolute error to the index of variation 
(both measured as 5-year moving averages). 



Figure 2 

Forecast errors for GDP, 2 years ahead 

(5 year moving averagesl) 
Per cent change 

1970 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 

1. Moving average is shown against last year of period 
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Forecast errors for GDP, 1 year ahead 
(5 year moving averagesl) 

4 
Per cent change 

Ratio of Average 
absolute error to 
Index of variation 

error 
Average absolute 

Index of 
variation 

0 	 
1963 65 69 	73 	77 	81 

1. Moving average is shown against last year of period 

1.0 

0.5 

85 
0 

Index of variation 

Average absolute 
error 

Ratio of Average 
absolute error to 
Index of variation 

For both one and two year forecasts the errors are bigger in 
the 1970s than in the 1960s or 1980s. By the end of the 
period shown the errors are similar - if anything a little 
lower - than experienced in the 1960s. The index of data 
variation shows some similarity with the pattern of forecast 
errors. There is a sharp increase in variation in the 
mid-seventies. This included the final stages of the "Barber 
boom", the first major oil price increase, and some major 
industrial disputes. Then after a few years of steadier 
growth in the late seventies there is an increase in 
variation in the early eighties coinciding with the second 
oil price shock. 

It is difficult to make any generalisations about the trend 
of accuracy of one year ahead forecasts because of the 
different circumstances although recent forecasts compare 
well. The ratio of the absolute error to the index of 
variation shows no trend for the one-year forecasts. This 
suggests there has been little, if any, progress in 
forecasting GDP one year ahead. 

There are clearer signs of improvement accuracy of the 
two-year forecasts after allowing for changing degree of 
difficulty. The ratio of the absolute error to the index of 
variation has been declining. The errors are less than those 
from the late 1960s even though the degree of data variation 
has been much bigger. 

8 
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The quarterly GDP calculations are complicated by substantial 
revisions to the historical data. We have tried to allow for 
this by focusing on the predicted changes relative to the 
last quarter for which information was available at the time. 
In computing the outturn we have followed a similar procedure 
using the latest estimate of the change. 

Figure 3 shows the average errors by time horizon for the 
level of GDP for 46, mainly internal, quarterly forecasts 
made since 1970. 

Figure 3 

Forecast errors for GDP: 1970-1985 
Percentage points 

Average absolute 
change 

Average absolute 
error 

3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 

Forecast horizon (quarters) 

The results show the extent to which forecast errors increase 
as we extend the time horizon of the forecasts. The pattern 
for GDP is that the errors increase relatively slowly so that 
forecast errors from annualised data decline as the time 
horizon is extended. 

I have also presented estimates of the index of variation 
over the eight quarter time horizon. In this context they 
are equivalent to the average absolute errors from a 
predictor based on the rule that growth over the next n 
quarters will be the same as over the past n quarters, where 
n is the time horizon of the forecast. 

The pattern of forecast errors is broadly the same as the 
estimate of data variability. The ratio of the two series 
shown is relatively stable. If anything the ratio of the 
absolute error to the index of variation is higher in the 
early quarters. 



A comparison of sub-periods is shown in table 1. 

Table 1 

Forecast Errors for GDP by Sub-Period: 1970-1985 

(Index of variation in brackets) 

Forecast Horizon (Quarters) 

2 4 6 8 

1970-74 2.1 (3.2) 2.7 (4.0) 3.0 (4.8) 4.5 (5.6) 

1975-79 1.4 (2.0) 1.3 (1.9) 1.7 (3.3) 1.9 (4.3) 

1980-85 .9 (1.4) .9 (2.7) 1.3 (3.6) 1.9 (5.1) 

As with the annual data, the comparison is complicated by the 
changing degree of difficulty. They support the tentative 
conclusion I reached earlier. There has been some reduction 
in average errors but the index of variation is also lower 
after the first half of the 1970s. After allowing for that 
the signs of improvement are most noticeable for the longer 
forecast horizon. 

Table 2 shows the average errors which are an estimate of 
bias. There is a tendency towards over-prediction between 
1970 and 1979 although it is weaker after 1975. Since 1980 
the tendency is reversed with evidence of under-prediction 
for the longer forecast horizon. 

Table 2 

Average Forecast Error (Bias) for GDP for Sub-Periods:  
1970-1985 

Forecast Horizon (Quarters) 

8 4 6 

1970-74 2.4 2.6 3.0 

1975-79 0.2 .7 1.7 
1980-85 -.4 -.9 -1.7 

Inflation Forecasts 

I have followed the same procedures in examining the 
inflation forecasts. The comparison is more straightforward, 
however, as the Retail Prices Index is not revised. 

• 



Figure 4 

Forecast errors for RPI, 1 year ahead 
(5 year moving averages1 ) 

Per cent change 
20 

Index of variation 
1 

Figure 5 

Forecast errors for RPI , 2 years ahead 
(5 year moving averages') 

Per cent change 
20 	  

Index of variation 
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Average absolute 
error (RR) 
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absolute error to 
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Figures 4 and 5 show for the RPI the same information I 
presented earlier for GDP. Forecasts are available since 
1966 and hence the five-year moving averages since 1970. 

1. Moving average is shown against last year of period 
1. Moving average is shown against last year of period 

There are some similarities with the pattern of GDP errors 
but there are also some differences. In particular the 4 
quarter errors behave in an unexpected way. There is little 
change in the size of the error over the period shown; and 
errors are small in the second half of the seventies. 

The index of variation follows a broadly similar pattern to 
the GDP variation. This suggests that inflation was rather 
more difficult to predict in the mid to late 1970s. However 
the profile of 4 quarter errors does not reflect the 
variations in the data. 

As a result there is no convincing sign of steady improvement 
for the 4 quarter forecasts. There are large differences 
in the variation of inflation itself and no trend in the 
ratio of the absolute error to the index of variation. 

The pattern of 8 quarter errors is more like the GDP error 
pattern and the index of variation. The 8 quarter inflation 
errors were rather bigger in the 1970s than in the late 1960s 
or so far in the 1980s. There is more evidence of 
improvement with the 8 quarter ahead predictions. The 
pattern of steady improvement is similar to the results for 
GDP. 

11 



The detailed figures by time horizon for the quarterly 
forecasts are shown in figure 6. 

Figure 6 

Forecast errors for RPI 1970-1985 

14 Percentage points 

Average 
absolute 
change 

Average 
absolute 
error 

2 	3 	4 	5 	6 
	

7 
	

8 

Forecast horizon (quarters) 

The annualised errors rise as we extend the forecast horizon. 
If anything the tendency is for the errors to rise relative 
to the estimate of variation. 

Table 3  

Forecast Errors for RPI by Sub-Periods: 1970-1985  

(Index of variation in brackets) 

Forecast Horizon (Quarters)  

2 	 4 	 6 	 8 

1970-74 .7 (1.6) 2.2 (4.1) 5.9 (8.4) 10.5 (12.1) 
1975-79 .7 (3.3) 1.5 (6.1) 3.4 (8.8) 5.2 (12.7) 
1980-85 .7 (1.6) 1.9 (2.6) 3.4 (5.8) 4.4 (10.2) 

Within the sub-periods the reduction of error in later 
years is concentrated in quarters 6 and 8; in the final 
period there is also a lower measure of variation of 
inflation. 

• 
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Table 4 

Average Forecast Errors (Bias) for RPI for  
Sub-Periods: 1970-1985 

Forecast Horizon (Quarters) 

8 4 6 

1970-74 -2.1 -5.9 -10.5 
1975-79 -.9 1.7 -3.5 
1980-85 1.4 2.5 3.7 

The estimates of bias tend to be of opposite sign to those 
for output. Until 1974 there is a tendency for 
under-prediction; it is also evident in a weaker form until 
1979. Since 1980 the pattern has been reversed with some 
over-prediction on average. 

INTERPRETATION OF FORECASTING ERRORS 

I interpret these results as suggesting that the forecasts 
of GDP and inflation do contain information. Forecast 
appraisal must be subjective. It is difficult to make firm 
statements and most of my remarks refer to tendencies. But 
for my own part I find the results encouraging. 

Changing forecasting methods  

In considering the progress of errors over the years it is 
important to remember that Treasury forecasting methods have 
changed. (For a history of macro-economic model building in 
the UK see Ball (1984)). Through most of the 1960s Treasury 
forecasting was very much a matter of hand crafting with 
different parts being done in separate compartments often in 
different Government Departments and not all at the same 
time. There were considerable doubts expressed in the 1950s 
and 1960s about the potential for using models for these 
purposes. A common conclusion was that this was impractical. 
It was feared that models inevitably would be rigid, 
over-precise and inflexible. It was argued they would not 
substitute for the careful examination and adjustment of 
recent data; reading the tea-leaves of recent indicators; 
and adding a twist of judgement that can only be acquired by 
many years of experience. 

From 1966 onwards forecasts were produced at the London 
Business School using a quarterly econometric model (Ball and 
Burns (1968)). Initially the forecast errors were probably 
larger than those generated using conventional techniques 
but with experience performance improved. 

One of the achievements of the past 15 years has been the 
successful integration of the two cultures. Writing in 1969 
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Sir Alec Cairncross (Cairncross (1969)) feared that the use 
of models would mean trying to crush the past into a 
Procrustean bed of econometric relationships when in reality 
the future is a series of discontinuous and unique events. 
But in practice within the framework of a model it has still 
been possible to adjust recent data, assess trends and 
highlight special factors. Indeed the model serves a 
valuable role in that process, and is part of the continuing 
exercise in monitoring the economy and its statistics as they 
appear. The comparison of the model's predictions and the 
outturn for recent quarters provides valuable information 
about the extent to which special factors seem to have been 
at work. It has become possible to monitor a huge amount 
of information and build it into a consistent picture of 
developments. Without the use of models only a limited 
amount of data can be monitored and integrated. 

The appearance of the Treasury model, beginning in about 
1969, had implications for the organisation of official 
forecasting and led to forecasting becoming much more 
centralised in the Treasury. 

In the late sixties and early 1970s, there was growing 
confidence in forecasting. Extra resources were put in and 
there were hopes that the accumulation of data and more 
sophisticated techniques would lead to major improvements in 
accuracy of forecasts and understanding of the economy. 

These hopes for forecasts were not realised. As we have seen 
the forecasting record in the 1970s was in many ways worse 
than in the 1960s. But this largely reflected the much 
greater turbulence of the post 1971 world. 

Is forecast performance improving?  

The results I have presented suggest it is not possible to 
reach any decisive view about the development of forecast 
accuracy for one year ahead forecasts although there is some 
sign of improvement in recent years. If anything we must 
conclude that as far as the short-term horizon is concerned 
there has not been much improvement in accuracy. 

For two year ahead forecasts the picture is clearer with 
rather greater evidence of improvement. This probably 
reflects in part the extra resources devoted to modelling. 
The attention to longer-term properties of the model, better 
estimation techniques, and theoretical developments seem to 
have yielded returns. I also suggest it reflects an increase 
in value of the human capital. Many members of the 
forecasting teams were engaged in forecasting for many years. 

Learning from oil price shocks  

The problems in the mid 1970s are themselves instructive. 
The model at the time had been estimated using data from a 



relatively quiet and trend-like period. As a result the 
coefficients were probably poorly determined. 

The forecasters then had to cope with the oil price shock, 
which was not foreseen and whose effects were understated. 
However as a result of that experience the models improved. 
We learned more about the response of the economy to 
inflation shocks, for example via the saving ratio, and the 
potential impact of the exchange rate. As a result the 
forecasters handled the implications of the second oil price 
increase, and the disinflationary policy of the 1980s much 
better. 

Tendency to bias  

Another interesting feature of the errors has been some 
tendency for persistent bias to occur. During the late 
sixties and first half of the seventies the growth of money 
GDP was underestimated and the forecasts tended to be 
optimistic about the implications for output and inflation. 
In other words the division of money GDP between output and 
inflation was worse than expected. 

Since 1980 money GDP has been over-predicted a little. And 
the forecasts have tended to be unduly pessimistic about the 
prospects for inflation and output. The output/inflation 
split has been rather better than expected. 

These biases broadly coincide with changes in the overall 
stance of policy. In the earlier period, fiscal policy was 
generally expansionary; monetary policy tended to be 
accommodating and the exchange rate fell considerably. In 
the second period the budget deficit has been brought down, 
monetary policy has been actively directed towards 
disinflationary monetary conditions and the exchange rate has 
not shown any pronounced trend over the period even though it 
has been volatile. 

These forecast errors are consistent with the view that 
there is too much inertia in the modelling of inflation 
and output and maybe too small an impact of inflation 
changes on output. They are also consistent with the view 
that forecasters may have paid too much attention to demand 
factors and not enough to supply factors. 

Errors and the forecast horizon 

I would also draw attention to the differences in error 
profiles as we extend the forecast horizon. 

Figure 7 shows the errors for GDP and RPI on an annualised 
basis as we extend the time horizon of the forecast. The 
actual and predicted values were annualised before computing 
the absolute error. For real GDP annualised errors decline 
as we extend the forecast horizon; for the RPI they 
increase. 
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Figure 7 

GDP and RPI annualised forecast errors: 1970-1985 
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This result emphasises the inherent difficulty in predicting 
short-run movements of activity. They can be dominated 
by shocks like strikes or rapid changes in inventory 
levels. They can also be influenced by sudden changes in 
policy. 	However there appear to be built-in stabilisers 
which keep the average rate of growth of the economy fairly 
constant. The longer the period we cover, the more this 
tendency of the economy to converge on a fairly constant 
growth path becomes apparent. By contrast there is no 
tendency for longer-term inflation to be more predictable 
than short-term changes. We have a fairly good knowledge 
of short-term price movements but there is no inherent 
tendency for inflation to converge on any particular rate. 

Comparison with univariate estimates  

It is difficult to know how to judge forecast errors. We 
have tried to estimate univariate time series estimators for 
real GDP and inflation to serve as a benchmark. In each case 
we only used the information that was available at the time. 



These time series estimators have been clearly outperformed 
by the actual forecasts since 1975. Between 1970 and 1975 
there is less difference. However I am very conscious that 
we have not put many resources into this exercise. Even so 
it is worth noting that in the US where ex-ante time series 
predictions have been issued to serve as a benchmark the 
model based forecasts do better (see McNees 1979 and 1983). 

Data revisions 

One interesting comparison is with the revisions to the GDP 
data. One of the complications to be faced in making 
short-term GDP forecasts is that the national accounts data 
which the forecasters use is itself subject to considerable 
revision over a period of years. For example, my earlier 
results suggested forecasts of real GDP growth over the next 
four quarters have on average been subject to an absolute 
error of about 1.6 per cent since the 1970s. The estimate 
of growth over the most recent four quarters that was 
available at the time that these forecasts were being made 
was itself subject to an absolute error of 1.3 per cent on 
average. 

It is almost inevitable that errors in the data will have 
materially affected the accuracy of the GDP forecasts. 
Forecasters views about the near future are, in many 
respects, conditional on their perception of what has been 
happening in the recent past. 

Comparison with other forecasts  

In principle it is interesting to compare these error 
statistics with those of other forecasters but I do not have 
time to address that today. Other UK forecasters have 
published forecast post-mortems (Robinson (1983), Savage 
(1983), NIESR (1984)). Some of the characteristics of 
Treasury forecasts I have described are present in other 
forecasts but there are also some differences. 

It is also interesting to compare the errors I have presented 
today with the typical US results. I appreciate that this 
runs into even more trouble than the comparison across time 
periods. Even so it is of some interest. 

The US figures are from McNees (1983, pp 14, 15) and cover 
the period 1976 to 1983. They are an average of the early 
quarter forecasts produced by the major US forecasters. We 
have calculated average Treasury forecast errors for the same 
period. I also show our computed index of variation for 
both US and UK data. 

In table 5 I show the comparative figures for inflation. The 
annualised UK errors seem to be less than the equivalent US 
errors but the pattern is very similar. The estimate of 
variation is rather less for the US than the UK, particularly 
in the short-run, according to the measure I have been using. 
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Table 5  

Comparison of UK RPI and US CPI Forecast Errors  

Percentage Points; Annualised Rates of Growth: 1976-1983 

(Index of variation in brackets) 

Time Horizon (Quarters)  

2 	 4 	 6 	 8 

H M Treasury 1.7 (4.8) 2.1 (4.4) 2.3 (5.0) 2.2 (5.4) 
United States* 2.0 (2.4) 2.1 (2.6) 2.5 (3.3) 2.9 (4.0) 

*Average of 5 US forecasts 

The average GDP errors are shown in table 6 on the same 
basis. Again the pattern seems to be that the UK average 
errors are less than the US errors. However our measure of 
variation also suggests that the UK GDP series also varied a 
little less. Allowing for that there seems to be very little 
difference in forecast performance. 

Table 6  

Comparison of UK Real GDP and US teal GNP Forecast Errors  

Percentage Points; Annualised Rates of Growth: 1976-1983  

(Index of variation in brackets) 

Tine Horizon (Quarters) 

2 	 4 	 6 	 8 

H M Treasury 2.4 (3.6) 1.3 (2.4) 1.0 (2.5) 0.9 (2.4) 
United States* 2.4 (4.1) 1.8 (3.3) 1.4 (2.7) 1.3 (2.9) 

*Average of 6 US forecasts 

My general, and provisional, conclusion from the comparison 
is that there is not a great deal of difference between the 
two forecasting records. There is no evidence in these 
figures that the UK performance is any worse. 

THE USE OF ECONOMIC PREDICTIONS 

So far I have concentrated on the interpretation of economic 
predictions. I would now like to turn to the second part 
of my title; the use that can be made of predictions 

• 
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in the implementation of policy. I will discuss, in turn, 
the extent to which predictions are necessary to the conduct 
of policy; some limitations in their use; and their role 
in the implementation of the MTFS. 

Are predictions necessary for the conduct of policy?  

Some commentators have argued that we can do without these 
predictions altogether. Some of that scepticism derives 
from the feeling that anyone who involves themselves in 
predictions must be, at heart, an interventionist. 

But the essence of prediction is an attempt to use the 
considerable array of information available systematically 
in the assessment of economic developments. Decisions have 
to be made against the background of an uncertain current 
position; they cannot be easily reversed and many policy 
changes have consequences stretching years ahead. Some kind 
of forward look is therefore essential and it is best to do 
this in a consistent way. Once they are produced forecasts 
have an important monitoring function as they provide a basis 
against which to judge subsequent developments. 

Forecasting does not depend upon the objectives of short 
run demand management. Monetary policy, taxation and public 
expenditure decisions require forecasts of the whole economy 
because of the influence of the movement of output and 
inflation upon, for example, interest rates, tax collection 
and expenditure. 

It is sometimes suggested that the alternative to prediction 
is the operation of policy rules. The idea of policy 
without predictions is an attractive prospect but I suggest 
impractical. 

In practice the operation of -)olicy rules themselves will 
involve the use of predictions. 	Even apparently 
straightforward policy rules such as balanced budgets or 
monetary targets require a considerable amount of technical 
expertise for their successful implementation. 

If the necessary predictions are not made in a systematic 
manner they will simply be done in an ad hoc manner. The 
strength of model-based predictions is that they bring 
consistency and attention to detail. 

It is likely that the operation of economic policy of any 
kind can be improved by the use of systematic model-based 
forecasts. The discipline of recording predictions along with 
the logic involved in their preparation is an essential part 
of the learning process along with regular post-mortems of 
the results. The model itself provides a description of how 
the economy works, and a benchmark against which to set our 
j udgements . 

• 

The forecasting process in the Treasury serves a crucial 



co-ordinating role. In part it is an attempt to bring 
together much of the forecasting work of the rest of the 
Treasury, the Inland Revenue, Customs & Excise and other 
Departments to provide a coherent, integrated picture of 
economic prospects and developments. It is important to 
stress the extent to which the forecasting and policy 
analysis work, based in part upon model simulations, is an 
integral part of the Treasury administrative process. 

Some limitations in their use 

In summary, I am persuaded of the contribution of 
model-based predictions to the technical competence with 
which a Government implements its policy. But there 
are limitations to their use. I will mention two. 

First, it is my view that predictions from one type of 
model, on their own, are an unreliable basis to determine 
the operation of fiscal and monetary policy. The size of 
forecast errors means that it is dangerous to place 
excessive reliance on one approach. This suggests the need 
to monitor a range of forecasts and policy simulations based 
upon different views of the way economies function and 
respond. 

And we need to consider the implication of the tendency 
for inflation forecast errors to increase rapidly without 
any pressure for inflation to converge on a particular rate, 
and for inflation forecasts to show a downward bias when 
the underlying inflation rate has been increasing. 

My own interpretation is that it suggests the need for a 
clear financial framework to maintain control of inflation. 
Whether that policy should be a fixed exchange rate, monetary 
targets or a money GDP objective is a secondary issue for 
the purpose of this exppsition. Forecasts have a role to 
play within such a framework, and I will return to this 
later. 

Second, there are important limitations in the extent to 
which predictions can be used in fine tuning demand -whether 
in real or money terms. The short-term forecast errors are 
large in relation to the scale of the measures government can 
contemplate, particularly in the shorter term. Short-term 
fluctuations of demand due to inventory changes or world 
demand movements can be both surprising and to a degree 
self-correcting. 

Even if we could correctly forecast short-term fluctuations, 
it is very difficult to devise control techniques whose 
effect is exhausted in a short period. Thus policies have to 
be reversed sharply to offset their longer-term effect. Such 
changes in policy are both disturbing and costly to 
administer. This does not mean that discretionary 
stabilisation policy is impossible; but its scope is limited 
(see Committee on Policy Optimisation, H M Treasury 1978). 

• • 
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Many of the problems became evident during the years of 
demand management. During this period short-term forecasts 
played an increasing role. Despite this growing influence a 
view also emerged that neither domestic nor balance of 
payments forecasts were good enough guides for the policy 
decisions which were based upon them. The ambitions to fine 
tune demand within a narrow path meant forecasting 
fluctuations with greater accuracy than forecasters could 
reasonably be expected to deliver. In hindsight it is 
striking how little tolerance could be permitted either with 
the unemployment or balance of payments objective. 

It was inevitable that forecasts would be uncertain and 
liable to be wrong. It is clear from the various articles 
written by Chief Economic Advisers to the Treasury (see Hall 
(1959), Cairncross (1969), MacDougall (1974)) that no-one 
realised the uncertainty more than the Treasury forecasters 
themselves. The conclusion I draw from this is that the 
design of policy must pay full regard to the limitations of 
the predictions. If excessive demands are made for forecast 
accuracy this can only lead to growing frustration with the 
forecasters. And, in turn, the forecasters can become 
unnecessarily defensive about the status of their 
predictions. 

The problem of fine tuning the level of real demand is also 
one of not having the appropriate policy instruments to 
stabilise the economy in response to major disturbances such 
as unexpected wage and price shocks. The Korean war price 
shock in 1951 and both oil price hikes fall into this 
category. The breakdowns of wages policies have had effects 
similar in nature, if more subdued. The forces at work can 
be so powerful that it is difficult to imagine any policy 
response that would stabilise them. There may be no time 
to take any action that will stabilise the initial situation. 

It can be difficult to accept that situations can arise 
unexpectedly or with a force that makes stabilisation policy 
ineffective to deal with them. And yet the temptation to 
override this reality can lead to even greater instability in 
the future. 

The important role of predictions may be to anticipate the 
way in which the economy will unwind from the shocks and to 
help in making a judgement about the action that will help 
that adjustment. It is not to attempt to foresee what policy 
changes would stabilise the situation in the short term. 

The role of prediction in the MTFS 

I would like to close with some brief comments about the 
economic predictions that have been used during the years of 
the M'TFS. 



They have played a different role to that of the 1960s and 
1970s. During the years of Demand Management the purpose 
of the short-term forecasts and policy analysis was to help 
the Government to decide whether to run risks of unemployment 
on the one side, or of overheating and balance of payments 
deficits on the other. And to advise on the scale and type 
of measures that would bring the economy into line with the 
Government's objectives. 

Until the early 1970s the striking feature was the extent to 
which the aim set out in the 1944 White Paper of maintaining 
"high and stable" employment was, by all past and subsequent 
standards, successfully achieved. Even so many commentators 
argue that frequently policy was destabilising; emphasising 
recovery when it was already under way, and restraining 
demand when activity was already slowing down. 

I have already mentioned some of the growing doubts about 
economic predictions. From 1972 onwards the major 
difficulties with demand management emerged. By 1976 there 
was not only disillusion with demand management; there was 
also growing frustration with the forecasts. 

A number of changes in balance have emerged. Within 
the framework of the MTFS, introduced in 1980, judgements 
about fiscal and monetary policy have not relied solely 
upon short-term forecasts of activity and inflation. 
Instead, the forecasts have taken on a slightly different 
role; one that I suspect is more comfortable. 

The focus of the forecasts and policy simulations has shifted 
to a more medium-term horizon. There has been less emphasis 
on the short-term outlook and the evaluation of measures that 
would be involved in bringing output quickly back to its 
desired path. 

The essence of the MTFS has been a series of monetary ranges 
with an illustrative path for the budget deficit which was 
judged to be consistent with the profile for monetary growth 
and the implied growth of money GDP; but which recognised 
the inevitable uncertainty surrounding the forecasts. 

The forecasts and assumptions that have been presented were 
not detailed planning assumptions for the MTFS; they were 
primarily illustrative. They have not been the only basis 
for setting the monetary targets and the illustrative PSBR 
path but they played a part in attempting to ensure that 
the financial framework was consistent with the overall 
objectives. And in operational terms they were used to 
compute the appropriate tax and expenditure framework that 
was consistent with the illustrative PSBR. 

There has been less emphasis on the detailed components of 
demand and more on the government's finances and monetary 
developments. Treasury resources have been increased in 
areas - such as the public sector and the financial system 
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- of direct concern to and the responsibility of Government. 
Other areas of modelling and forecasting, such as the balance 
of payments and the industrial forecasts, have been allocated 
fewer resources. Within the medium term horizon increased 
attention has been given to trying to identify balance sheet 
pressures upon the various sectors. 

As we have seen the forecast errors have declined again; 
maybe partly because of improved techniques but also 
because the profile of inflation and output has become 
smoother and more predictable. 

Space prohibits a detailed examination of their profiles but 
I have presented the data for two variables, money GDP and 
real GDP. 

Table 7 shows the growth of nominal GDP over this period 
shown in successive versions of the MTFS. For the first 
two years the assumptions were not published but were 
prepared for internal purposes. This is one indicator of 
the extent to which the pressures from monetary and fiscal 
policy have been operating as anticipated. The table shows 
that in the early years we did not foresee fully the extent 
of the deceleration of nominal GDP that would be brought 
about by the MTFS framework. However, in general terms the 
outcome has been very much as expected. 

Table 7  

MTFS Assumptions for Nominal GDP 

1980(1)  

Date of Publication 

(percentage change) 

1984 	1986 Outturn 1981(1) 1982 1983 

1979-80 1712 19.9 
1980-81 17 13 13.8 
1981-82 12 1012 1012 10.1 
1982-83 912, 912 To—  812 9.3 

1983-84 101 2 10 912 8 8.0 7.8 
1984-85 912 812 7.9 6.9 
1985-86 6.8 9.6 

(1) Assumptions for nominal GDP were not published in the 1980 
and 1981 MTFS 
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A similar conclusion applies to the record on real output, 
which is shown in table 8. The output profile as presented 
in the 1980 MTFS involved a sharp reduction of output in 
1980, a further small reduction in 1981 followed by some 
recovery in 1982 and 1983. The profile has been very much 
as expected although the fall in 1981 was a little greater 
than anticipated in the 1980 MTFS. By the time of the 1981 
MTFS however we had revised the outlook and this revised 
profile has been almost spot on. 

Table 8  

GDP 1980 Prices(1)  

Assumptions for MTFS 

change) 

1986 Outturn 

(percentage 

Date of Publication 

1980(2) 	1981(2)  1982 	1983 	1984 

1980 -2.5 	-2.5 -2.4 
1981 -0.5 	-2.0 -2.0 -1.4 
1982 1 	1 1'2 0.7 0.7 1.9 
1983 212 	212 212 2 2.8 3.3 
1984 212 3 2.6 
1985 212 3.3 

 MTFS Assumptions published between 
on 	1975 prices. 

1980 and 1983 were based 

 Average growth from 1980 to 1983 as published was 1 per cent 
a year in the 1981 MTFS. 

Although our experience of this type of medium-term framework 
is relatively short so far the predictions are encouraging. 
And they have been useful. The operation of fiscal and 
monetary policy has been conducted against the background of 
the assumptions for output, inflation and money GDP. At 
times of unexpected velocity changes the profile of money GDP 
has provided ex-post reassurance of the appropriateness of 
monetary conditions. And the monitoring of the wage, price, 
productivity developments against expectations has helped 
in understanding some of the unexpected developments. 
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The conduct of monetary and fiscal policy would have been 
considerably more difficult if we had not set out for our 
own use an articulate, coherent set of projections for the 
main variables. 

CONCLUS ION S 

I will not attempt to summarise the material I have 
presented. Instead I will conclude with some general 
observations. 

Economic forecasting has been a growth industry over the 
past 25 years. In the early 1960s only the Treasury and 
National Institute undertook detailed forecasts. In 1966, 
at the London Business School, James Ball and I began 
preparing the first regular model based forecasts of the 
UK economy. Since then there has been an explosion of 
forecasting activity. At the Treasury we monitor about 
30 forecasts on a regular basis. 

The evidence I have presented suggests that over this period 
there has not been any marked improvement in Treasury 
forecasts of output and inflation up to a forecasting 
horizon of about a year. But the results for longer 
horizons are more encouraging with some evidence of 
improvement. 

In the years ahead I do not expect to see any major 
breakthrough in the accuracy of short-term forecasts. 
There is only limited scope for improved estimation 
techniques and theoretical developments to add to the 
accuracy of short-term forecasts. 

Short-term forecasts of GDP are hampered because of 
difficulties with the quality and timeliness of data. I 
emphasise this is not a UK problem alone but applies to 
macro-economic data everywhere. Forecasts of the inflation 
rate are less troubled by measurement problems although 
there is a separate problem with the volatility of the 
housing costs element of the RPI which is heavily dependent 
upon interest rate changes. 

I am more hopeful of further reducing errors in longer-term 
forecasts. Many of the developments in our understanding 
of the way economies work are likely to have their pay-off 
in a better appreciation of some of the medium-term 
pressures facing the economy - that is over a forecast 
horizon of between one and four years. 

The two most likely developments that will bring that 
reduction of forecast error are in our understanding of 
the supply behaviour of the economy and the modelling of 
Government behaviour. 



For many years supply behaviour was neglected. This was 
understandable when the main focus of the forecasters' 
attention was the short-term horizon as demand factors are 
probably the most important influences on output over that 
period apart from unpredictable supply side disturbances 
(such as the oil price fall). But the more we attempt to 
extend the forecast horizon the more we need to give 
attention to supply factors; for example the determination 
of productive capacity, the extent to which demand is met 
from home and abroad and the split of nominal demand growth 
between output or inflation. 

For many years it was forecasting practice to assume 
unchanged government policies in a very narrow sense; that 
is planned expenditure levels, unchanged tax and benefit 
rates, and unchanged interest rates and exchange rates. 
Missing from this formalisation was any constraint on the 
sustainability of policy and the impact of that upon interest 
rates, the exchange rate and tax rates. In part this was 
because forecasts were being used to estimate the scope for 
discretionary Government action rather than to make 
unconditional predictions of how events might unfold. 

But if we wish to provide a picture of the likely evolution 
of the economy on the basis of the Government's broad policy 
objectives, it is necessary to define "unchanged policies" 
in a more general sense, taking account of the likely policy 
response in the event of pressures of one kind or another. 
This modelling of policy responses is a relatively new 
activity but a necessary aspect of any medium-term 
prediction. In recent years we have been able to make some 
progress in this direction by forecasting within a framework 
of money supply targets and an illustrative path for 
the PSBR. Interest rate and tax changes have been built 
into the forecasts as necessary. There are clearly other 
formulations depending upon the particular way that 
Government chooses to conduct policy. 

Finally we must remind ourselves that in this lecture I have 
been discussing a type of prediction that has been formalised 
for 15-20 years. Over that period progress has been made. 
And it has been an exciting adventure for those who have 
participated. We set out with considerable hope but also 
considerable ignorance of what might be achieved. 

I have attempted to give a personal interpretation of the 
achievements and failures. I will be surprised and 
disappointed if further progress is not made in the years 
ahead. 

• 
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GDP FIGURES FOR THE FOURTH QUARTER OF 1985 

The CSO's provisional estimates of GDP in the fourth quarter of 1985 will 

be published tomorrow (Friday) at 11.30 a.m. 	The figures to be published are 

in line with the figures used in the FSBR forecast. 

2. 	For 1985 as a whole the figures show a 3.3 per cent increase in the 

average measure of GDP (which was described in the FSBR in rounded terms 

as a 31 per cent increase). 	Between the third and fourth quarters of 1985 

the average estimate of GDP shows an increase of i per cent, and the output 

estimate - which is a more reliable measure of short-term movements in 

activity - shows an increase of 	per cent. 	Thus the figures are consistent 

with paragraph 3.42 of the FSBR, which noted that strike adjusted GDP had been 

broadly flat between the first and third quarters of the year but that "growth 

seems to have picked up again in the fourth quarter". 
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3. 	Growth in 1984, which had been revised down to 2.3 per cent 3 months 

ago, has now been revised up to 2.6 per cent. The growth rates shown by the 

alternative estimates of GDP are now: 

	

Expenditure Income 	Output 	Average 	Strike Adjusted 

estimate estimate estimate estimate 	estimates: 

of GDP 	of GDP 	of GDP 	of GDP 	GDP(0) GDP(A)  

• 

1982 1.2 2.5 

1983 3.7 3.3 

1984 1.6 3.0 

1985 3.3 3.0 

	

1.8 	1.8 

	

3.0 	3.3 

	

3.2 	2.6 	4.2 	3.7 

	

3.4 	3.3 	2.7 	2.6 

Components of expenditure 

4. 	The pattern of expenditure growth in 1985 was as assumed in the 

construction of the FSBR forecast. 	Consumers' expenditure grew by about i 2 

per cent between the third and fourth quarters of 1985, and for 1985 as a 

whole increased by almost 3 per cent. 	Consumers' expenditure on durables was 

1 	 about 7 per cent higher in the second half of 1985 than in the second half of 

1984. 	Fixed investment grew about 1 per cent in total between 1984 and 1985. 

Line to Take  

This is all as we expected when we finalised the FSBR forecast. 	(No 

changes are required to Budget Brief B2 (UK Economy: 	Recent Developments); 

IDT and others should use that brief as necessary.) 

An advance copy of the press notice is attached to the top copy only. 

Q 
S J DAVIES 

n21asd -GDP 
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GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT IN THE FOURTH QUARTER OF 1985 

Provisional estimates of gross domestic product (GDP) for the fourth 
quarter of 1985 will be released at 11.30 am on Friday 21 March. A copy of 
the press notice is attached. 

You might like to note: 

The average measure of GDP (at constant prices) showed a rise 
of per cent between the third and fourth quarters of 1985; 
compared with the fOurth quarter of 1984, GDP was 2i per cent 
higher - or 1i per cent higher if allowance is made Dor the 
direct effects of the coal dispute in the earlier period. 

Compared with 1984, the average mesure of GDP was nearly 3i 
per cent higher in 1985 (or 23 per cent on a strike-adjuste6 
basis). Compared with the trough in the first half of 1981 
the level of economic activity in the second half of 1985 was 
nearly 13 per cent higher - an average annual rate of grwotl-i 
of nearly 2i per cent over the Mi year period. 

Timing problems and distortions to the GDP profile in 1985 
have contributed to the variations in the recent quarterly 
movements as between the three individual measures of GDP. 
The output-based measure, which Is considered to be the best 
indicator of short-term movements, rose R per cent between 
the third and fourth quarters of 1985 and by 34 per cent 
compared with a year earlier (or 2 per cent after allowing 
for the coal dispute). 

There is much closer correspondence between the growth rates 
suggested by the three alternative measures of GDP in the 
year-on-year comparison of 1985 with 1984. All these 
measures indicate a growth in GDP of 3 to 33-  per cent between 
the two years, or 24 to 2a per cent after adjusting for the 
coal dispute. 



(v) The current set of estimates are based on later data than 
that available for the compilation of the 1986-87 Financial 
Statement and Budget Report, but in practice the differences 
are negligible. 

3. The press notice includes guidance on past experience of revisions to 
provisional estimates (see Note 5 to Editors). We recommend caution in anti-
cipating that revisions to current data will be similar to those experienced on 
average in the past. 

e"--)  

Shirley Carter 

Central Statistical Office 
20 March 1986 
01-233-7349 
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GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT IN THE FOURTH QUARTER 1985 

Provisional estimates of gross domestic product (GDP) at constant factor 

cost for the fourth quarter of 1985 suggest that the level of economic activ- 

ity was 	per cent higher than in the third quarter. 

The fourth quarter estimate for the average measure of GDP was 2i-3 per 

cent higher than in the corresponding quarter of 19814. If allowance is made 

for the direct effects of the coal dispute on the earlier period, the increase 

over the same period is estimated at nearly 1i per cent. (First estimates of 

growth rates are liable to be revised in the light of further information. 

See Notes to Editors for guidance on the likely range of revisions.) 

Over the year as a whole, GDP in 1985 was nearly 3i per cent higher than 

in 19814; allowing for the coal dispute, the increase between the two years 

is estimated at around 2i per cent. In the second half of 1985, the level 

of economic activity was nearly 13 per cent higher than at its trough in 1981. 

Provisional estimates for the three alternative measures of GDP at 

constant factor cost (based on expenditure, income and output) show somewhat 

differing profiles during the year. The output-based measure is considered 

the best indicator of short term changes; this suggests growth of 	per 

cent between the third and fourth quarters of 1985 and, after allowance for 

the coal dispute, a rise of 2 per cent over the year to the fburth quarter. 

prepared by the Government Statistical Service 	
cDG' 



NATIONAL ACCOUNTS AGGREGATES 

INDEX NUMBERS. SEASONALLY ADJUSTED' 

1980 . 	100 

Gross domestic product National Implied gross domestic 
product 	deflator 

At current 
market 
prices 

Al current 
factor 	cost 

At constant factor cost 
1980 prices 

disposable 
income at 
1980 market 
prices 

At factor 	Al 	market 
cost 	 prices 

Average 
estimate 

Based on 
expenditure 
data 

Based on 
income 
data 

Based on 
Average 	expenditure 
estimate 	data 

Based on 
income 
data 

Based on 
output 
data 

Average 
estimate 

Based on 	Based on 
expenditure 	expenditure 
date, 	 data 

1980 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 0 100 0 100.0 1000 100 0 1000 
1981 110.0 109 24 108.9 98 6* 98.9" 98.54 98 3 99.3 110 5* -1 8 
1982 120.3 118.1 119.2 100 4 100.1 101.0 100.1 101.0* 118 0 12C C 

1983 130 6 129.5 130.2 103 7 103,8 104.3 103.1 104 7 124 8 125 	1 
1984 139 4' 137 6 140 04  106 4 105.5 107 4 106.4' 107 2 130 4 17,,c 

1985 ¶52.7 150 8 153.0 109 9 109.0 110.6 110.0 110 	4 138 3 '39 	1 

1979 	1 78.2 78.8 79.3 99.8 99 	1 99 7 100 5 99 8 79 E 77 9 
2 839 64.9 84.6 103 6 103 3 103.0 104 4 103 	1 82 	1 83 4  
3 88.4 88.4 88 	1 103.2 103 4 103. 1  103.2 102 4 855 85 0 
4 91.9 91.5 91.7 103.2 102.8 103 0 103 7 102 0 85 C 89 2 

1980 	1 957k 94.7 96 0 101.9 101.0 102.3 1O2.5* 101.5 93 8 sa 
2 98.8 97.5 99.8 100.6 99.5 101.8 100 7 99.9 98 C 95 a 
3 101.5 102.7 100.9 99.3 100.3 98.4 95.1 993 102 4 132 	5 
4 104 0 105.1 103 3 98.2 99 3 97.5 97,7 99 3 105 8 '05 	E 

1981 	1 105.4 10/.5 104 0* 97.9 99 7+ 96 5* 97,6 99 6 107.8 'C' 	9 
2 109.0 10/.6 106.7 97.8* 98.2 97 A 91.9 99.0 109 5* 1 
3 111.5 109.2 110 	7 98 5 97 7 99 	1 98.8 98.8' 111.8  
4 114.3 112.7 114.2 1003 998 101 	1 95.0 100.1 112 	5 '14 	9 

1982 	1 115 .3 114.0 114.2 99 8 100 0 100.2 99 	1 100 5 114 '151 
2 119 5 117.4 119,2 100 3 99 7 101.2 100 0 100.3 117.8 1'9 	3 
3 

121.6 115.2 120.8 10C 3 99.2 101.3 100 5 100.8 ¶192 12' 	3 
4 124 	1 122.9 122.5 101.2 101.5 101.3 100 8 102.5 121.1 122.7 

1963 	1 127 8 127.1 126.6 102.9 103 6 103.2 101.7 104.4 122.7 124 	4,  
2 128 0 126.4 128.5 102 8 102 3 104 0 102 	1 102.6 123 5 12/ 	7 
3 132.0 131.1 131.6 104 3 104 	3 104.7 103.6 106.0 125 	7 125 8 
4 134.7 133.5 134.0 105 0 104 8 105.2 104 9 106.0 127 3 128 	4 

1984 	1 136.9 135.9 136 7  105 8 ¶05.6 106 3 105.6 106 9 128 7 129 	4 
2 137.1 135.8 137.4 105 4 104.6 105.9 105.5 105.3 ¶29.8 130 	1  
3 143.2 137.4 141 	4 105 8 105.3 108 A 106.7 107 	1  130 5 72. 	A 
4 143.6 141.2 144.4 107.7 106.5 109 0 107.5 108.9 132 5 132 3 

1985 	1  147.4 146.4 148 	1 108 6 107.9 109.1 105.8 108.2 135 8 '35 	8 
2 151.2 149.2 152.5 110.3 109.1 111.6 110.0 110.5 3.6 	7 13. 	5 

3 154.0 151.6 154.3 110 	1 109.0 110.9 110.2 111.2 139 ,4: 	C 
A 158.4 155.8 157.1 110 	7 110.0 1101 111.1 112.1 141 	6 1233 

Percentage change,latest quarter on previous quarter. 

1985 	A .2.9 .2.8 1.8 	.0 5 .0.9 0.8 .0.8 .1 	8 2 	• 

Percentage change,latest quarter on corresponding quarter of previous year,  

1985 	4  '10-3 .10.3 .8.8 -2.8 .33 .1 	7 .3.3 -29 .69 

1 These estimates are given to one decimal place but this does not imply that they can be regarded as accurate to the last digit shown.  

2 Income data deflated by the implied GDR deflator at lector cost. 
3 Also known as the index of total home costs. 
4 These estimates of change cannot be regarded as any more accurate than is implied by the general statements made in the text, wnere 'figures 

are given in rounded form. This is because of the provisional nature of the estimates from which the figures are derived. 
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The average measure of GDP at current market prices ("money GDP") rose 

10-10i per cent between the fourth quarters of 19814 and 1985. In 1985, money 

GDP increased by 9i per cent over its 19814 level. If allowance is made for 

the coal dispute the corresponding increases were both in the region of 8i-9 

per cent. 

The real income of the United Kingdom, as shown by gross national dispos-

able income at constant market prices, increased by 3 per cent between the 

fourth quarters of 198/4 and 1985, and by the same percentage between 1984 and 

1985. 

The increase compared with a year earlier in the implied factor cost GDP 

deflator ("index of total home costs") was nearly 7 per cent in the fourth 

quarter of 1985. Over 1985 as a whole the factor cost deflator was 6 per cent 

higher than its level in 198/4. 

Estimates of GDP at current and constant prices, of real national dispos-

able income and of the implied GDP deflators are given in index number form on 

page 2. 

Expenditure at current and constant 1980 prices (Tables A & B)  

At current prices the expenditure measure of gross domestic product at 

factor cost, (GDP(E)), rose nearly 3 per cent in the fburth quarter of 1985 to 

a level nearly 10i per cent higher than a year earlier. Compared with 19814, 

expenditure in 1985 was 9i per cent higher. 

At constant 1980 prices the provisional figures suggest a rise of 1 per 

cent between the third and fburth quarters of 1985, following little change in 

expenditure between the second and third quarters, and a growth of 3-3i per 

cent compared with the fourth quarter of 19814. Comparisons have been affected 

by the coal dispute and the uneven profile of investment during 1985; compar-

ing one year with another, and allowing for the coal dispute, the increase in 

GDP(E) between 198/4 and 1985 is 2i per cent. 

3 



At constant prices, consumers' expenditure increased by about i per cent 

in the fourth quarter of 1985 to reach a level nearly 3i per cent above that 

of a year earlier. Further details are given on page 5. General government 

final expenditure in the fourth quarter was virtually unchanged compared with 

either the third quarter of 1985 or the fourth quarter of 1984. Fixed invest-

ment was the same in the fburth quarter of 1985 as in the third. For 1985 as 

a whole it was less than 1 per cent higher than in 19811, with the quarterly 

pattern reflecting the bringing forward of expenditure from later quarters 

into the first quarter of 1985 in anticipation of the reduction in capital 

allowances in April. 	Stocks increased by about £600 million in the fourth 

quarter to give an increase of about £900 million for 1985 as a whole. The 

balance of overseas trade in goods and services fell back somewhat in the 

fourth quarter from the high balances recorded in the second and third 

quarters. Between 19811 and 1985 exports rose by 6 per cent while imports rose 

by 3 per cent. The improvement in the balance reflects more favourable 

balances on services and on goods, the latter improvement arising particularly 

from trade in oil and oil products. 

Income at current prices (Table C)  

At current prices the income measure of gross domestic product at factor 

cost, (GDP(I)), shows a growth of some 9 per cent between the fburth quarters 

of 19824 and 1985, and a similar growth rate between the years. Income from 

employment in the fourth quarter increased by 8 per cent compared with the 

fourth quarter of 1984. The gross trading surpluses of public corporations in 

the fourth quarter fell back slightly following the recovery in the previous 

two quarters of 1985. (Comparisons with earlier periods are affected by the 

coal dispute and the exclusion of British Telecom since its privatisation in 

November 19811.) Company profits befbre deduction of stock appreciation rose 4 

per cent between the third and fburth quarters of 1985 although they remained 

5 per cent below their first quarter peak. In the fourth quarter, total 

company profits were 1 per cent higher than a year earlier (equivalent to 

3 per cent lower if British Telecom is excluded from the comparison). 

When deflated by the implied index of total home costs GDP(I) rose by 

1i--2 per cent between the fburth quarters of 1984 and 1985, and by 3 per cent 

between the years. As before, these comparisons are affected by the coal 

dispute. Allowing for this the increase between 1984 and 1985 is estimated 

between 2 and 2i per cent. 

* 
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Output at constant 1980 prices (Table D)  

The output measure of GDP, (GDP(0)), rose by about 	per cent between the 

third and fourth quarters of 1985. Growth was fairly uniform across the 

service industries, averaging about 1 per cent. Output of the production 

industries was little changed but construction output rose by 2 per cent. 

After adjusting for the effects of the miners' dispute, GDP(0) increased by 2 

per cent between the fourth quarters of 19814 and 1985. 

GDP(0) increased by 3 to 3i Per cent in both 19814 and 1985. After 

adjusting for the coal strike, the output measure grew by 2i per cent, between 

19814 and 1985, compared with over 14 per cent between 1983 and 198/4. Output 

of the transport and communication industry increased by 5 per cent, between 

19814 and 1985, while output of the rest of the service sector and of manu-

facturing industry were both about 3 per cent higher. 

Consumers' expenditure (Table E and F)  

At current prices consumers' expenditure grew by rather more than 2 per 

cent between the third and fourth quarters of 1985, and by more than 9 per 

cent over the year. Between 198/4 and 1985 consumers' expenditure rose by some 

8 per cent. 

At just over 	per cent, the rise in consumers' expenditure at constant 

prices between the third and fburth quarters took spending to a level nearly 

3i per cent higher than in the fourth quarter of 198/4. Between 19814 and 1985 

consumers' expenditure rose nearly 3 per cent. 

Within the total, expenditure on durable goods showed a /4 per cent 

growth between the fourth quarters of 19814 and 1985 and a very similar rise 

between the years. The growth between the two years very Largely occurred in 

expenditure on durable goods other than on vehicles, furniture and floor 

coverings. Spending on food rose by less than 2 per cent between the fourth 

quarters of 198/4 and 1985 and by less than 1 per cent between the two years. 

Expenditure on tobacco continued to decline. Spending on beer also fell 

slightly but expenditure on other alcoholic drink rose 5 per cent between 19814 

and 1985. Among other goods, spending increased in most areas between 198/4 

and 1985, including that on clothing, footwear and on energy products. 

- 5 - 



Average estimates of gross domestic product (Table G)  

Table G, introduced in December 1985, is designed to supplement informa-

tion about the average measure of GDP presented on page 2. It shows average 

estimates of GDP on fbur bases (at current market prices, current factor cost, 

constant market prices and at constant factor cost) expressed both in £billion 

and in index number fbrm. 
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• 
NOTES TO EDITORS 

Although estimates of gross domestic product (GDP) based on expenditure, 
income and output should in principle give the same result, in practice there 
are often variations between them. The output measure is usually the best, 
indicator of quarter to quarter movements; for comparisons over periods of 
more than a year the average of the three measures is preferred. 
Investigations continue into the discrepancies between growth in the three 
measures. 

In the interpretation of quarterly and annual national accounts 
estimates, special attention needs to be paid to the higher margins of error 
attaching to series estimated at constant prices when the rate of inflation 
Is changing significantly. Rapidly changing exchange rates may also affect 
the valuation of international transactions and the measurement of profits 
derived from them. 

More detailed estimates of national income and expenditure up to the 
fourth quarter, 1985, will be published in an article in the April issue of 
Economic Trends. They will be based on later data than are available for this 
press notice and will incorporate the estimates of personal income and ex-
penditure and of industrial and commercial companies' appropriation account 
which are scheduled for release on 27 March. The revised data can be obtained 
from the CSO Databank after that date. The Databank is a collection of macro-
economic time-series sold to the public in computer-readable form. The 
service is run on CSO's behalf by CISI Wharton. Further details can be 
obtained from CISI Wharton, Ebury Gate, 23 Lower Belgrave Street, London SW1W 
ONW, Telephone: 01-730 8171. 

As usual the commentary in the press notice is based entirely on seasona-
ly adjusted data, as shown in the attached tables. An obelus indicates that 
the data are new or have been revised. The period so marked is the earliest 
in the column to have been revised. If the obelus appears against the first 
figure in a column, this implies that earlier data have also probably been 
revised. Figures for these earlier periods will be published in the April 
Issue of Economic Trends or they can be obtained via the CSO Databank. 

Technical note on revisions  

Estimates of GDP are subject to revision as more information becomes 
available. Early estimates are particularly uncertain. An analysis of 
revisions experience, published in the July 1985 issue of Economic Trends, 
showed that revisions to growth rates of GDP data published for 1971 to 1979 
were, on balance, upwards though not uniformly so. 

If past revisions experience were to continue - and this is by no means 
certain since compilation methods are regularly reviewed and modified as 
necessary - the analysis suggests a range within which the eventually revised 
value of the growth rate is likely to lie. The table below shows the first 
estimates of the growth rates of current and constant price GDP (average 
measure), together with the ranges within which the revised values might be 
expected to lie on two thirds of occasions some five years after first 
publication, that is, if future revisions are similar to the past. 



Range 
based on 
past 

experience 

Change between 
the fourth 
quarters of 
1983 and 1985 

Range 
based on 
past 

experience 

Percentage changes (at annual rate) (1)  

• 
Change between 
the fourth 
quarters of 

1984 and 1985 

Constant prices  

GDP - average measure 
at factor cost 

GDP - as above but after 
allowing for the coal 

	
14 

dispute (2) 

Current prices  

GDP - average measure at 
market prices (3) 	104 

GDP - as above but after 
allowing for the 	 8i 
coal dispute (2), (3) 

2e 
	

2i-3a 

21 -3a 

8i 	8a-10i 

8i 	8e-10i 

Figures for growth rates based on individual quarters vary from quarter 
to quarter and do not represent the underlying rate of growth. 

Estimates of the effects of the coal dispute are tentative and 
consequently greater uncertainty attaches to the figures after allowing 
for the coal dispute. 

The range shown is based on the analysis of revisions applicable to GDP at 
current factor cost. It is unlikely that the revisions perflormance of GDP 
at current market prices differed significantly from that at factor cost. 
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EXPENDITURE ON THE GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT - AT CURRENT PRICES 

Seasonally adjusted 

TABLE A 
	

E MILLION 

Final expenditure on goods and services at market prices 

Value of 
GROSS DOMESTIC 	 Gross 	physical 
PRODUCT 	 General government consumption 	 domestic 	increase in 	Exports 	Imports 
	  Total   fixed 	 stocks and 	of goods 	of goods 	Adjustment 
At market 	At factor 	final 	 Consumers 	 Central 	Local 	capital 	work in 	and 	 and 	 to factor 
prices 	cost 	 expenditure expenditure Total 	government authorities formation progress 	services 	services 	cost 

1980 230 011 199 246 287 729 136 995 48 906 29 940 18 966 41 588 -2 875 63 115 57 718 30 765 
1981 253 688+ 217 654+ 314 363+ 152 245 55 357 33 859 21 498 41 671+ -2 815 67 905 60 675 36 034 
1982 276 013 235 386 344 117 166 564+ 60 382 37 054+ 23 328+ 45 396 -1 305 73 080 68 104 40 627 

1983 300 488 258 052 378 042 182 049 65 642+ 40 559 25 083 49 288 673 BO 390 77 554 42 436+ 
1984 318 347 274 103 410 879 193 889 69 687 42 924 26 763 55 432 -495 92 366+ 92 532+ 44 244 
1985 348 858 300 374 447 552 210 071 74 072 46 151 27 921 59 568 924+ 102 917 98 694 48 484 

1982 1 66 986+ 56 777+ 83 620+ 40 082+ 14 633 9 059 5 574 10 623+ 430 17 852 16 634 10 209 
2 68 324 58 476 85 721 41 048 14 980 9 197 5 783 11 177 249 18 267 17 397 9 848 
3 69 196 58 900 86 158 42 070 15 220 9 303+ 5 917+ 11 631 -851 18 088 16 962 10 296 
4 71 507 61 233 88 618 43 364 15 549 9 495 6 054 11 965 -1 	133 18 873 17 111 10 274 

1983 1 73 958 63 327 92 447 44 140 16 358+ 10 254 6 104 12 082 334 19 533+ 18 489+ 10 631+ 
2 73 272 62 957 92 399 44 928 16 214 9 894 6 320 11 889 -213 19 581 19 127 10 315 
3 75 907 65 284 95 352 46 124 16 322 10 059 6 263 12 319 359 20 228 19 445 10 623 
4 77 351 66 484 97 844 46 857 16 748 10 352 6 396 12 998 193 21 048 20 493 10 867 

1984 1 78 578 67 673 99 616 47 445 16 803 10 397 6 406 13 454 -100+ 22 014 21 038 10 905 
2 78 366 67 653 100 851 48 371 17 095 10 400 6 695 13 648 -491 22 228 22 485 10 713 
3 79 609 68 443 103 097 48 363 17 728 10 989 6 739 13 958 -122 23 170 23 488 11 166 
4 81 794 70 334 107 315 49 710 18 061 11 138 6 923 14 372 218 24 954 25 521 11 460 

1985 1 84 266 72 945 110 535 50 702 18 385 11 461 6 924 15 565 -340 26 223 26 269 11 321 
2 86 200 74 303 111 126 51 893 18 284 11 399 6 885 13 950 535 26 464 24 926 11 897 
3 87 787 75 511 111 370 53 092 18 533 11 560 6 973 14 840 46 24 859 23 583 12 276 
4 90 605 77 615 114 521 54 384 18 870 11 731 7 139 15 213 683 25 371 23 916 12 990 



EXPENDITURE ON THE GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT - AT 1980 PRICES 

Seasonally adjusted 

TABLE B 	 E MILLION 

Final expenditure on goods and services at market prices 

Value of 
GROSS DOMESTIC 	 Gross 	physical 
PRODUCT 	 General government consumption 	domestic 	increase in 	Exports 	Imports 
	  Total   fixed 	stocks and 	of goods 	of goods 	Adjustment 
At market 	At factor 	final 	Consumers' 	 Central 	Local 	capital 	work in 	and 	 and 	 to factor 

prices 	cost 	 expenditure expenditure Total 	government authorities formation progress 	services 	services 	cost 

1980 	 230 011 	199 246 	287 729 	136 995 	48 906 	29 940 	18 966 	41 588 	-2 875 	63 115 	57 718 	30 765 

1981 	 227 008f 	196 9871- 	282 920 	136 511 	48 943 	30 144 	18 799 	37 914+ 	-2 484 	62 042 	55 918 	30 021f 

1982 	 229 976 	199 414 	288 720 	137 5924- 	49 360 	30 392f 	18 960 	40 099 	-1 121 	62 790 	58 744 	30 562 

1983 	 238 279 	206 742 	300 402 	142 910 	50 2404- 	30 910 	19 330 	42 178 	 673 	64 401+ 	62 123 	31 537 

1984 	 242 910 	210 210 	310 925 	145 556 	50 919 	31 215 	19 704 	45 530 	-142 	69 062 	68 015f 	32 700 
1985 	 250 809 	217 182 	320 878 	149 649 	51 180 	31 662 	19 518 	45 932 	 878+ 	73 239 	70 069 	33 627 

	

1982 1 	 57 402-1- 	49 8151- 	71 963T 	33 967f 	12 328 	7 630 	4 698 	9 480 	501 	15 681 	14 561 	7 587f 

	

2 	 57 247 	49 648 	72 357 	34 063 	12 231+ 	7 533f 	4 698 	9 909 	 237 	15 917 	15 110 	7 599 

	

3 	 57 042 	49 394 	71 624 	34 501 	12 319 	7 572 	4 747+ 	10 278 	-893 	15 419 	14 582 	7 648 

	

4 	 58 285 	50 557 	72 776 	35 061 	12 482 	7 657 	4 825 	10 426 	-966 	15 773 	14 491 	7 728 

	

1983 1 	 59 429 	51 617 	74 390 	35 176 	12 528 	7 712 	4 816 	10 507 	 290 	15 883-1- 	14 9611- 	7 812 

	

2 	 58 771 	50 964 	74 097 	 7 673 	4 848 	10 289 	 12 	 15 326 	7 807 

	

3Z IT, 	 8113 

	

3 	 59 854 	51 945 	75 479 	 7 722 	4 811 	10 480 	 256 	 15 625 	7 909 

	

4 	 60 225 	52 216 	76 436 	36 223 	12 658 	7 803 	4 855 	10 902 	 109 	16 544 	16 211 	8 009 

	

1984 1 	 60 720 	52 591 	76 840 	36 181 	12 566 	7 739 	4 827 	11 255 	 -24 	16 862 	16 120 
18 1/2t 

	

2 	 60 255 	52 111 	77 085 	36 402 	12 676 	7 739 	4 937 	11 432 	 -265 	17 31(4) 	;7 ON 

	

3 	 60 569 	52 436 	77 635 	36 227 	12 848 	7 832 	5 016 	11 388 	-142 	 8 133 

	

4 	 61 366 	53 072 	79 365 	36 746 	12 829 	7 905 	4 924 	11 455 	 289 	18 046

1: 	

8 294 

::: 

	

1985 1 	 62 054 	53 727 	79 687 	36 637 	12 804 	7 978 	4 826 	12 275 	-224 	18 195 	 8 327 

	

2 	 62 672 	54 368 	80 026 	37 326 	12 705 	7 829 	4 876 441 	18 605 	17 354 ;7 = 

	

3 	 62 722 	54 292 	79 986 	37 723 	12 824 	7 898 	4 926 	 52 	18 042 	17 264 	
E 

	

4 	 63 361 	54 795 	81 179 	37 963 	12 847 	7 957 	4 890 	11 363 	 609 	18 397 	17 818 



FACTOR INCOMES IN THE GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 
AT CURRENT PRICES 

Seasonally adjusted 

TABLE C 	
E MILLION 

Memorandum items 

Gross trading profits or surplus 

Comp- 	corpor- 
anies(1),(5) ations(5) 

Public 	General 
government Other 
enterprises income(2) 

LESS 
Stock 
apprec-
iation 

29 024 	6 161 	132 	33 446 	6 732 
29 760 	7 752 	155 	37 294 	6 062 
33 985 	9 229 	121+ 	40 584 	4 337 

40 646 	9 881 	-67 	44 133 	5 031 
48 235+ 	8 479 	-242 	47 906 	5 495 
53 383 	7 344+ 	94 	51 876 	3 032+ 

	

7 120 	 51 	9 860 	1 091 

	

8 563 	
2 224 
2 187 	 40+ 	10 020 

1 702 2 450 8 884 
2 368 	

5 	10 241 

	

25 	10 455 	1 417 9 418 

2 453 

	

-24 	10 679 	942 711;1- 2 580 	-19 	10 907 	1 381 

	

10 679 	2 349 	 1 393 
1 315 

	

10 639 	2 499 	
-6 	11 148 

	

-18 	11 399 

	

11 260 	2 365 	-49 	11 644 	1 150+ 

	

11 467 	2 202 	-63 	11 836 	1 446 

	

12 295 	2 182  

	

-40 	12 084 	1 .14 
1 730 	

1 

	

13 213 	 -90 	12 342 

	

14 097 	1 156+ 	120 	12 600 	1 582 

	

13 090 	1 971 	-55 	12 823 	203 

	

12 863 	2 178 	 -1 	13 063 	591 

	

13 333 	2 039 	 30 	13 390 	656 

GROSS NATIONAL 
PRODUCT 
(expenditure-based) 

At market At factor 	from 	Residual 
prices 	cost 	 abroad 	error 

1980 229 792 199 027 -219 - 138 199 384 206 116 137 353 
1981 254 636f 218 6024- 940 559+ 217 095+ 223 157+ 148 193+ 
1982 277 071 236 444 1 058 -2 345 237 731 242 068 158 149 

1983 302 956 260 520 2 468 -1 	528 259 580 264 611 170 018 
1984 321 689 277 445 3 342 -5 051 279 154 284 649 180 271 
1985 351 152 302 668 2 294 -4 702 305 076 308 108 195 411 

1982 1 66 882+ 56 673+ -104 -172+ 56 949+ 58 040+ 38 777+ 
2 68 652 58 804 328+ -957 59 433 60 199 39 389 
3 69 498 59 202 302 -1 	313 60 213 61 276 39 696 
4 72 039 61 765 532 97 61 136 62 553 40 287 

1983 1 74 600 63 969 642 201 63 126 64 068 41 419 
2 73 539 63 224 267 - 1 098 64 055 65 436 42 181 
3 76 843 66 220 936 -329 65 613 67 006 42 836 
4 77 974 67 107 623 -302 66 786 68 101 43 582 

1984 1 79 107, 68 202 529 -479 68 152 69 302 44 082 
2 79 228 68 515 862 -860 68 513 69 959 44 517 
3 80 500 69 334 891 -2 055 70 498 71 649 45 128 
4 82 854 71 394 1 060 -1 657 71 991 73 739 46 544 

1985 1 84 978 73 657 712 -885 73 830 75 412 47 439 
2 86 701 74 804 501 -1 	714 76 017 76 220 48 391 
3 88 502 76 226 715 -1 408 76 919 77 510 49 407 
4 90 971 77 981 366 -695 78 310 78 966 50 174 

Company 
profits 
net of 
stock app-
reciation 

Industrial & com-
mercial companies 
trading profits(3) 

gross net(4) 

23 502 31 567 26 045 
24 731 34 244 29 215 
30 525 37 315 33 855 

36 528 44 949 40 831 
43 632+ 55 079+ 50 476+ 
50 813 61 658 59 088 

6 323 8 085 7 288 

7 278 
9 
9 

403 
649 : 73; 

8 377 10 178 9 137 

8 780+ 10 379+ 9 618+ 
8 705 10 764 

(1.'g 11 829  977 
10 M 
10 879 

10 315 12 776 11 831 
10 194 13 135 11 862 
11 314 14 082 13 101 
11 809 15 086 13 682 

12 825 16 047 14 775 
12 902 15 115 14 927 
12 361 14 963 14 461 
12 725 15 533 14 925 

Net 
property 
income 

GROSS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCT 
(INCOME 
-BASED) 

Total 
domestic 
income 

Income 
from 
employ-
ment 

(1) Including financial institutions. 

121 Income from rent, self employment and imputed charge for consumption of non-trading capital. 
Excluding financial companies and institutions. Their contribution to the gross national product is measured as the difference between bank 
charges, commissions, etc, on the one hand and the management expenses on the other, and is negative. 
Gross trading profits net of stock appreciation. 
The figures reflect the privatisation of British Telecom with effect from 28 November 1984. 



INDEX NUMBERS OF OUTPUT AT CONSTANT FACTOR COST 

Seasonally adjusted 

TABLE D 	 1980 = 100 

GROSS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCT 

Agriculture 
forestry 
and fishing 

Total 
production 
and 
construction 

Production 
Distribution 
hotels and 
catering; 
repairs 

- 	Transport 
and 
communication Other Total 

Energy and 
water supply 

Manufacturing 
(revised 
definition) Construction 

1980 
Weights 1000 22 424 361 95 266 63 128 72 354 

1980 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

1981 98.3 102.4 95.6 96.6 103.9 94.0 69.9 98.1 99.3 101.1 

1982 100.1 111.0 97.4+ 98.4 110.0 94.2 91.6 100.0 98.9 103.0 

1983 
1984 
1985 

103.1 
106.4f 
110.0 

106.5 
121.3+ 
117.3 

100.9 
102.5 
106.9 

101.9 
103.2} 
108.1 

115.8+ 
110.1 
120.1 

96.9 
100.7 
103.81-  

95.3 
98.6 

100.0 

103.2 
106.0 
110.2 

102.4 
106.8f 
112.1 

105.7 
109.8f 
112.8 

1982 1 99.2 109 96.1 97.3f 104.4f 94.8 89.1 99 99 102 

2 100.0 112 97.61-  98.7 109.4 94.9 90.6 99 100 103 

3 100.5 112 98.1 99.2 113.2 94.2+ 92.6 101 98 103 

4 100.8 111 97.7 98.3 112.9 93.1 94.3 101 99 104 

1983 1 101.8 106 99.4 100.4 113.3 95.8 93.7 102 101 105 

2 102.1 104 99.2 100.4 114.3 95.4 92.1 102 102 105 

3 103.8 105 102.0 102.8 117.6 97.6 97.7 104 102 106 

4 104.9 110 103.1 104.1 118.3 98.9 97.8 105 104 107 

1984 1 105.0 117+ 103.2 104.3 117.7 99.5 97.0 105 105 108 

2 105.6 123 101.6 102.2 107.9 100.1 98.1 106 105 109 

3 106.7 124 102.4 102.7 105.4 101.7 100.5 107 108 110 

4 107.6 121 102.8 103.6 109.5 101.4 98.7 110+ 110 111 

1985 1 108.8 118 105.4 106.5 115.9 103.1 99.3 109 111 112 

2 110.0 116 107.3 108.5 121.0 104.0 100.2 110 112 113+ 

3 110.2 117 107.2 108.6 121.5 104.0 99.3f 111 1121- 113 

4 111.1 119 107.9 108.9 122.1 104.2 101.3 112 114 114 



CONSUMERS' EXPENDITURE AT CURRENT PRICES 

Seasonally adjusted 

TABLE E 	 E MILLION 

Durable goods 

 

Other goods 	 Services 

     

     

Cars, 	Furnl- 
motor 	lure 

Total 	 cycles 	and 
consumers' 	 and 	floor 	Other 
expend- 	 other 	cover- 	durable 
iture 	Total 	vehicles 	ings 	goods 

1980 
1981 
1982 

1983 
1984 
1985 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

• 

136 
152 
166 

182 
193 
210 

40 
41 
42 
43 

44 
44 
46 
46 

47 
48 
48 
49 

50 
51 
53 
54 

995 
245 
564+ 

049 
889 
071 

082+ 
048 
070 
364 

140 
928 
124 
857 

445 
371 
363 
710 

702 
893 
092 
384 

13 
14 
15 

18 
19 
21 

3 
3 
3 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
5 

4 
5 
5 
5 

673 
226 
452 

241 
259+ 
045 

572 
667 
940 
273 

428 
388 
674 
751 

689+ 
891 
646 
033 

821 
176 
472 
576 

6 
6 
7 

9 
9 

10 

1 
1 
1 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

661 
792 
351 

136 
554+ 
541 

666 
716 
862 
105 

231 
115 
415 
375 

362+ 
522 
215 
455 

310 
616 
812 
803 

3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

429 
536 
698 

116 
392 
639+ 

880 
896 
938 
984 

993 
038 
023 
062 

067 

774 
136 

129+ 
151 
187 
172 

Food 
(house- 
hold 
expend- 
iture) Beer 

22 873 5 320 
24 170 5 970 
25 590 6 451 

27 287 7 140 
28 448 7 733 
29 741+ 8 347+ 

6 272 1 567 
6 512 1 625 
6 327 1 610 
6 479 1 649 

6 587 1 742 
2 

7 

962701 

109 

1 
1 
1 

704 
864 
830 

1 884 
; 1(7) 1 885 

1 934 
; 7117 2 030 

7 
7 

278+ 
319 

2 
2 

057 
026 

7 518 2 088+ 
7 626 2 176 

Clothing 
Other 	 other 
alcoholic 	 than 
drink Tobacco footwear 

4 634 	4 822 	8 103 
5 183 	5 515 	8 318 
5 553 	5 882 	8 854 

6 232 	6 208 	9 782 
6 683 	6 622 	10 619 
7.348+ 	7 010+ 	11 910+ 

1 468 
1 431 	

2 168 1 337 
1 375 

1 467 1 388 	
2 172 

1 516 1 453 	
2 226 

1 485 	

2 288 

1 536 	
1 535 
1 538 	43121 

1 569 
1 91:5) 1 642 

2 472 
2 539 

1 622 
1 M 	1 629 

; 7T1 

 2 625 
2 706 1 692 

1 686 2 764 

1 727+ 	1 735 	2 858+ 
1 858 	

1  ;g+ 	3 ON 1 Eg 	1 
1 787 3 059 

Footwear 
Energy 
products 

Other 
goods 

1 
1 
2 

2 
2 
2 

760 
848 
067 

312 
539 
753+ 

513 
501 
516 
537 

551 
577 
586 
598 

595 
633 
649 
662 

675+ 
687 
691 
700 

10 
13 
14 

16 
16 
18 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 

4 

: 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 

957 
367 
955 

214 
929 
514+ 

484 
645 
860 
966 

.9i: 
062 

287 

2190 
241 

592+ 
624 
713 
585 

14 
15 
16 

18 
19 
21 

4 
4 
4 
4 

1 

4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 

370 
556 
811 

235+ 
799 
812 

090 
129 
246 
346 

4 1!).7f. 

596 
712 

713 
934 
999 
153 

223 
431 
499 
659 

Rent 
rates 
and 	Other 
water 	services 

	

charges 	fl) 

	

16 044 	34 439 

	

19 465 	38 627 
22 375+ 	42 574 

	

23 601 	46 797+ 

	

24 358 	50 900 

	

26 598 	54 993 

5 361+ 	10 250 

	

5 530 	10 461 

	

Z .%32 	10 802 
11 061 

	

5 870 	11 253+ 

	

5 845 	11 593 

Z 34) 	;; 893  058 

	

6 034 	12 394 

	

6 016 	12 698 

	

6 098 	12 737 

	

6 210 	13 071 

	

6 366 	13 350 

	

7E2i/21 	2 470 
793 

	

6 906 	14 380 

3 583 
3 898 
4 403 

4 989 
5 313 
5 865+ 

1 024 
1 055 
1 140 
1 184 

1 22(g 
1 236 
1 314 

1 260 
1 295 
1 316 
1 442 

1 382+ 
1 409 
1 473 
1 601 

(1) Including the adjustments for international travel, etc. and final expenditure by private non-profit-making bodies. 



CONSUMERS EXPENDITURE AT 1980 PRICES 

Seasonally adjusted 

TABLE F 	 E MILLION 

Durable goods 

 

Other goods 	 Services 

     

     

Rent, 
rates 
and 
water 
charges 

Other 
services 

(1) 

16 
16 
16 

16 
16 
17 4  

4 
4 
4 

44  
4 
4 

44  

4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 

044 
279 
510+ 

737 
968 
11098 2+ 

122 
136 
150 

16942 
203 

2231g 

253 
267 

281 
293 
308 
316 

34 
34 
34 

35 
36 
38 

8 
8 
8 
8 

8 
8 

9 
9 
9 

99 
9 
9 
9 

439 
458 
720 

851+ 
983 
233 

622 
596 
720 
782 

751+ 
913 
0452 

192 
240 
234 

324197  
600 
555 
829 

Cars, 	Furnl- 
motor 	ture 	 Food 

Total 	 cycles 	and 	 (house- 	 Clothing 
consumers' 	 and 	floor 	Other 	hold 	 Other 	 other 
expend- 	 other 	cover- 	durable 	expend- 	 alcoholic 	 than 	 Energy 	Other 
iture 	Total 	vehicles ings 	goods 	iture) 	Beer 	drink 	Tobacco footwear Footwear products goods 

1980 136 995 13 673 6 661 3 429 3 583 22 873 5 320 4 634 4 822 8 103 1 760 10 957 
1981 136 511 13 789 6 610 3 376 3 803 22 676 5 000 4 612 4 470 8 105 1 692 10 992 
1982 137 592+ 14 475 6 792 3 424 4 259 22 587 4 825 4 545 4 128 8 330 1 811 11 038 

1983 142 910 16 623 8 131 3 694 4 798 23 019 4 914 4 816 4 083 8 872 1 951 11 129 
1984 145 556 16 805+ 7 896+ 3 749 5 160 22 739 4 943 5 040 3 944 9 359 2 057 11 239 
1985 149 649 17 413 7 877 3 830+ 5 706+ 22 919+ 4 896+ 5 289+ 3 836+ 10 070+ 2 117+ 11 703+ 

1982 1 33 967+ 1 3 r27  525 826 995 5 597 1 206 1 129 1 056 2 072 453 2 731 
2 34 063 1 577 831 1 019 5 694 1 228 1 128 1 025 2 055 441 2 727 
3 
4 

34 
35 

501 
061 

3 
4 

702 
000 

1 
1 

733 
957 

867 
900 

1 
1 

102 
143 

5 
5 

618 
678 

1 
1 

193 
198 

1 
1 

119 
169 

1 
1 

020 2 
027 

0842 	119   451 
466 

2 
2 

788 
792 

1983 1 35 176 4 092 2 029 904 1 159 5 696 1 223 1 173 1 018 2 159 468 2 734 
2 35 434 3 998 1 882 933 1 183 5 699 1 187 1 187 1 029 2 209 489 2 847 
3 36 077 4 272 2 169 917 1 186 5 796 1 277 1 201 1 013 2 233 495 2 783 
4 36 223 4 261 2 051 940 1 270 5 828 1 227 1 255 1 023 2 271 499 2 765 

1984 1 36 181 4 180+ 2 033+ 928 1 219 5 743 1 239 1 233 1 020 2 259 489 2 863 
2 36 402 4 235 2 063 922 1 250 5 731 

11 
1 260 974 2 315 517 2 800 

3 36 227 4 088 1 866 941 1 281 5 603 2222 48 11  226798 974 523 2 783 
4 36 746 4 302 1 934 958 1 410 5 662 1 252 976 

222  344077699+  
528 2 793 

1985 1 36 637 4 128 1 825 949 1 354+ 5 665+ 1 238+ 1 273+ 971 524 2 922+ 
2 37 326 4 287 1 961 952 1 374 5 680 1 203 1 341 960 2 545 535 2 892 
3 37 723 4 535 2 127 978 1 430 5 820 1 218 1 314 952+ 2 531 533 2 962 
4 37 963 4 463 1 964 951+ 1 548 5 754 1 237 1 361 953 2 515 525+ 2 927 

14 370 
14 438 
14 623 

14 915 
15 479+ 
15 975 

3 653 
3 620 
3 670 
3 680 

3 6a7 
3 723 
3 796 

3 750 
3 871 
3 887 
3 971 

3 907 
3 990 
3 995 
4 083 

(1) Including the adjustments for international travel, etc. and final expenditure by private non-profit-making bodies 



NATIONAL ACCOUNTS AGGREGATES (1) 

TABLE G 

Gross domestic product (average estimates) 

E billion Index numbers : 1980=100 

At 
current 
market 
prices 

At 
current 
factor 
cost 

1980 prices 

At 
current 
factor 
cost 

1980 prices 

At 
constant 
market 
prices 

At 
constant 
factor 
cost 

At 
current 
market 
prices 

At 
constant 
market 
prices 

At 
constant 
factor 
cost 

1960 230.1 199.3 230.1 199.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1981 253.1 217.1 226.5 196.5+ 110.0 108.9 98.5 98.6+ 
1982 276.8+ 236.2 230.7 200.1 120.3 118.5 100.3 100.4 

1983 300.5 258.0+ 238.2+ 206.7 130.6 129.5+ 103.5+ 103.7 
1984 320.8 276.6 244.8 212.1 139.4+ 138.8 106.4 106.4 

1985 351.4 302.9 252.7 219.0 152.7 152.0 109.8 109.9 

Seasonally adjusted 
1982 	1 	 66.9 56.7 57.3 49.7 116.3 113.8 99.6 99.8+ 

2 68.7 58.9 57.6 50.0 119.5 118.2 100.1 100.3 
3 69.9+ 59.6 57.6 50.0 121.6 119.7 100.2 100.3 
4 71.3 61.1 58.2 50.4 124.1+ 122.6+ 101.1 101.2 

1983 	1 73.5 62.9 59.1+ 51.3+ 127.8 126.2 102.7i-  102.9 

2 73.6 63.3+ 59.0 51.2 128.0 127.0 102.6 102.8 

3 75.9 65.3 59.9 52.0 132.0 131.1 104.1 104.3 

4 77.5 66.6 60.3 52.3 134.7 133.7 104.9 105.0 

1984 	1 78.7 67.8 60.8 52.7 136.9 136.2 105.8 105.8 

2 78.9 68.2 60.7 52.5 137.1 136.8 105.5 105.4 

3 80.6 69.4 61.3 53.2 140.2 139.4 106.7 106.8 

4 82.6 71.1 62.0 53.7 143.6 142.8 107.7 107.7 

1985 	1 84.8 73.5 62.4 54.1 147.4 147.5 108.6 108.6 

2 87.0 75.1 63.3 55.0 151.2 150.7 110.0 110.3 

3 88.5 76.3 63.3 54.9 154.0 153.1 110.0 110.1 

4 91.1 78.1 63.7 55.2 158.4 156.8 110.8 110.7 

(1) These estimates are given to one decimal place but this does not imply that they can be regarded as accurate to the last digit shown. 



BR/56 

• 
FROM: MRS R LOMAX 

DATE: 20 MARCH 1986 

SIR T BURNS 	 cc Sir P Middleton 

THE INTERPRETATION AND USE OF ECONOMIC PREDICTIONS 

The Chancellor was grateful for an advance copy of your speech. 

He has no comments 

RACHEL LOMAX 



2. CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

CONFIDENTIAL 
FROM: S BROOKS 
DATE: 20 March 1986 

1. MR S J MIAS 	 cc 	PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr F Cassell 
Mr N Monck 
Mr Kemp 
Mr H P Evans 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr M Scholar 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Gilhooly 
Mr Page 
Mr Vernon 

bt 	 \#,I.Mr Halligan 
AV  Mr P Davis 

— 	1E3 (4.Z 	Mr Westwater 
Mr H Davies 

C./  

Mr Cropper 

THE FEBRUARY RPI (to be published at 11 19 am on Friday 21 March) 

The RPI was 0.4 per cent higher in February han in January. 	The twelve 

month rate of inflation fell from 5.5 per cent 	January to 5.1 per cent 

in February. This is much as we expected. 

Petrol prices fell about 5p per gallon between Jan ary and February. 	As 

anticipated there were rises in the prices of milk (lp per pint) bread (0.8 

per cent) and coffee (2.1 per cent). Otherwise, a large numb 	of small price 

increases were recorded, although there were some price reduc ions within 

clothing and footwear and miscellaneous goods. 

The prospects are for a further fall in the twelve month rate t 

cent in March. 	We think that petrol prices probably fell by more 	5p 

between February and March. 	(Last year petrol prices increased 8p between 

these months.) 

I. City expectations have proved fairly accurate. Both Phillips and Drew and 

Wood MacKenzie are expecting an increase of 0.3 per cent between January and 

February (implying a twelve month rate in February of 5.0 per cent). 

S BROOKS 

EA1 Division 



21 March 1986 

3 
COVERING SECRET AND PERSONAL 

DEPARTMENTS OF INDUSTRY AND TRADE 
— COMMON SERVICES 

1 Victoria Street 	London SW1H OET 
Telephone Direct Line 01 - 215 4887 

Switchboard 01 - 215 78 77 

Mrs R Lomax 
Principal Private Secretary 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
H M Treasury 
Parliament Street 
LONDON 

(.7
SW1P 3AG 	

cold, „It 

ko,  2 ii 

I am attaching a copy of the draft Press Notice on the Current 
Account of the United Kingdom Balance of Payments in February. 
The draft was agreed earlier today at the usual interdepartmental 
meeting. 

Publication is set for Wednesday 26 March at 11.30 am and I should 
be grateful if you would arrange for the Notice to be cleared by 
12.00 noon Tuesday 25 March and to inform me accordingly. 

A copy of this letter and draft Press Notice is being sent to 
Sir Peter Middleton. 

Yours sincerely 

. 	fieoyl. 
W E BOYD 

COVERING SECRET AND PERSONAL 

V3119 



SECRET AND PERSONAL until release of press notice 
on 26/3/85 at 11.30 am 

COPY  3  
pRF‘f-T. 	 No. (ts ) 

THE CURRENT ACCOUNT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM 

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

FEBRUARY 1986 

-.The current account for February is estimated to have been in 

surplus by £262 million compared with a surplus Of £1140 million 

in January. 	in February, exports were valued at £6186 million 

and imports at £6524 million so that trade in goods was in deficit 

by 6338 million. 

The balance on invisibles in February is projected to be in surplus 

by £600 million, a large surplus on the transactions of the private 

sector and public corporations being partly offset by a deficit 

on Government transactions. 

DECEMBER TO FEBRUARY 1986 

in the three months ended February, the current account showed a 

surplus of £1.9 billion compared with a surplus of £0.9 billion 

in the previous three months. There was a deficit on visible trade 

of £0.2 billion in the latest three months compared with a deficit 

of 60.3 billion in the previous three months. 	The surplus on 

lnvisibles is projected at £2.1 billion. 

CURRENT ACCOUNT 

TABLE I 
	

L million, Seasonally adjusted 

Current 

Balance 

Visible Trade Invisible. 
Balance Balance Exports 

fob 

Imports 
fob 

1984 I + 	880 4391 70367 74758 + 	5270 
1985 I + 2952 2068 78072 80140 r 	5020 
1984 34 I r 	201 1623 19186 20808 + 	1823 
1985 01 I - 	374 1266 20070 21336 + 	892 

02 I + 	1333 124 20257 20361 1457 
03 r 1072 455 18748 19201 1525 
04 + 	921 225 19018 19242 + 	1146 

1985 Sept 1 + 	421 87 6242 6328 + 	508 b 
Oct I + 	334 7 6329 6323 327b 
Nov 1 r 	112 214 6301 6515 + 	326b 
Dec I + 	475 18 6387 6405 + 	493b 

1986 Jan I + 	1140 a I r 140 6255 6116 + 	1000 s 

Feb I + 	262o 338 6186 6524 + 	600 , 
Sept-Nov 1985 I + 	868 293 18872 19166 r 	1161 
Dec-Feb 1986 1 • 	1877 a - 216 18829 19045 + 	2093 a 

a 'n01016108 for innu,11,.y,,,lic.1,,,.....9 are projections end subject to revision ea information 

becomes av•ilable. VAT ab•temente received from the E.0 in Desemlimemesmi January have been 

included in the projections for t3r,,a, months. 

b 	One-third of the appropriate calendar quarter's estimate, ¢Ac<yi.. (0. wir ab.A.4.,-mekc rer.c.+ca 
c Information relating to credits and debits can be found in Table 3. 14A,6:: ''''f°°" 	""* 

Atic-cAke,)1.0 
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SECRET AND PERSONAL until release of press notice 
on 26/3/86 at 11.30 am 

VISIBLE TRADE IN FEBRUARY 1986 

There was a deficit on visible trade in February of £338 million 

compared with a surplus of £140 million in January. The surplus 

on oil fell by £312 million and the deficit on non-oil trade 

increased by £166 million. 

At £6186 million, exports in February were £69 million (1 per cent) 

lower than in January. Exports of oil fell by £333 million 

reflecting the recent sharp fall in prices. In tonnage terms 
cr.u)c 

deliveries ofAoil remained at the high levels achieved in January, 

mitigating the effect of the change in price. Excluding oil and 

the erratic items, exports increased by £245 million (5% per cent) 

between January and February. 

Total imports were valued at £6524 million in February which was 

£408 million (6% per cent) higher than in January. Imports of 

oil fell by £21 million while imports of the erratic items increased 

by £42 million. Excluding oil and the erratic items, imports 

increased by 7 per cent between the two months. 

2 



• 
SECRET AND PERSONAL until release of press notice 
on 26/3/86 at 11.30 am 

RECENT TRENDS 

Visible balance  

In the three months ended February, there was a deficit on visible 

trade of £0.2 billion - a surplus on trade in oil of £2.2 billion 

offset by a deficit on non-oil trade of £2.4 billion. Between 

the three months ended November and the latest three months the 

deficit on visible trade was reduced by about £0.1 billion - the 

surplus on oil increased by £0.1 billion while the deficit on 

non-oil trade was little changed. 

Exports 

Exports amounted to £18.8 billion in the latest three months, 

about the same as in the previous three months. Exports of oil 

were broadly unchanged while exports of the erratic items fell 

by £0.1 billion. Excluding oil and the erratic items, exports 

increased by 	per cent in the latest three months. 

Between the three months ended November and the latest three months, 

total export volume increased by 1 per cent (to a level similar 

to that of a year earlier). Excluding oil and the erratic items 

however, export volume fell marginally in the latest three months 

and there are now stronger signs that the underlying level of 

non-oil export volume has fallen a little in recent months. 

-3 



I/SECRET AND PERSONAL until release of press notice 
on 26/3/86 at 11.30 am 

Imports 

Total imports were valued at £19.0 billion in the latest three 

months, £0.1 billion less than in the previous three months. 

Imports of oil fell by £0.1 billion while imports of the erratic 

items were unchanged. Excluding oil and the erratic items, 

imports were virtually unchanged between the three months ended 

November and the latest three months. 

Between the three months ended November and the latest three months, 

total import volume fell by 1% per cent to a level 1% per cent lower 

than a year earlier. Excluding oil and the erratic items, import 

volume was 1% per cent lower than in the three months ended November 

and 1% per cent higher than a year ago. The underlying level on 

non-oil import volume has shown little change in recent months. 

Terms of trade and unit values 

The terms of trade index was unchanged in the latest three months 

compared with the previous three months as both the export unit 

value index and the import unit value index fell by 1/2   per cent. 

Compared with the same period a year ago the export unit value index 

has fallen by 3 per cent and the import unit value index by 7% per 

cent. As a result, the terms of trade index is now about 5. per cent 

higher than a year ago. 



SECRET AND PERSONAL until release of press notice 
on 26/3/86 at 11.30 am 

Export unit values for fuels fell by 8% per cent and those for 

basic materials fell by 3 per cent between the three months ended 

November and the latest three months. All of the other broad 

sectors showed an increase in export unit values in the latest 

three months - motor cars (up 3 per cent) and chemicals (up 2 per 

cent) recorded the largest increases. 

Among the import unit values, those for fuels fell by 6% per cent 

in the latest three months and those for basic materials by 3 per 

cent. Import unit values for chemicals and 'other' consumer goods 

a1:30 fell a little but Hof,L other sectors recorded an increase over 

the latest three months. 

Analysis by area 

By value, exports to the developed countries fell by 2 per cent 

between the three months ended November and the latest three months 

- lower deliveries to the EC countries offsetting a rise elsewhere. 

Exports to the developing countries rose by 4% per cent. 

The value of imports from the developed countries fell by 2 per 

cent in the latest three months - imports from North America fell 

by 8 per cent while arrivals from the European Community countries 

were virtually unchanged. Imports from the developing countries 

increased by 3 per cent in the latest three months reflecting a 

sharp increase in arrivals from the oil exporting countries. 

• 



NOTES TO EDITORS  

ANNUAL REVISIONS 	up 10 LVfa .2114) Oi lelgS 
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2 	SPAIN/PORTUGAL 

Spain and Portugal are now members of the European Community. In this press notice all references 

to EC includes these two countries. 

Lhe _ 

3 	AREA DATA (tables 11 end 15) 

Low value consignments ie items of an individual value less than £475, are not analysed by 

country. Area figures in tables 11 and 15 are therefore deficient to the extent of these 

consignments. 

In addition the data by area are seasonally adjusted independently leading to further differences 
between the sum of areas and figures for total trade. 

4 	STANDARD NOTES 

A revised version of these notes accompanies this Press Notice. 

The standard notes describe the differences between the Balance of Payments (BOP) and the Overseas 

Trade Statistics (OTS) bases of compilation. Additional copies can be obtained from the address 

below. 

5 	MONTHLY REVIEW OF EXTERNAL TRADE STATISTICS 

The Monthly Review of External Trade Statistics, a publication containing charts and tables on the 

current account of the UK balance of payments, UK exports and imports of goods by commodity and 
area, and certain international comparisions, is available, (price E3 per copy) from the 

Department of Trade and Industry at the address given below. 

Enquiries about the Standard Notes, and the Monthly Review, should be addressed to 52A, Room 255, 
Department of Trade and Industry, 1 Victoria Street, London SW1H OET, Telephone: 01-215 4895. 
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Current 

Balance Exports 

fob 

Visible Trade 

Imports 	Visible 

fob 	Balance 
of which 

Oil 	Non-Oil 

Invisible 

Balance 

1984 

1985 
1984 Q4 

1985 Ql 
Q2 

O3 
Q4 

1985 June 
July 

August 

Sept 

Oct 
Nov 

Dec 

1986 Jan 
Feb 

Dec-Feb 1985 
Sep-Nov 1985 

Dec-Feb 1986 
% Change 

Latest 3 months 
on - previous 

3 months 

Same 3 months 

one year 

880 

2952 
201 

374 

1333 

1072 

921 

317 

309 

342 
421 

334 

112 

475 
1140 a 
262a 

58 
868 

1877 a 

4391 

2068 
1623 

1266 

124 

453 

225 
169 

199 

167 

87 

7 

214 

18 
140 

338 

945 
293 

216 

6937 

8163 

1354 

1958 

2411 

1900 

1893 

799 

585 

653 

662 

754 

649 

491 
997 

685 

2191 
2064 

2173 

11328 

10231 
2976 

3225 

2535 

2353 

2117 
968 

784 

820 

749 

747 

862 

508 
858 

1023 

3136 
2358 

2389 

5270 

5020 

1823 

892 

1457 

1525 

1146 
486b 
508b 

509b 

508b 
327b 

326b 

493b 

1000 a 

600a 
1003 
1161 

2093 a 

70367 

78072 

19186 

20070 

20237 

18748 

19018 

6496 

6401 

6105 

6242 
6329 

6301 
6387 
6255 

6186 

19845 
18872 

18829 

74758 

80140 

20808 

21336 

20361 

19201 

19242 

6665 
6600 

6272 

6328 
6323 

6515 
6405 

6116 

6524 

20790 
19166 

19045 
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Table 2 

CURRENT BALANCE, VISIBLE TRADE APO INVISIBLES 

(Balance of Payments basis) 

£ million seasonally adjusted 

a Invisibles for JaNio.rlan)FtrAikru‘ are projections and subject to revision as more information becomes 
available. VAT abatements received' from the EC in liammilmmoded January have been included in the projections 
for -6,tozt months. 
b One third of the appropriate calendar quarter's estimate, except forVFOrcilbottertedia.  received from the 

European Community which are allocated to the month they are known to have been received. 

Table 3 
INVISIBLES 

£ million seasonally adjusted 

All Sectors Private Sector and Public 

Corporationad 

Credits Debits Balance 
of which 

Credits Debits Balance 
Services 

Interest 

Profits 
Dividends 

Transfers 

1983 

1984 
1985 

1984 

1985 

Q1 

Q2 

Q3 
Q4 
Ql 

Q2 

Q3 
Q4 

65225 

76491 

80027 

17533 

17921 

19483 

21554 
21394 

20163 
19356 

19114 

61226 
71221 

75007 

16488 

16824 

18178 

19731 

20502 

18706 

17831 

17968 I  

+ 3999 
+ 5270 

+ 5020 

+ 1045 

+ 1097 

+ 1305 

+ 1823 
+ 	892 

+ 1457 

+ 1525 

+ 1146 

+ 3671 

+ 4225 

+ 6291 

+ 1041 

+ 	983 
+ 1145 

+ 1056 

+ 1220 

+ 1662 

+ 1729 
+ 1680 

+ 2468 

+ 3342 

+ 2294 

+ 	529 

+ 	862 

+ 	891 

+ 1060 

+ 	712 

+ 	501 

+ 	715 

+ 	366 

- 2140 

- 2297 
- 3565 
- 	525 

- 	748 

- 	731 
- 	293 

- 1040 

- 	706 
- 	919 

- 	900 

60614 

71603 
75512 

16286 

16904 

18497 

19916 
20214 

18175 

17971 

52374 

61623 
64138 

14134 

14448 

15832 

17209 

17591 

16306 
14976 

15265 

19152 

+ 	82401 

99801 
: 113741 

+ 	21521 
+ 
+ 	22::1 46 

+ 	
227602731 + 

+ 	2846  1 
+ 	31991 

+ 	27061 
ie excluding general Government transactions and all transfers. 
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UKBAAC 
	

EXPORT AND IMPORT UNIT VALUE AND VOLUME INDEX NUMBERS 	 Table 4 
(Balance of Payments basis) 	 Indices 1980 = 100 

I. 
Unit Value (Not seasonally adjusted) Volume (seasonally adjusted) 

Exports Imports Terms of Tradee  Exports Imports 

1984 136.0 139.7 97.4 112.5 121.9 
1985 143.5 145.2 98.8 118.6 125.7 
1984 	Q4 141.3 145.8 96.9 118.7 130.1 
1985 	Ql 146.4 152.3 96.1 118.6 126.6 

Q2 145.5 148.8 97.8 120.5 124.8 
Q3 141.7 141.4 100.2 116.3 124.1 
Q4 140.5 138.3 101.6 118.9 127.4 

1985 	June 144.0 146.1 98.6 117.9 124.7 
July 142.2 143.5 99.1 117.9 126.1 
Aug 141.4 140.3 100.8 114.4 122.7 
Sept 141.4 140.5 100.6 116.7 123.6 
Oct 140.5 139.1 101.0 118.8 125.0 
Nov 140.4 137.6 102.1 118.5 129.6 
Dec 140.5 138.2 101.7 119.4 127.8 

1985 	Jan 140.8 138.4 101.7 118.1 119.9 
Feb 138.8 137.9 1001 120.7 

Dec-Feb 1985 144.2 149.6 96.4 119.3 126.2 
Sep-Nov 1985 140.8 139.1 101.2 118.0 126.1 
Dec-Feb 1986 140.0 138.2 101.4 119.4 124.4 
% Change 
Latest 3 months on 
- previous 3 months -4 -4 +1 -14 
- same 3 months 

one year ago -3 -74 +5 -14 
e 	Export unit value index as a percentage of the import unit value index. 

VALUE AND VOLUME OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS EXCLUDING THE MORE ERRATIC ITEMSf 	 Table 5 
(Balance of Payments basis) 

seasonally adjusted 
Value £ million fob Volume Index 1980 = 100 

Exports Imports Exports Imports 

1984 65746 71197 115.4 128.8 
1985 73765 76598 123.0 133.4 
1984 	Q4 17914 19811 121.7 137.3 
1985 	Ql 19171 20233 124.3 133.2 

Q2 18948 19326 124.1 131.4 
Q3 17835 18439 121.5 132.4 
Q4 17811 18599 122.2 136.5 

1985 	June 6048 6418 120.7 133.0 
July 6007 6227 121.7 132.6 
Aug 5928 6132 121.5 132.8 
Sept 5899 6081 121.4 131.9 
Oct 9921 6073 122.1 133:2 
Nov 5898 6293 121.8 138.7 
Dec 5993 6234 122.9 137.6 

1986 	Jan 5924 5864 122.9 127.2 
Feb 5836 6230 125.2 133.2 

Dec-Feb 1985 18903 19816 124.7 133.5 
Sep-Nov 1985 17718 18446 121.7 134.6 
Dec-Feb 1986 17752 18328 123.6 132.7 
% Change 
Latest 3 months on 
- previous 3 months -4 +14 -14 
- same 3 months 

one year ago -6 -74 -1 - 

These are defined as ships, North Sea installations, aircraft, precious stones, and silver. 
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UKBAAD Table 6 

• TRADE IN OILg 

(Balance of Payments basis) 

seasonally adjusted 

n 	oil 	1 	 I 	33 	I 	 I 	33 

1 	 1 	L 	1 	E 	£ 	I 	I Avg value I 	£ 	I 	£ 	£ 	 I Avg value I 	£ 

I 	 1 million 1 million 	million I  million 	per tonne I 	million 	million 	million I  million 	per tonne I 	million 

1 	 1 	fob 	I 	fob 	fob 	I 	tonnes 	£ fob 	fob 	fob 	fob 	I  tonnes 	£  fob 	I 	fob 

1 1984 	1 + 	6937 1 	14852 	12173 	I 	75.9 	160.4 	I 	2679 	7915 	3751 	I 	25.0 	150.1 	I 	4163  

1 1985 	1 + 	8163 1 	16050 	12921 	I 	79.0 	163.5 	I 	3128 	7887 	4155 	I 	26.1 	159.0 	3732  

1 1984 	Q4 	1 + 	1354 1 	4066 	3411 	I 	20.7 	165.0 	656 	2713 

1 1985 	Q1 	1 + 	1958 1 	4721 	3923 	21.5 	182.3 	798 

I 	Q2 	1 + 	2411 1 	4336 	3499 	I 	20.1 	174.0 	 1925 837 	 1078 	I 	6.5 	165.6 	I 	847 

1 	Q3 	1 + 	19001 	3410 	2599 	I 	17.5 	148.4 	I 	810 	1509 	816 	I 	5.6 	145.4 	I 	694 

1 	Q4 	1 + 	1893 1 	3583 	2900 	I 	19.9 	 683 	1690 	1050 	7.2 	 640 145.9 	 146.9 

1 1986 	June 1 + 	799 1 	1286 	979 	5.9 	167.1 	I 	307 	487 	197 	1.3 	154.8 	I 	291 

1 	July 1 + 	5851 	1124 	808 	5.3 	152.1 	316 	539 	270 	I 	1.8 	150.8 	I 	269 

1 	Aug 	1 + 	653 1 	1143 	852 	I 	5.8 	148.2 	290 	490 	275 	I 	1.9 	141.6 	I 	215 

1 	Sept 1 + 	662 1 	1143 	939 	6.5 	145.6 	I 	204 	481 	271 	I 	1.9 	144.1 	I 	210 

1 	Oct 	1 + 	754 1 	1277 	1050 	I 	7.2 	145.8 	I 	227 	523 	291 	I 	2.0 	143.9 	I 	233 

1 	Nov 	1 + 	649 1 	1180 	974 	I 	6.7 	145.8 	I 	207 	532 	327 	I 	2.2 

1 	Dec 	1 + 	491 1 	1126 	876 	I 	6.0 	146.1 	I 	249 	635 	433 	I 	3.0 202 

1 1986 	Jan 	1 + 	997 1 	1390 	1146 	I 	8.3 	138.4 	I 	244 	393 	249 	1.8 	137.4 	144 

1 	Feb 	1 + 	6851 	1057 	869 	I 	8.3 	104.3 	I 	188 	372 	229 

1 Dec-Feb 	1985 + 	2191 1 	4694 	3930 	I 	22.6 	173.8 	 1067 764 	2503 	 6.3 	169.7 	I 	1436 

1 Sep-Nov 	1985 + 	2064 1 	3600 	2963 	I 	20.3 	145.7 	I 	638 	1536 	888 	I 	6.1 	146.4 	I 	648 

1 Dec-Feb 	1986 + 	2173 1 	3573 	2892 	I 	22.6 	127.9 	I 	681 	1400 	911 	I 	7.0 	129.9 	I 	489 

1 - previous 3 months 	1 	- 	1 	- 	2 	I 	+ 11 	- 12 	+ 	7 	- 	9 	+ 	2 	I 	+ 15 	- 11 	- 24 

1 one year ago 	1 	- 24 	- 26 	I 	- 	- 26 	1 	- * 11 	- 44 	- 15 	I 	+ 11 	- 23 	1 	- 66 

6.6 	161.5 	1644 

1211 	I 	6.9 	176.5 	I 	1552 

146.2 

2.2 	102.3 	I 	143 
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1 	 1 	1 

1 % Change 	 1 
1 Latest 3 months on 	1 

1 - same 3 months 	1 

g Trade in petroleum and petroleum products. These figures differ from those published by the Department of Energy 

which are on a time of shipment basis (see paragraph 7 of the standard notes). 
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UKBAAE 

• TRADE IN GOODS OTHER THAN OIL 
(Balance of Payments basis) 

Table 7 

Total 
	

Excluding Erraticsf  

Value, £ million, fob 
(seasonally adjusted) 

Unit value index 
1980 = 100 

(not seasonally 

adjusted) 

Volume index 
1980 = 100 

(seasonally 

adjusted) 

Value, £ million 
fob 

(seasonally 

adjusted) 

Volume index 
1980 = 100 
(seasonally 

adJusted) 

Balance 1 
of non 1 Exports 

oil 1 
trade I 

1 
Imports Exports! Imports 

Terms 
of 

Tradee  

Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports 

Dec-Feb 1985 
Sep-Nov 1985 
Dec-Feb 1986 
% Change 
Latest 3 months 

previous 3 months 
same 3 months one 
ear ago 

1984 
1985 
1984 Q4 
1985 Q1 

142 
Q3 
Q4 

'986 	June 
July 
Aug 
Sept 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 

1986 	Jan 
Feb 

1 
113281 
102311 

29761 
32251 
25351 
23531 
21171 

968 1 
7841 
820 1 
7491 
747 1 
862 1 
508 1 
858 1 

10231 
31361 
23581 
23891 

1 
on 1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

	

55515 	66843 	133.5 I  136.2 	98.0 	105.1 	128.2 	50894 	63282 	107.6 	137.0 

	

62022 	72253 	141.8 I  141.9 	99.9 	110.6 	132.9 	57715 	68711 	115.0 	142.6 

	

15119 	18095 	138.1 I  141.6 	97.6 	111.5 	134.4 	13848 	17098 	114.2 	143.3 

	

15349 	18573 	142.2 I  147.1 	96.7 	109.2 	131.6 	14450 	17470 	114.8 	139.8 

	

15901 	18436 	142.8 I  144.7 	98.7 	112.1 	132.4 	14612 	17401 	115.3 	140.9 

	

15338 	17691 	141.6 I  139.3 101.7 	110.0 	132.9 	14425 	16930 	115.4 	143.6 

	

15435 	17552 	140.6 I  136.5 103.0 	111.3 	134.7 	14229 	16909 	114.4 	146.1 

	

5210 	6178 	142.4 I  143.0 	99.6 	111.0 	134.9 	4762 	5931 	113.6 	145.7 

	

5277 	6062 	141.7 I  140.8 100.6 	112.7 	134.7 	4884 	5688 	116.6 	143.4 
4962 5783 141.6 138.5 102.2 107.3 131.4 4786 5642 114.9 144.1 

	

5099 	5847 	141.5 I  138.5 102.2 	109.9 	132.5 	4756 	5599 	114.8 	143.2 

	

5052 	5799 	140.7 I  137.3 102.4 	109.4 	132.7 	4644 	5550 	112.3 	143.2 

	

5121 	5983 	140.6 I  135.8 103.5 	111.1 	137.8 	4717 	5761 	114.1 	149.3 

	

5262 	5770 	140.6 I  136.3 103.2 	113.5 	133.6 	4867 	5599 	116.9 	145.7 

	

4865 	5723 	141.9 I  137.5 103.2 	104.7 	128.9 	4534 	5471 	108.9 	138.5 

	

5129 	6152 	143.0 I 140.7 101.6 	109.8 	134.4 	4778 	5858 	113.9 	144.4 

	

15151 	18287 	140.6 I  145.1 	96.9 	109.4 	131.7 	14210 	17313 	114.7 	140.9 

	

15272 	17630 	140.9 I  137.2 102.7 	110.1 	134.3 	14117 	16910 	113.7 	145.2 

	

15256 	17645 	141.8 I 138.1 102.7 	109.3 	132.3 	14179 	16928 	113.2 	142.9 

+I I +i 	 -1i 	 -1i 

+1 I  -5 	+6 	 + 	 -2 	-1 	+14 

These are defined as ships, North Sea installations, aircraft, precious stones, and silver. 

e Export unit value index as a percentage of the import unit value index. 

-rd pern0nr1  

until 	
c 

0- 06  

pross
onL. ... ' ..... .. at 11.30 a.m. 

notce 
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Total I 

Manufac- 

tures I Total I 

'UKBAAF 
	

EXPORTS BY COMMODITY 
	

Table 8 
(Oversew Trade Statistics basis) 

£ million, fob, seasonally adjusted 

411  Food 	I 

bever- Basic I I Total 

Manufactures excluding erraticsh  

I 

Semi-manufactures 	I 

excluding precious 	I 

Finished 

North 

excluding ships, 

and aircraft 

manufactures 

Sea installations 

I Total I ages 	I Mater- Fuels I Manufac- stones & silver(PS) I (SNA) 

and 	I ials 	 tures I Total  1 	 I Pass-I 

tobacco I 1 	I  Total I Chemi- Other I Total I enger I Other Inter- 	I Capital 

calsl 1 I Motor  I Consumer mediate I 

1 I Cars 

SITC I 1 	5-8 	1 5+6 I 6 	I 7+8 	1 1 
(REV 2) I 	0-9 	I 0+1 	I 2+4 	I 3 5-8 I 	less I less I 5 I less I less  1 j 	1 Ij 

SNAPS I PS 	j I PS 	I SNA 

1984 I  704 88  I 4693 	I 1989 I 15308 46703 1  42169 I 16333  1 8217 I  8116 	I  25835  1 1050  I 4673 11199 8912 
1985 I 	78331  I 4970 	I 2145  1 16712 52514 I 4 84 82  1 18449 I 9411 1 9038 	I 30033 I 1343 I 5257 13493 9940 
1984 Q4 I  19292  I 1226 	1 559  I 4180 12852 I 11618 I 4565  I 2292 1 2272 	1 7054  I 289  1 1297 3084 23 84 
1985 Q1 I  20148  1 1192 	1 579  1 4892 13 035 1  12181  I 46 92 I 2384 2307 	I 74 89  I 338  1 1292 3330 2529 

Q2 I 202581 1284 	1 529  1 4513 13436 I  1224 8 I 4704 I 2402 2303 	1 7544  I 340 I 13 04 3350 2550 
Q3 I 18828  1 13 00 	1 531 I 36 00 12879 I 12020 I 4532 I 2285 2246 	I  74 89 I 336 I 1342 3394 2416 
44 I 19097 I 1193 	1 506 I 3708 13164 1  12033 I 4522 I 2340 1 2182 	I 7512 I 329 I 1319 3418 2445 

1985 Dec I 	6418  1 395 	1 182 I 1169 4519 1 	4151 I 1532 1 800 1 733 	I 26181 1171 456 1188 857 
1986 Jan I 	6297  I 370 174  1 1453 4145 I 	3817  1 1414  1 736 I 677 	I 24041 101 I 415 1073 814 

Feb 1 	6205 1 436 173 1 1106 4340 1 	4021 I 1547  I 817 730 	I 2474 1 104I 445 1124 802 
Sep-Nov I 18942 I 1231 519 1 3744 12901 1  11814  I 4474  1 2275 12199 	I 7341 I 3281 13 05 3349 2359 
Dec-Feb I 18920  1 1201 529  1 3727 13 004 1  11989 1 4493  1 2353 1 2141 	I 7496 I 323 I 1315 3384 24 73 
Percentagef 1 	I 1 1 1 1 
Change 	I 	- -21 	1 +2 	I -4 +1 1 	+li 	1 L +31 1 -21 	1 +2 	1 -11 	I +1 	I +1 +5 

These are defined 

stones (667), and 

J Based on the Unit 

w ships, North Sea installations 

silver (681.1). 

ed Nations Broad Econo MiC Categories end-use classification. 

(together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) precious 

EXPORTS BY COMMODITY: VOLUME INDICES 	 Table 9 

(Oversew Trade Statistics basis) 

INDICES 1980 = 100, seasonally adjusted 

Manufactures excluding erraticah  

Semi-manufactures I Finished manufactures excluding ships, 

excluding precious I North Sea installations and aircraft 

stones & silver(PS) 
	

(SNA)  

II 	I 	I Pass- I 	 I 	 I 
Total I Chemi- Other I Total I enger I Other I Inter- I Capital 

1 
1 
1 
1 Total 

Food I 

bever-

ages I 

and I 

tobacco I 

Baaic 

Mater- Fuels 

ials 

I 	cals 

I 

I 

1 

I Motor 1 Consumer 

1 	Cars' 

mediate I 

SITC I 	5-8 	I 	5+6 	I 6 I 	7+81 I 
(REV 2) 	I 	0-9 0+1 I 	2+4 I 	3 5-8 I 	less I 	less I 	5 less I 	less! j I 

I SNAPS I 	PS 	I PS I 	SNA I I 
Weights 	1 1000 69 I 	31 I 136 735 I 	658 	I 	252 	I 	112 141 I 	406 I 18 I 71 170 147 

1984 	112.8 1 117.21 106.3! 160.2 104.41 107.0 I 112.1 1 /24.3 102.3 1 	103.81 82.4 I 107.8 105.4 102.6 
1985 	119.3 I 119.1 I 107.0 I 170.9 110.81 115.7 1 118.91 133.3 107.5! 113.7j 99.4 I  111.6 121.4 107.6 
1984 Q4 	119.61 121 I 	112 164 112 I 	115 	I 	122 	1 	135 111 I 	111 1 85 1 117 114 108 
1985 Q1 	1 119.4 1 118 1 	110 180 110 116 	I 	120 	I 	134 109 1 	113 1 99 I 109 120 110 

Q2 	12/.0 I 122 102 176 112 116 	I 	120 	I 	133 109 I 	114 I 100 I 111 120 109 
Q3 	117.11 123 1 	110 161 109 115 	I 	117 	I 	130 107 1 	114 I 102 I 114 123 105 
Q4 	119.71 114 1 	106 168 112 116 	1 	119 	I 	136 105 1 	114 I 97 1 112 123 106 

1985 Dec 	1 120.3 I 113 116 158 115 119 	1 	120 	I 	138 106 I 	119 I 101 1 116 128 112 
1986 	Jan 	1 119. 0 1 107 116 207 105 109 	I 	111 	I 	128 98 I 	108 1 90 I 102 114 105 

Feb 	1 121.2 1 129 112 192 109 114 	I 	121 	1 	140 105 I 	110 1 93 1 112 118 101 
S ep -Nov 	118. 7 I 117 1 	109 I 	170 110 114 	I 	11 	I 	132 106 I 	112 I 100 1 111 122 102 
Dec-Feb 	120.21 117 115 I 	186 110 114 	I 	117 	I 	136 103 I 	112 I 95 I 110 120 106 
PercentagEl 1 1 	1 1 I I 
Change 	1 +14 	I- 1/2. 1 	+5 1 	+9i -1 1 	- 	1 	- 	1 	+24 -3 I 	- I -5 I -1 -if 43i  

h  These are defined w ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) precious 
stones (667), End silver (681.1). 

Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use classification. 

Jrn 	and porsonal  " 
Lntil roLas,:.,  of ;:ress not!ce onL 	II9  86. 3t 11.30 
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UKBAAG 
Table 10 

EXPORTS BY COMMODITY: UNIT VALUE INDICES 

(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

INDICES 1980 = 100 not seasonally adjusted 

I 

I 

I 	I 

I Total I 

II 

I 

1  
SITC 	I 

(REV 2) I 0-9 I  

I  
Weictits I 1000 

I 	I 
1984 	1 136.01 
1985 	1 143.41 
1984 Q4 	1 141.21 
1985 Q1 	1 146.3 1 

Q2 	1 145.41 
Q3 	1 141.6 1 
04 	1 140.4 1 

1985 Dec 1 140.4 1 
1986 Jan 1 140.6 1 

Feb 1 138.6 1 
Sep-Nov 	1 140.71 
Dec-Feb 	1 139.91 
Percentagel 	1 
Change 1 -5 1 

1 	1 
h  These are defined as ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) precious 

stones (667), and silver (681.1). 

i Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use classification. 

EXPORTS BY AREA 	 Table 11 

(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

• 

II 

I 	I 

Food 	I 	I 

bever- 	Basic 

ages 	Mater- Fuels 

and 	I ials 

tobacco I 

I 

Manufactures excludino erraticsh  

Total 

Manufac- 

tures Total 

Semi-manufactures 

excluding precious 	I 

stones & silver(PS) I 

Finished manufactures excluding ships, 

North Sea installations and aircraft 

(SNA) 

I 	I 	I 	I 	Pass- I 	 I 

	

Total I Chemi- Other I Total I enger I 	Other 	Inter- 	I 

cals 	 I Motor I Consumer I mediate I 

I 	 I 	Cars I 

Cspita. 

I 5-8 5+6 	I I 6 	I 7+8 	I I 

0+1 2+4 3 5-8 less less I 5 I less I less I j 	I j j j 

SNAPS PS 	I I PS 	I  SNA 	I I 

69 31 136 	1 735 658 252 	I 112 I 141 	I 406 	I 18 	I 71 170 147 

I I I I I I 

128 131 152 	I  135 133 127 	1 130 I  125 	I  137 	1 157 	1 135 140 132 

134 140 155 	I  143 142 135 	1 139 132 	I  147 	1 162 	1 147 150 141 

129 139 162 	I  139 138 132 	1 135 129 141 	1 158 	1 141 144 136  

1.32 146 173 	I  143 141 135 	1 139 132 145 	1 161 	1 146 148 139 

134 146 163 	I  144 143 136 	1 141 133 147 	1 162 	1 147 	I 150 142 

134 136 142 	I  143 143 135 	1 140 132 147 	1 162 	1 148 	I 151 141  
134 130 140 	I  142 142 134 	1 137 131 148 	1 163 	1 149 	I 151 141  
135 129 141 142 143 134 	1 139 131 148 	1 167 	1 149 	I 151 142 

134 128 134 	I  144 144 136 	1 140 133 149 	1 164 	1 151 	I 152 142 

136 128 112 	I  145 145 137 	1 141 133 150 	1 164 	1 153 	I 152 144 

134 132 141 	I  142 142 134 	1 137 131 	I  147 	1 160 	1 149 	I 151 141 

135 128 129 143 144 136 	1 140 132 	I  149 	I 165 	1 151 	I 152 143 

I 1 I 1 I 

+5 -3 —4/85 	I +1 +1 +15 	1 +2 +1 	I  +1 	1 +3 	1 +15 	I +f +1 

I 	I 1_ 	1 1 1 

£ million, fob, seasonally adjusted 

Developed Countries Developino Countries 	I Centrally 

planned 

economies 
Total I 

I 

European 	I 	Rest of 	I 	North America I 

Community I 	W Europe I 	Total 	USA 	I 

Other Total I Oil exporting 

I 	countries 

Other I  

1 I 1 
55364 1 33127 7132 I 11416 1 10159 I  3688 13356 I 5806 7550 1630 

62722 1 38200 7420 I  13310 1 11499 I  3792 13880 I 5957 7924 1587 

15076 1 9249 1817 I  3071 1 2760 I  939 3596 I 1587 2008 441 

15940 1 9992 1779 I  3179 1 2817 I  990 3758 I 1682 2077 389 

16210 1 9537 2034 I  3667 1 3189 I  972 3606 1510 2096 420 

15203 1 9312 1790 3182 1 2715 I  919 3314 I 1408 1906 386 

15369 1 9359 1817 I  3282 1 2778 I  910 3202 I 1357 1845 392 
5062J 3047 616 I  1084 1 929 I  315 1119 I 491 629 158 
5025 1 2970 610 I  1173 1 985 I 272 1099 I 486 613 143 

5053 1 2971 608 I 1120 1 968 I 354 1036 I 432 604 174 

15419 1 9529 1757 I 3225 1 2757 I  908 3121 I 1.50.5 1818 349 

15139 1 8988 1834 I  3377 1 2882 I 940 3254 I 1409 1845 475 

1 I 1 
-2 	1 -55 +45 I  +4/ 	1 +45 I +35 +45 I +8 +15 +36 

1  I 1 

Total I 
K 

1 
1984 	I 70488 1 
1985 	I 78331 1 
1984 Q4 	I 19292 1 
1985 Q1 	I  20148! 

Q2 	I  20258 1 
Q3 	18828! 
Q4 	I  19097 1 

1985 Dec I 	6418 1 
1986 J& I 	6297 1 

Feb 1 	6205 1 
Sep-Nov 	18942 1 
Dec-Feb 	I  18920 1 
Percentage' 	1 
Change 1 - 1 

1 	1 

K See paragraph 3 of Notes to Editors. 

and wo 
until relocasz.,  of press natio° onL.v..NIQU. at 11.30 a.m. 
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IMPORTS BY COMMODITY 	 Table 12 
(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

f  million cif seasonally adjusted  
Manufactures excluding erraticsh  

I 	Food I 
	

Semi-manufactures I Finished manufactures excluding ships, 

I 	bever -I Basic I 	I Total I 
	

excluding precious I North Sea installations and aircraft 
I Total I 	ages I Mater- Fuels 	ufac- 	1 stones & silver(PS) 1 	 (SNA)  
I 	1 	and 	I Isla I 	I tures I Total I 	I 	1 	1 	I Pass- I 
I 	I tobacco I 	I 	I 	I 	I Total I Chi- Other I Total I enger I Other I  Inter-  I Capital 
I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I eels I 	I 	I Motor I Consumer I  mediate 
I 	I 	L 	I 	1 	1 	I 	I 	j 	I 

SITC 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 5-8 I 5+6 I 	I 6 I 
7+8 	Cars[  

	

(REV 2) I 0-9 I 	0+1 	I 2+4 I 	3 	I 	5-8 	I lessI less I 	5 	I lessI less 1 	J 	j 	J 	J 
1 	1 	I 	1 	I 	I SNAPS L 	PS I 	1 	PS 1 SNA _l_  
I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 

1984 	1 78967 1 	8933 1 5418 1 103341 53011 149708 1 17930 1 6322 1 116081 31778 1 3670 	8346 	10218 	9543 
1985 	1 847901 	9274 1 53891 105171 58288 1 54953 1 196191 6903 I 12716 I 353341 4165 	8887 	1'523 	10659 
1984 Q4 	1 216991 	2308 1 1518 1 34661 14054 I 132691 47841 1652 1 31321 8485 1 971 	2220 

	

2787 	2507 
'985 Q1 	1 22565 1 	2354 1 1468 1 3546 1 14844 1 13806 1 48171 1674 1 3143 1 89891 1014 	2243  2757 

Q2 	1 21548 1 	2352 I 13661 2656 1 14848 1 13842! 4920 1 1792 1 3128! 89221 1116 	2219 	
2975 

Q3 	1 20321 1 	2311 I 13121 2138 1 14250 I 13508 1 49131 1729 1 31841 8595 1 988 

	

2189 	
2928 	2659 
2838 

Q4 	1 203561 	2256 1 12431 2178 1 14346 1 13798 1 4970 1 1708 I 3262 ! 88291 1047 

	

2882 	
2581 
2662 

	

1985 Dec 1 6785 1 	730 1 	415 1 	782 1 	4737 1 4587 1 16791 590 1 10901 29081 325 	
2;34: 

	

942 	895 

	

1986 Jen 1 6487 1 	791 1 	3741 	586 1 	4621 I 4376 1 15791 583 I 	996 1 2797 1 349 	714 	903 	831 

	

Feb 1 69121 	809 1 	4371 	5761 	4964 1 46831 1671 1 599 1 10731 3011 1  368 	772 	967 	905  
Sep-Nov 	1 202691 	2302 1 1273 1 2075 1 14296 1 13660 1 4877 1 1650 1 32271 87821 1042 	2232 

	

2874 	2633 
Dec-Feb 	1 20185! 	2330 1 12261 1945 1 14322 I 136461 4930! 1772 1 31591 8716 1 1041 	2232 	2811 	2631 
Percentage1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	I 	I 	I  

Change 1 -4 1 +1 	I -34 1 -64 1 	- 	1 - 1 +1 1 +74 1 -2 1 -1 1 - 	- 	-2 	-  

h These are defined as ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (7°2) precious 
stones (667), and silver (681.1). 

J Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use classification. 

IMPORTS BY COMMODITY: VOLUME INDICES 	 Table 13 
(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

INDICES 1980 = 100 seasonally adjusted 
I 	I 	I 	 J 	 Manufactures excluding erraticsh  
I 	I 	Food I 	I 	I 	I 	I Semi-manufactures I Finished manufactures excluding ships, 
I 	I bever- I Basic I 	I Total I 	I excluding precious I North Sea installations and aircraft 

	

I Total I 	ages I Mater- Fuels I Manufac- 	J stones & silver(PS) I 	 (SNA)  
I 	I 	and 	I Isla I 	tures I Total I 	I 	I 	I 	I Pass-I 	I I 
I 	I tobacco I 	I 	 I 	I Total I Chemi- Other I Total I enger I Other I  Inter- I Capital 
I 	I 	I 	I 	 I 	I 	I cals I 	I 	I Motor I Consumer I mediate I 
I 	I 	I 	I 	 I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I Cars' 	I 	I  

SITC 	I 	I 	I 	I 	 1 5-8 I 5+6 1 	6 1 7+8 1 	I 	I 	I 

	

(REV 2) I 0-9 I 	0+1 	I 2+4 I 	3 	5-8 	I lessI lessI 	5 	less I less I 	j 	J 	J 	I 	i 
I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I SNAPSI 	PS I 	I 	PS 1 SNA 1 	 I  

Weinhts1 10001 124 I 81 I 138 1 626 I 543 I 217 I 63 I 154 I 326 I 42 	94 	96 I 	94  
1984 	1 120.21 	112.31 101.7 I  86.5  I  134.1 1 146.71 137.21 164.5 I  125.91 153.01 119.9 	139.6 	161.4 1 172.9 
1985 	1 124.3 1 	113.61 102.2 	85.0 	140.7 1 154.5 1 143.91 176.21 130.6 1 161.51 127.9 	139.6 	172.8 I 187.2 
1984 Q4 	1 126.51 	113 1 110 I  108  I 	138 	1 152 1 142 I 167 I 132 1 158 1 121 	142 	

17721 	I 	11;69  '985 Q1 	1 125.11 	In 1 102 	102 	139 	1 151 1 139 1 168 	126 1 159 1 123 	135 
02 	1 123.3! 	112 1 	98 	82 I 	141 	1 153 1 142 1 180 I 126 1 160 1 139 	137 	170 	1 	184 
03 	1 122.81 	116 1 103 	75 I 	140 	1 154 1 147 1 180 I  133 I 159 1 125 	139 	171 	1 	184 
Q4 	1 126.01 	115 1 106 	81 I 	143 	1 160 1 149 1 177 I 137 1 167 1 124 	147 	180 	1 	192 

	

1985 Dec 1 126.3 I 	112 1 110 	86 I 	143 	1 160 1 151 1 183 I  138 1 166 1 112 	150 	179 	1 	193 

	

1986 Jai 1 119.21 	120 1 	96 	66 I 	136 	1 149 1 141 I 177 I  126 1 155 1 122 	140 	
11651 	I 	177: 

	

Feb 1 124.61 	123 1 114 	71 	141 	1 154 1 148 1 183 	133 1 159 1 125 	147 	7 	1  
Sep-Nov 	1 124.61 	117 1 105 	77 I 	142 	1 157 1 146 1 171 I  135 1 165 1 126 	145 	176 	1 	191 
Dec-Feb 	1 123.41 	118 1 107 	75 I 	140 	1 155 1 146 1 181 I  132 1 160 1 120 	146 	172 	1 	181 
Percentage' 	1 	1 	 I 	1 	1 	1 	I 	1 	1 	 I 
Change 	1 -1 	1 	+1 	1 +14 	-34 1 	-14 	1 -2 	1 +4 	1 +6 	I -24  1  -3 	1 -5 	+4 	-24 	1 	-5  

h These are defined as ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) precious 
stones (667), and silver (681.1). 

J Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use classification. 

r T 
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Table 14 

IMPORTS BY COMMODITY: UNIT VALUE INDICES 
(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

INDICES 1980 = 100 not seasonally adjusted 

	

1I 	 Manufactures excluding erraticsh  

1 	I 	Food 1 	I 	 Semi-manufactures I Finished manufactures excluding ships, 
I 	I 	bever -I Basic I 	I Total 	1 excluding precious I North Sea installations and aircraft 
I Total I  ages I Mater- Fuels IManufac- 	I  stones & silver(PS) 1 	 (SNA)  

I 	I 	and 	I ials 	 tures I Total 1 	I 	I 	 1 Pass-I 	 1 
II tobacco 1 	 I 	I Total I Chi- Other I Total I anger I Other I  Inter- I Capital 
1 	I 	 1 	I claw I 	I 	I Motor I Consumer I  mediate! 

	

1I 	1 	 1 	1 	I 	I 	I 	Cara 1  
SITC 	I 	I 	 5-8 I 5+4 I 	I 6 I 7+8 I 

(REV 2) 1 0-9 	0+1 1 2+4 	3 	5-8 	less I less 1 	5 I less I less 1 	j I 	j 	j 	I 	j 
I 	I 	I 	 SNAPS I 	PS 1 	PS I SNA 1  

Weights 1 10001 124 1 81 	138 	626 	543 I 217 1 63 	154 1 326 I 42 I 	94 	96 	94  
1984 	1 138.01 	132 	I 133 	168 	134 	133 I 126 1 134 	123 	137 I 144 I 	135 	145 	129 
1985 	I 143.11 	137 	I 130 	172 	141 	141 I 134 1 143 	130 I  146 1 152 I 	147 	155 	134 
1984 Q4 	I 144.11 	136 	I 138 	180 	140 	139 I 131 1 139 	127 I  144 I 149 I 	145 	150 	133 
1985 Q1 	I 150.3 I 	142 	1 143 	191 	146 	144 I 136 I 146 	132 I  150 I 154 I 	151 	158 	138 

Q2 	1 146.71 	141 	I 136 	181 	144 	143 1 136 1 144 	133 I  148 1 150 I 	147 	159 	136 
Q3 	1 139.21 	135 	I 124 	161 	139 	139 I 132 I 141 	128 I  144 I 149 I 	145 	154 	131 
Q4 	I 136.31 	132 	I 116 	155 	137 	138 1 131 I 140 	127 I  143 1 156 I 	143 	148 	131 

	

1985 Dec I 136.21 	132 	1 115 	156 	137 	138 I 130 1 140 	126 I  143 1 159 I 	142 	147 	132 

	

1986 Jan 1 136.11 	133 	I 115 	153 	137 	138 I 130 I 139 	127 I  144 I 160 I 	141 	149 	133 
Feb 1135.91 135 I 116 	131 	141 I 142 I 133 I 141 	129 I 149 I 166 I 145 	153 	140  

Sep-Nov 	I 137.01 	132 	I 119 	157 	138 	I  138 I 131 1 141 	127 I  143 I 154 I 	144 	I 	150 	130 
Dec-Feb 	I 136.11 	133 	1 115 	147 	139 	I  139 1 131 I 140 	127 I  145 I 162 I 	143 	I 	150 	135 
Percentage:1 	1 	I 	 I 	I 	I 	 I 	I 

Change I -i I +4 	I -3 I -64 	+4 	I +1 I - I -4 	+4 1 +14 I +5 I -1 	 +34  
h These are defined as ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) 

precious stones (667), and silver (681.1). 
J Based on the United Nations Broad Econoaic Categories end-use classification. 

IMPORTS BY AREA 	 Table 15 
(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

£ million cif seasonally adjusted 
I 	 Developed Countries 	 Developing Countries 	I  Centrally 

Total 1 Total I European I  Rest of I  North America I  Other  I  Total 1 Oil exporting I  Other 1 planned 
K L 	Community I W Europe I Total I USA 	 1 countries 	I 	I economies 

I 	I 	 I 	I 	1 	 1 
1984 	78967 	I 65279 I 	37408 	I 	11184 I  110671 9368 	5620 	115141 	2934 	8579 	2043 
1985 	84790 	1 71520 I 	41413 	I 	12025 I  117031 9920 	6379 	112331 	2782 	8451 	1894 
984 Q4 	21699 I 17721 I 	9999 I 	2943 I 	3308 I 2829 	1471 	3406 I 	821 	 610 
1985 01 	22565 1 18709 	10596 	2940 	3600 1 3074 	1573 	 812 	

2585 
558 

Q2 	21548 	I 17957 	10271 	3060 	30441 2602 	1582 	 851 	
2484 

441 
03 	20321 	1 17293 	10096 	3383 	25461 2166 	1569 	

32222944989564941 

886162 	

499 	
2133 

	

2000 	485 
Q4 	20356 I 17561 	10451 	2942 	2512 I 2078 	1655 	 620 	1834 	410 

1985 Dec 	6785 	I 5728 	3474 	911 	807 1 	677 	536 

	

7701 	

262 	604 	138 
1986 Jan 	6487 	I 5535 	 897 	773 I 	641 

	

3374 	 491 	 204 	608 	142 
Feb 	6912 I 5968 	3512 	1078 	7741 650 	604 

	

155 	615 	134  
Sep-Nov 	20269 	I 17569 I 	10356 	3002 	 2381 I 2563 I 2134 	1648 	 508 	 445 
Dec-Feb 	20185 	I 17232 	

1873 

	

10360 	2886 	2354 I 1969 	1632 	 621 	 415 
Percentagel 	 I 	 I 	

2448 I 

	

I 	

1827 

Change 1 -4 	I -2 I 	- 	-4 I -8 I -74 	-1 	+3 1 	+22 	-24 	-64 
I 	I 	I 	 1 	I 	 I  

K See paragraph 3 Notes to Editors. 
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Fuels Basic Materials Food Beverages and Tobacco 

SITC (R2) 	 0 + 1 

Exports 	Imports 	Visible 

fob 	 fob 	I Balance 

2 + 4 

Exports I  Imports 	Visible 

fob L fob 	Balance 

3 

Exports 1 Imports 	Visible 

fob 	I 	fob 	Balance 

1984 	 4672 	8196 	- 3524 

1985 	 4936 	8481 	- 3545 

	

1984 Q1 	1138 	1961 	- 823 

	

Q2 	1175 	2037 	- 862 

	

Q3 	1142 	2073 	- 932 

	

Q4 	1218 	2126 	- 908 

	

1985 Q1 	1186 	2155 	- 969 

	

112 	1276 	2153 	- 877 

	

Q3 	1290 	2122 	- 832 

	

Q4 	1185 	2052 	- 867 

Semi-Manufactures 

SITC (R2) 	 5 + 6 

Exports 	Imports I  Visible 

fob 	 fob 	I Balance 

	

2014 	I 	4864 	- 2850 

	

2161 	I 	4789 	- 2628 

	

440 	I 1150 	- 710 

	

493 	I 1174 	- 681 

	

519 	I 1192 	- 673 

	

563 	1349 	- 786 

	

535 	1315 	- 731 

	

533 	I 1226 	- 693 

	

534 	I 1162 	- 628 

	

509 	I 1086 	- 577 

Finished Manufactures 

7 + 8 

Exports 	Imports 	Visible 

fob 	 fob 	Balance 

	

15308 	I 	9917 	+ 5391 

16712 10094 	+ 6618 

	

3769 	I 	1758 	+ 2011 

	

3520 	I 	2355 	+ 1165 

	

3840 	I 	2507 	+ 1333  

4180 883 

	

4892 	

3297 

3387 	+ 1505 

	

4513 	2548 	+ 1965  

	

3600 	I 	2067 	+ 1533 

	

3708 	I 	2092 	+ 1616 

Total Manufactures  

5 - 8 

	

Exports 	Imports 	Visible 

fob 	 fob 	Balance 

1984 	 18266 	18410 	I 	- 144 

1985 	 20042 	19978 I + 65 

	

1984 01 	 4247 	4396 	I 	- 148 

	

112 	4502 	4439 I + 62 

	

03 	4558 	4684 	I 	- 127 

	

Q4 	4960 	4890 I + 69 

	

1985 01 	 5017 	4836 	+ 182 

	

112 	 5201 	5050 	I 	+ 151 

	

113 	4852 	5126 	1 	- 274 

	

114 	 4973 	4967 I + 5 

	

32059 	- 3735 

	

35335 	- 3081 

	

7177 	- 493 

	

7775 	- 1058 

	

8336 	- 1210 

	

8771 	- 974 

	

9263 	- 1316 

	

9025 	- 803 

	

8361 	- 402 

	

8686 	- 560 

46590 	50469 	- 3879 

52296 	55313 	- 3017 

10932 	11573 	- 641 

11218 	12214 	- 996 

11684 	13021 	- 1337 

12757 	13662 	- 905 

12963 	14098 	- 1135 

13423 	14075 	 652 

12812 	13487 	 675 

13098 	13653 	- 555 

28324 

32254 

6684 

6717 

7126 

7797 

7946 

8223 

7960 

8125 

• 	
COMMODITY ANALYSIS OF VISIBLE TRADE 

	
Table 16 

(Balance of Payments basis) 

£ million, seasonally adjusted 

Monthly data at this level of detail are published in the Monthly Review of External Trade Statistics. 
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komv 
The February trade figures will be released on 26 March. The 

current account was in surplus by £262 million (cf £1,140 million 

in January). 

Summary 

2. 	Visibles were in large deficit by £338 million offset by 

an estimated invisibles surplus of £600 million. Export volumes 

have fallen a little in recent months; import volumes are flat. 

Main points  

(i) 	It now appears that the underlying level of non-oil  

export volumes has fallen in recent months (see chart). 

Volume (excluding erratics) fell by 1/2  per cent in the latest 

three months and was 1 per cent below the same period a 

year ago; 

(ii) 	after rising steadily through most of 1985, the 

underlying level of non-oil import volumes has shown little 

change in recent months. Volumes fell 11/2  per cent in the 

latest three months to stand 11/2  per cent above the same 

period a year ago; 

FEBRUARY TRADE FIGURES  
72) 

(iii) 	the February oil trade surplus of E685 million 

shows the expected fall on the high January figure but 
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is still around the 1935 monthly average. Oil export volume 

was unchanged but value fell 25 per cent reflecting lower 

oil prices; 

manufacturing trade was in deficit by £649 million 

in the latest three months compared with £757 million in 

the previous three months; 

the invisibles estimate of £600 million is in line 

with the PSBR forecast surplus of E8 billion for 1986 as 

a whole. 

Comparison with forecast 

It is difficult to evaluate the FSBR forecast of a current 

account surplus of £31/2  billion for 1936 on the basis of only 

two months
/ 
 figures, but the cumulative surplus of £1.4 billion 

so far is promising. Prices of manufactures, both imports and 

exports, rose by more than was anticipated in the FSBR. The 

fall in the exchange rate, between November and February appears 

to have fed swiftly through to prices. 

Trade prices  

Both the import and export unit value indices, excluding 

oil, rose between January and February. Import prices rose 

more quickly than export prices and as a result the non-oil 

terms of trade fell by 1.6 per cent to a level 5 per cent better 

than a year ago. Prices of imports of manufactures grew more 

quickly than the other import categories. Export price rises 

were more evenly spread. 

Effect on markets  

The markets are expecting a current account surplus of 

£320 million (and a trade deficit of £250 million). The fact 

that the figures are slightly worse is, however, unlikely to 

have any significant market impact. 
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Press briefing 

7. 	I should be grateful for clearance of the attached press 

briefing. 

J E FLITTON 
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DRAFT BRIEFING FOR IDT 

Positive  

Continued healthy current account surplus of £260 million, 

despite fall in oil prices. Reflects underlying strength. 

1985 current account surplus of E3 billion was sixth in 

succession. 1986 forecast surplus of £31/2  billion would be seventh 

in row. 

-  • 
	

( 	443-4-ft-. 	(*.. 

Defensive 

Export Export volumes falling  

[Export volume excluding oil and erratics down 3 per cent 

since February 1983 peak.] 

Some fall from the peak recorded in early 1935 was to be 

expected. Export volumes in latest three months only 

slightly down on same period a year ago. UK exporters 

increased volume share of world trade in 1985. 

Import volumes up  

Excluding oil and erratics, volumes up 11/2  per cent in latest 

three months on same period a year ago)  significantlyless 

than growth in GDP over same period. Underlying trend 

shows little change in recent months. 

Manufacturing trade deficit  

[1985 deficit of £3 billion improvement of over £0.9 billion 

on 1984. FSBR forecasts unchanged deficit for 1986.] 

Deficit more than wholly offset by substantial surplus 
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then UNCLASSIFIED 

on oil and invisibles. GslaWftg il surplus bound to mean 

some adjustment to structure of balance of payments; has 

permitted both higher investment overseas and increase 

in non-oil imports. UK exporters increased share of world 

ji
trade l9885 in volume terms. UK manufacturing output 

(up 4 per cent in 1984 and 3 per cent in 1985) more important 

indicator of industrial performance than trade balance. 

Lower oil prices  

Will reduce oil surplus from £8 billion in 1985 to forecast 

E5 billion in 1986. Reduction offset in current account 

by increased invisibles surplus. 

Fall in current account from January  

[January surplus £1,140 million; February surplus £262 

million.] 

January surplus included £500 million EC abatements  

(Exceptionally large oil surplus. 

 

-  • 	 •0 

led January figurc. 
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TABLE 1: 	CURRENT ACCOUNT 

1985 
Sept-Nov Dec-Feb'86 

1985 
Dec Jan Feb 

£ billion 

1986 year 
to date 

Oil +8.2 +2.1 +2.2 +0.5 +1.0 +0.7 +1.7 

Non-oil -10.2 -2.4 -2.4 -0.5 -0.9 -1.0 -1.9 

Total visible trade 

o/w trade in 
manufactures 

(BOP basis) 

-2.1 

-3.0 

-0.3 

-0.8 

-0.2 

-0.6 

0 

0 

+0.1 

-0.3 

-0.3 

-0.4 

-0.2 

-0.6 

Invisibles +5.0 +1.2 +2.1 +0.5 +1.0* +0.6* +1.6* 

Current Account +3.0 +0.9 +1.9 +0.5 +1.1 +0.2 +1.4 

* projection 

TABLE 2: EXPORTS AND IMPORTS (percentage change) 

i. 	Exports 

1986 
Feb on Jan 

-1 

+2 

Dec'85-Feb'86 
on 

Sept-Nov' 85 

+1 

Dec'85-Feb'86 
on 

Dec'84-Feb'85 

-5 

0 

Total value 

Total volume (BOP basis) 

Total volume excl oil and 
erratics (BOP basis) +4% -1 

Manufactures volume 
(excl erratics) OTS basis +4 -1 

Fuels (Volume) 

ii 	Imports 

-7 +9% +1% 

Total value +6% -814 

Total volume (BOP basis) +4% -1% -114 
Total volume exc oil and 
erratics (BOP basis) +4% -1% +1% 

Manufactures volume 
(excl erratics) OTS basis +3% -2 +1% 

Fuels (Volume) +714 -314 -24 

len 
• • 
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ffsubmission seeks your approval 
\1\41  assumptions to be sent to Departments. 	These are for 

Expenditure Survey. 

Assumptions are required on unemployment, prices, average earnings, and 

interest rates, covering years up to 1989-90. None of these assumptions will 

be published at this stage: there will be a submission towards the end of 

September about the assumptions, revised as necessary, to be used in the final 

stages of the Survey negotiations and for publication (except in the case of 

the average earnings figures) in the 1986 Autumn Statement and 1987 PEW?. 

The assumptions to be issued now will be reconsidered in July; and, if 

this seems appropriate in the light of the June economic forecast and other 

developments, we will then seek your approval for sending out to Departments 

revised economic assumptions (for use in the bilaterals). 

n5EA-Ch 

use in the Public 
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The proposed assumptions are consistent with projections (short-term 

forecasts and medium term assumptions) in the FSBR. 

Proposed Assumptions 

The remainder of this submission considers the proposed assumptions 

in turn. 	Tables at the end of the submission set out a comparison of the 

current proposals with the FSBR forecast; 	and with the PEWP assumptions, 

originally issued last Autumn. 	A further table shows the main effects on 

public expenditure of changes in the economic assumptions. 

Unemployment 

The 1986 PEWP assumption for unemployment (GB narrow, ie excluding school 

leavers etc) is for a flat path of 3 million from 1986-87 onwards after 3.05 

million in 1985-86. 	In previous years it had been the practice to publish 

a path for unemployment which started off from a realistic figure for the 

financial year that was drawing to its close at the time the PEWP was 

published; unemployment was then assumed to stay at the same level over the 

PEWP period. 

This traditional procedure raised certain problems last year because of 

the selective employment measures announced in the 1985 Budget. As the Budget 

expenditure projections had taken credit for the estimated effect of these 

measures on unemployment, the Budget expenditure figures were implicitly 

consistent with an unemployment path that was lower than the flat path of the 

1985 PEWP. 	To allow for this we showed a fall in unemployment in the first 

two rounds of assumptions issued after the 1985 Budget; 	although for 

presentational reasons we returned to a more traditional path in the 

assumptions published in the 1986 PEWP. 

2 
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Unemployment Assumptions 

1985 PEWP 

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 

3.0 3.0 3.0 

April 	1985 3.0 2.9 2.85 2.85 

July 1985 3.10 3.05 3.0 2.95 

1986 PEWP 3.05 3.0 3.0 3.0 

(Published figures are shown in bold) 

The employment measures in the 1986 Budget are expected to take about 

60,000 people off the unemployment count on average in 1986-87, 	and 100,000 

people off the count in 1987-88 and 1988-89: the net call on the reserve used 

in the Budget arithmetic took credit for the savings resulting from this 

reduction in unemployment. 

The (unpublished) 1986 MTFS/FSBR projections for GB narrow unemployment 

are (in millions): 

1985-86 	1986-87 	1987-88 	1988-89 	1989-90 

3.06 	3.02 	2.94 	2.90 	2.87 

In February, GB narrow unemployment stood at just over 3.08 millions; but with 

about half of the effect of the 1985 SEMS still to be felt, 	and with the 

effect of the NIC restructuring and the 1986 Budget employment measures also 

working through during 1986, the unemployment average for 1986-87 is forecast 

to be consistent (rounded to nearest 50,000) with the 1986 PEWP assumption for 

1986-87 of 3.0 million. 	Thereafter the unemployment rate shown in the 

FSBR/MTFS projections continues to fall below the path in the 1986 PEWP. 

The decision on the unemployment assumption can be considered in two 

stages: 

the choice of starting point, 	ie the unemployment average for 

1986-87; 

the choice of profile thereafter: whether the unemployment path 

should be flat or should fall. 

3 
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On (0, it seems best to stick to the PEWP figure of 3.0, as this is 

consistent with the forecast, even though the current unemployment level is 

nearer 3.1. 	If the unemployment figures do not improve over the next few 

months, this figure will obviously have to be reconsidered before the 1987 

PEWP assumptions are finalised. 

On the second issue, there is some case for going for a declining path, 

as suggested by the MTFS/FSBR projections. However, we have always made clear 

that the unemployment assumption is not a forecast, 	and that the figures 

provided in the PEWP are just a "stylised assumption". 	Moreover, a flat 3 

million would easily be within the margin of error of the MTFS/FSBR 

projections. 

By the time the PEWP is published, however, the monthly unemployment 

figures could - if the forecast is correct - be close to 3.0 and heading 

downwards. 	In these circumstances you might well consider publishing a path 

which showed a fall in the year immediately ahead, but was then flat for the 

final two years of the PEWP period. The 1986 PEWP would provide a precedent. 

To summarise, the range of unemployment assumptions which you may now want to 

consider, together with the 1986 PEWP assumption is: 

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 

1986 PEWP 	 3.05 	3.0 	3.0 	3.0 

Possible April Assumption (i) 	 3.0 	3.0 	3.0 	3.0 

Possible April Assumption (ii) 	 3.0 	2.95 	2.95 	2.95 

Possible April Assumption (iii) 	 3.0 	2.9 	2.9 	2.9 

MTFS/FSBR 	 3.02 	2.94 	2.9 	2.87 

All the "possible assumption" paths are fairly close to the forecast. 

Although (iii) is on average nearest to the forecast, it may be more difficult 

to present than either (i) or (ii) if, as we expect, unemployment is in the 

2.95 - 3 range at the end of this year. 	There is something to be said for 

the simplicity of (i), which would mean no change from the PEWP assumptions. 

It would be undesirable to include a reduced requirement at the beginning of 

the Survey discussions (under either option (ii) or (iii)) and then have to 

increase the figures later in the Survey if at that stage the lower figures no 

longer looked credible. 	Whereas, if sticking to 3 million now subsequently 

looks too cautious, then a reduced requirement later in the Survey could well 

prove helpful in squaring the books. Our proposal  is to adopt (i). 

14 
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Average Earnings 

The average earnings assumptions published by the GA last November and 

to be published again shortly after Easter show a 7 per cent increase in 

1986-87 after an estimate of 8 per cent in 1985-86. 	The FSBR forecast has 

about 84 per cent earnings growth in both years. 

The underlying growth in average earnings, as calculated by DEm, 	is 

currently put at 7i per cent, as it has been for some time. 	But the actual 

increase in 1985-86 was higher than this, mainly because of the recovery of 

earnings in the coal industry. The forecast of 84 per cent for 1986-87 partly 

reflects the forecast increase in the level of public sector settlements which 

we expect will soon become apparent in the figures published by DEm. 	Also 

the slippage of teachers' back pay from 1985-86 will raise the actual growth 

of earnings relative to the underlying rate in 1986-87. 

17. 	The average earnings assumptions are in fact of little importance for 

demand led expenditure. 	Normally, the earnings assumptions agreed now are 

sensitive because they appear in a GAD report in June or July; 	but the 

Government Actuary will not be publishing a report this summer, 	because of 

the transitional uprating arrangements. You may feel therefore that it is not 

worth changing the existing assumption for 1986-87 at this stage. But it is 

below our forecast (and that of most outside forecasters) and we would prefer 

to move now to a higher figure for 1986-87. 	For later years our proposed 

assumption is in line with the MTFS projections. 	Pay division have  

emphasized the sensitivity of these assumptions; when the figures are sent 

to DHSS we will at the same time remind DHSS that access to the figures 

should be strictly limited. 

FSBR 

March 1986 

GA Assumption 

Forecast (to 86-87) 

and MTFS assumption 

(after 86-87) 

Proposed Average 

Earnings Assumption 

1985-86 8 84 (8) 

1986-87 7 84 8 

1987-88 5i 6 

1988-89 5 5 

1989-90 4 4 

(c.„ fite, 	c__.s,.."7 7.,,tul,„" 

.Le, 

19,,C,toe 	Pec (,; 	 0 
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Retail Prices 

18. 	The FSBR showed retail price inflation at 31 per cent in 1986Q4 and 

1987Q2. 	In future, social security upratings will be based on September RPI 

figures: the January 1986 to September 1986 RPI is relevant to the April 1987 

uprating, and thereafter September to September RPI increases will determine 

subsequent April upratings. 

19. We now expect the increase in the RPI in the year to September 1986 to be 

around 31 per cent - in line with the published inflation forecast for the 

fourth quarter. 	This would mean the next uprating being based on a 21 per 

cent rise between January 1986 and September 1986: this is marginally higher 

than the 1986 PEWP assumption of a 24 per cent increase. 	(It may appear 

surprising that this assumption should have been raised when the latest 

published forecast shows a lower Q4 inflation forecast than did the Autumn 

Statement. 	But the PEWP assumptions, which were decided before the Autumn 

Statement forecast was finalised, were on the basis of a slightly lower 

inflation forecast than that published in the Autumn Statement.) 	The table 

below summarises our proposals, the 1986 PEWP assumptions, 	and the latest 

forecast. 

Per cent changes in RPI  

1986 PEWP FSBR Projections Proposals 

Jan 86 - Sept 86 24 21 21 

Sept 86 - Sept 87 34 3.7 33- 

Sept 87 - Sept 88 3.2 34 

GDP Deflator 

20. 	A path for the GDP deflator over the MTFS period was published in the 

FSBR, and no changes to this are proposed. 

6 
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Interest Rates 

21. 	The table below 

FSBR forecast: 

summarises the latest interest rate 	figures and 	the 

Latest 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 
(close 24 March) 

3 month 11.4 11.2 9.7 8.5 8.0 

interbank 

20 year gilt rate 9.0* 10.0 9.7 8.8 8.4 

6 month Dollar LIBOR 7.5 7i 84 84 8i 

(* 21 March). 

Interest rates have declined in recent weeks and may well have some way 

to go. 	In consequence, rates at the start of 1986-87 may be lower than the 

averages for the full financial year shown in the table, particularly at the 

long end. But experience suggests caution in extrapolating such falls without 

allowing for the possibility of some reversal of sentiment later in the year. 

Interest rate assumptions are not published at any stage. 	It has 

normally been the practice to issue realistic assumptions and our proposals  

are to issue as assumptions the rounded forecast figures with one minor 

amendment. 	Sentiment in the gilt market has improved so much in recent days 

that we would now suggest a lower figure than is in the forecast for 20 year 

gilt rates in 1986-87 and 1987-88: 9i in both years instead of 10 and 9.7. 

The table below summarises our proposals, along with the PEWP assumptions. 

An alternative to our proposals would be to retain the PEWP figures, repeating 

the 1988-89 figures in 1989-90. 

• 
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1986-87 	1987-88 	1988-89 	1989-90  

3-month interbank  

1986 PEWP 	 10i 	104 	 91 

Proposed for April 	 114 	 9i 	 81 	 8 

20-year gilt rate  

1986 PEWP 	 10 	 9i 	 8 

Proposed for April 	 9i 	 9i 	 9 	 8i 

6-month dollar LIBOR  

1986 PEWP 	 9i 	 9 	 9 

Proposed for April 	 7i 	 84 	 84 	 8i 

Implications for Expenditure  

Table 3 in the Annex sets out a ready reckoner indicating the approximate 

effect on forecast expenditure of changes to the economic assumptions. 	The 

table below shows the changes in expenditure implied by the proposals made in 

this submission, as compared with those in the assumptions used in the PEWP. 

Assumptions on: 	 1986-87 	1987-88 	1988-89  

Unemployment 	 0 	 0 	 0 

RPI 	 + 80 	+ 160 

Interest rates 	 - 40 	- 85 	- 145 

Total 	 - 40 	- 5 	+ 15 

Although the proposals imply little net change in expenditure compared with 

the PEWP assumptions, returning to the PEWP unemployment assumption does mean 

adding back, as a further claim on the reserve, the unemployment offset to the 

SEMS package announced in last week's Budget. 

Decisions 

We would like to send out assumptions to Departments immediately after 

Easter. Could you please let me know by 26 March whether you are content with 

the proposals we have made. 

C6P3 
S J DAVIES 

n5aEA-Ch 
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ANNEX 	Table 1  

ASSUMPTIONS ON UNEMPLOYMENT, EARNINGS AND INFLATION 

Unemployment GB narrow (millions) 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-80 

Published PEWP/GA assumption 3.05 3.0 3.0 3.0 

Unpublished 1986 FSBR figures 3.06 3.02 2.94 2.9 2.87 

Proposed Assumptions* 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 

(* see paragraph 13-14 of text) 

Average earnings per head 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-80 

(per cent change) 

Published PEWP/GA assumption 8 7 

Unpublished PEWP/GA assumption 6 5i 

Unpublished figures in 1986 FSBR 84 84 5a 5 4 

Proposed Assumptions   8 6 5 4 

RPI (per cent changes) 	 January 1986 	Year to 	Year to 

to September 	September 	September 

1986 	 1987 	1988  

Published  PEWP assumption 	 24 	 34 

Unpublished figures in FSBR forecast 	2i 	 3.7 	 3.2 

Proposed Assumptions 	 21 	 31 	 34 

GDP deflator (per cent changes) 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90  

Published  PEWP assumption 	 4a 	4i 	4 	34 

Published in FSBR/MTFS 	 6 	3i 	3i 	3i 	3 
Proposed Assumptions 	 34 	U 	3i 	3 

• 

9 
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ANNEX Table 2  

ASSUMPTIONS ON INTEREST RATES 

3-month interbank rate 	 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90  

Unpublished PEWP assumption 	11a 	10a 	104 	91 

Unpublished figures in FSBR 	12.1 	11.2 	9.7 	8.5 	8.0 

Proposed Assumptions 	 114 	9i 	81 	8 

20-year gilt rate 	 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90  

Unpublished PEWP assumption 	10i 	10 	9 - 	8 

Unpublished figures in FSBR 	10.5 	10.0 	9.7 	8.8 	8.4 

Proposed Assumptions 	 9i 	91 	9 	81 

6-month Dollar LIBOR 	 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90  

Unpublished PEWP assumption 	8i 	91 	9 	9 

Unpublished figures in 'SBR 	84 	7i 	84 	84 	8i 

Proposed Assumptions 	 n 	84 	84 	EQ 

• 

- 10 - 
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ANNEX Table 3 

EFFECT OF CHANGES IN ASSUMPTIONS ON THE PUBLIC EXPENDITURE 

E million 

PLANNING TOTAL 

1988-89 1986-87 1987-88 

100,000 rise in unemployment 

210 210 DHSS 	 210 

One point rise in sterling interest rates 

ECGD (short rates) 	 60 64 67 

Housing subsidies (pool rate*) 	 100 100 100 

DTI credit to shipbuilders (short rates) 	13 13 13 

One point rise in dollar interest rates 

ECGD 	 48 43 38 

One per cent higher September RPI relevant to April 

uprating 

DHSS 330 330 

* Housing subsidy pool rate responds with a lag to changes in short and long 

rates. 

n5aEA-Ch 
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MR S J DAVIES  

FROM: MRS R LOMAX 

DATE: 25 March 1986 

cc Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Anson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Kemp 
Mr Monck 
Mr Evans 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Turnbull 

ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE PUBLIC EXPENDITURE SURVEY 

The Chancellor has seen your minute of 24 March. 	He is content 

with the proposals summarised in the annex, with one exception. He 

would prefer to leave average earnings for 1986-87 at 7 per cent 

rather than 8 per cent at least at this stage - given the 

sensitivity pointed out by Pay Division. He has noted that we can 

think again in July. 

RACHEL LOMAX  LOMAX 
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FROM: JILL RUTTER 

 

PS/CHANCELLOR 

DATE: 26 March 1986 

cc: 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Anson 
Mr F Cassell 
Mr Kemp 
Mr Monck 
Mr Evans 
Mr Fitchew 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Turnbull 
Mrs Case 
Mrs R G Butler 
Mr Gilhooly, 
Mr Mowl 
Miss Noble 
Miss Peirson 
Mr Riley 
Mr S J Davies 
Mr P Allum 
Mr Grice 
Mr Stock 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Lord 

ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS 

The Chief Secretary has seen Mr Davies' minute of 24 March 

outlining the economic assumptions to be used in the Public 

Expenditure Survey. 

2 	He has no comments on the proposals, save that it 

is imperative that DHSS be reminded of the sensitivity 

surrounding the pay assumptions. 

JILL RUTTER 

Private Secretary 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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RECENT RATES OF CHANGE AND ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT 
TREND FOR SOME KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS 

In the following notes, the figures for current trend represent our best 
assessment of the current underlying rate of increase after making 
allowance for temporary distorting factors such as strikes, unseasonal 
weather effects, etc. 	The figures show how the series are moving 
currently and may be different from the comparisons over the latest 
published twelve months. 

GDP (average measure) in the fourth quarter of 1985 was 3 per cent 
higher than in the same period a year ago or 1- per cent after 
discounting the effects of the coal strike. 	This figure does not take 
account of past experience which shows that revisions to growth rates 
for the initial ,Published estimates of GDP were on average upwards 
though not uniformly so. The assessment of current underlying trend for 
the first quarter of 1986 is that the rate of increase lies in the range 1-3 
per cent per annum. 

Industrial production in the three months to January was 41- per cent 
higher than in the same period a year ago, or 1 per cent after allowing 
for the effects of the coal strike and other disputes, notably in the motor 
vehicles industry. 	On the same basis, respective figures for 
manufacturing were 2- and 2 per cent. 	The assessment of underlying 
trend for industrial production is that the rate of increase currently lies 
in the range 1-2 per cent per annum. The trend in manufacturing output 
is in the range 2-3 per cent per annum whereas that for the energy 
sector is seen to be almost flat. 

Retail prices rose by just over 5 per cent in the twelve months to 
February 1986. It is only possible to provide a useful indicator of trend 
for about 70 per cent of the RPI, mainly covering private sector prices 
and excluding mortgage rates, local authority rates, seasonal food, 
nationalised industry prices and petrol. 	The current trend for this 
series is a little over 4 per cent per annum. 	In the twelve months to 
February 1986 this series rose by just under 5 per cent (not published). 

Producer input prices declined in seasonally adjusted terms in each of 
the months from March last year to February. A further fall is expected 
in March, bringing the index almost 11 per cent below its peak in 
February last year. 

Average earnings (underlying) in the twelve months to January rose by 
7i per cent. The current trend is estimated to be in the range 7i-8 per 
cent per annum. 

Unit wage costs in manufacturing in the three months to January rose by 
5 per cent compared with the same period a year ago. 	The current 
underlying trend is estimated to be in the range 5-6 per cent per annum. 

Unemployment (excluding school leavers) in the twelve months to 
February has been rising on average by 6 thousand per month and by 5 
thousand per month in the latest six months. Discounting the effects of 
employment and training measures as far as possible, the current 
underlying trend appears to be an increase in the region of 10 thousand 
per month. 

Movements over the latest published 12 months include any revisions that 
may have occurred since last publication (in general any such 

differences only occur in the GDP series). 
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Financial markets reacted favourably to the Budget. Base rates were cut by 1 

per cent on 19 March and both share prices and sterling rose strongly. By the 

end of the month, despite a renewed weakening of oil prices, sterling closed 

at its highest level for over two months. Share prices suffered a temporary 

sharp fall but by the end of the month had nearly regained their post-Budget 

all-time high. 

Published information about developments in the economy for the fourth 

quarter of last year have confirmed the earlier indications, with the level of 

overall activity estimated to have been 	per cent higher than in the third 

quarter. 	For 1985 as a whole, GDP(A) was nearly 3-1- per cent higher than in 

1984 (2i per cent on a coal strike adjusted basis). 	The underlying rate of 

growth in activity slowed slightly during 1985. 

Visible trade is estimated to have been in deficit by £338 million, following a 

surplus of £1140 million in January. 	There has been little change in the 

underlying level of both non-oil export and non-oil import volume in recent 

months. 

The rate of inflation fell again in February from 5.5 to 5.1 per cent per annum 

and is likely to fall further in March as current price movements seem to be 

considerably smaller than those experienced a year ago. The effects of tax 

changes in this year's Budget are similar in size to those of last year and 

consequently will have little effect on the annual rate of inflation. 	The 

recently announced reductions in mortgage rates will affect the figures from 

April. 

A further net repayment in February brought the cumulative total for the PSBR 

in the first eleven months of the financial year 1985/86 to £2.8 billion 

compared with £7.7 billion in the same period last year. The latest forecast 

for 1985/86, given in the Budget on 18 March, is £6.8 billion though the final 

outturn remains uncertain. 

1 
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• CHART 1 
Changes in output and expenditure 

Quarter to quarter changes seasonally adjusted, at annualised percentage rate 

CSO forecasts shown as broken lines 
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CHART 2 

Changes in unemployment 

UK thousand, monthly changes seasonally adjusted, excluding school leavers 
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CHART 3 

• Rate of increase in average earnings, unit wage cost in manufacturing 

PPI input prices and Private sector retail prices 

Month to month percentage changes, smoothed and adjusted for distorting factors where appropriate 
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1. Excludes seasonal food, mortgage interest, rents, rates and water charges, 
motor vehicle licences, products produced by Nationalised industries and petrol. 
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CHART 4 
Movements in underlying average earnings and the tax and price index 
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CHART 5 
Interest rates 
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CHART 6 

Monetary aggregates 
Percentage Change on previous 12 months (seasonally adjusted) 
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Exports 

Volume index2  

---- Underlying trend 

Exports and Imports (excluding oil and erraticsfl 	 CHART 7 
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PRODUCER PRICES FOR MARCH 

These will be published at 11.30 on Monday 14 April and, following the trend of recent 

months, show encouraging prospects for inflation. 

Z. PRODUCER PRICES 

1986 
Q1 March 

(percentage change over year earlier) 

1985 
QZ 	Q3 	Q4 

Output prices 
(not s.a) 

5.6 5.6 5.2 5.1 5.0 

Output prices 
(less food, drink, 

6.4 6.5 6.0 5.2 4.9 

& tobacco) 

Input prices 
(not s.a.) 

3.4 -0.7 -5.3 -9.1 -10.9 

Input prices (s.a.) 3.4 -0.7 -5.4 -9.4 -10.9 



Prices of materials and fuel bought by manufacturing industry fell by 10.9 per cent 

(s.a.) in the year to March, after a fall of 9.6 per cent in February - the best performance 

since the present series began in 1974. Between February and March the index fell by 

1.5 per cent - the twelfth fall in thirteen months. This fall reflects in part the lower costs 

of imported materials and a reduction in the scheduled prices of petroleum products. 

Over the year to March output prices rose by 5.0 per cent - down from the 

5.1 per cent recorded in February and the lowest rise recorded in the present series. 

Between February and March the index rose by 0.6 per cent. 

Excluding food, drink and tobacco, the increase in the index for manufactured products 

fell to 4.9 per cent in the year to March from 5.3 per cent in February. 

Movements in annual rates of producer input and output inflation from January 1975 

are shown in the attached charts. 

SD KING 
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INDEX OF OUTPUT OF THE PRODUCTION INDUSTRIES - FEBRUARY 1986 

This will be published at 11.30am on Thursday, 17 April. 

The index of production in the three months to February fell by 1 per cent from the 

level of the previous three months: manufacturing output was broadly unchanged. In 

comparison with a year earlier, production rose by 31 per cent and manufacturing output 

rose by 1 per cent. 

Between January and February the index of production rose by 11 per cent. 

Manufacturing output rose by 1 per cent but output of the energy and water supply 

industries rose by 4 per cent: this was mainly due to a rise of 7 per cent in 'other' energy and 

water supply, (excluding coal)/  reflecting increased demand for gas and electricity in a cold 

February. Oil and gas extraction rose by 4 per cent to equal the peak reached in 

January 1985. 
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Recent movements 

3 Months to Feb 1986 
on 

3 months to Nov 1985 

3 months to Feb 1986 
on 

3 months to Feb 1985 

February 
on 

January 

percentage changes 	1985 
on 

1984 

Index of Production 	+41 

within which: 

-1 + 3 + 1 

Manufacturing 	+3 0 + 1 + 1 

Energy and Water 	+9 -1k + 9 +4 

adjusted for coal strike: 

Index of Production 	+21 - 1 0 + 	1k 

Manufacturing output 	+21 +0 + 	1 + 	1 

Recent index numbers for manufacturing, and consequently production in total)  have

been revised downwards on receipt of later and more complete information. On the basis of 

these estimates both manufacturing and industrial production have shown no growth since 

1985Q2 and CSO's assessment is that they are flat in underlying terms. 

Despite these downward revisions CSO will continue to make bias adjustments upward 

to recent estimates of manufacturing output that are broadly upward. Historical experience 

shows that such adjustments are warranted. 

Manufacturing output in the latest three months was 11/ per cent above its 1981Q1 

trough but was 8 per cent below 1979Q2 peak. The index of production was 11 per cent 

above its average 1979 level. 

Other Industrial detail 

Good increases in output in the three months to February 1986 compared with a year 

earlier were recorded by Mechanical engineering [+8 per cent] , Textiles [+5 per cent]. 

Falls over the same period were recorded by electrical and instrument engineering [-

4 per cent] , and chemicals [-3 per cent] - two industries which had, until recently, shown 

good year on year growth. 
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40.§§@senent  

Manufacturing output rose strongly, in 1984 and 1985 as a whole but has shown no 

growth since 1985QZ. CSO believe the underlying trend is broadly flat. Because energy 

output is flat in the same terms, the trend in industrial production is also flat. 

Press comment will probably be unfavourable emphasising the flat profile of 

manufacturing and production indices since 1985Q2. 

Manufacturing output grew by 3 per cent in 1985, the fourth year of uninterrupted 

growth - the longest such period since 1970. 

Lines to take  

Possible lines for IDT to take are: 

Positive:- 

Manufacturing output expected to grow by 3 per cent this year following 

3 per cent growth in 1985 and 4 per cent growth in 1984. 

Manufacturing output has now grown for four successive years - longest period 

of uninterrupted growth since 1970. 

Manufacturing output up by 111 per cent on 1981Q1 trough and up 9 per cent 

since June 1983 election. 

Manufacturing profitability in 1984 best since 1973. Exports up 6 per cent in 

1985 to beat 1984's all time and expected to rise by further 6 per cent in 1986. 

No previous five year period in which manufacturing has been so successful in 

holding its market share and keeping pace with world output. Manufacturing 

industry expected to be major beneficiary of fall in oil price. 

Defensive:- 

Manufacturing output trend flat. Halt in growth expected to be temporary. 

Good growth of 3 per cent expected in 1986 as a whole - making five successive 

years of growth. 

Downward revisions to manufacturing output show bias adjustment unjustified 

No. Historical experience shows initial estimates of manufacturing output have 

been underestimated on average. Therefore bias adjustments completely 

justified. 

K VERNON 
EB 
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TABLE 1 

OUTPUT OF PRODUCTION AND C1NSTRUCTIO4 INDUSTRIES 

1980 = 100, seasonally adjusted 

Production * 

(Divisions 1-4) * 

Energy and 

Water Supply 

(Division 1) 

Manufacturing 

(Divisions 2-4) 

Construction 

(Division 5) 

1979 107.1 100.5 109.5 105.8 
1980 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1981 96.6 103.9 94.0 89.9 
1982 98.4 -110.0 94.2 91.6 
1983 101.9 115.8 96.9 95.2 
1984 103.2 110.1 100.7 98.6 
1985 107.9 R 120.1 103.6 R 100.0 

1983 Q4 104.1 118.3 98.9 97.8 
1984 Q1 104.3 117.7 99.5 97.0 

02 102.2 107.9 100.1 98.1 
Q3 102.7 105.4 101.7 100.5 
Q4 103.6 109.5 101.5 P 98.7  

1985 Q1 106.4 R 115.9 103,0 R 99.3 
Q2 108.4 R 121.0 103.8 R 
Q3 108.4 R 121.4 R 103.7 R 99.3 
Q4 108.6 R 121.9 R 103.8 R 101.3 

December 104.0 109.4 102.1 
1985 January 106.0 R 115.9 102.5 R 

February 105.7 R 114.0 102.7 R 
March 107.6 117.8 103.9 R 
April 108.7 R 122.3 103.8 R 
May 108.8 R 123.1 103.7 R 
June 107.6 R 117.6 104.0 R 
July 107.7 R 120.1 R 103.3 R 
August 108.1 R 119.2 R 104.1 R 
September 109.4 R 124.9 R 103.8 R 
October 108.3 R 122.8 R 103.1 R 
November 109.9 R 126.5 R 104.0 R 
December 107.6 R 116.5 R 104.5 R 

1986 January 108.3 P 124.0 R 102.6 R 
February 110.1 ' 	128.9 103.3 

% changes 

Latest 3 months on previous 3 months -0.5 -1.3 -0.2 2.0 

Latest 3 months on year earlier 3.3 8.9 1.0 2.6 

Latest 3 months on 1981 01 (trough) 14.3 20.7 11.6 9.6 

Latest 3 months on 1979 Q2 (peak) -0.5 18.2 -7.9 -5.5 

Notes 

* Within the total 'production' index energy and water supply industries accounts for 26 per cent, 
and manufacturing for the remaining 74 per cent 

'R' signifies revised figure 	+ Energy & Water Supply peak is 1979 Q3 
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TABLE 2 

OUTPUT OF PRODUCTION INDUSTRIES CHANGES IN DETAIL 

Percentage change, latest 3 months*  on: 

Previous 

3 months 

Same 

3 months 

last year 

1981 Dl 
(trough of output of 

production industries) 

Total Production Industries -0.5 3.3 14.2 

Energy & Water Supply -1.3 8.9 20.8 
o.w. 	extraction of oil & gas -3.8 -3.6 38.4 

coal and coke -2.1 153.2 

Total Manufacturing -0.2 1.0 11.6 
o.w. 	Metals -2.0 1.8 11.0 

Other minerals + 0.6 2.9 7.5 
Chemicals (and man-

made fibres) 
-1.7 -2.9 19.3 

Engineering -0.1 0.6 14.8 
Food, drink, 	tobacco 1.5 1.9 4.4 
Textiles etc. -0.7 4.0 13.2 
Other ++ -0.4 1.4 6.0 

* October, November and December 1985 

+ Mainly building materials 

++ Paper, printing, publishing, timber, furniture, rubber, plastics 
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Prime Minister's Office 

INDEX OF OUTPUT OF THE PRODUCTION INDUSTRIES - FEBRUARY 1986  

The provisional index of output of the production industries for February 1986 will 
be issued at 11.30 am on Thursday 17 April. A copy of the Press Notice is attached. 

Latest Figures  

The February 1986 index of output of the production industries, that is energy and 
manufacturing, is provisionally estimated at 110.1 (1980=100, seasonally adjusted), 
up 1½ per cent on January. There was a high level of output in the energy and 
water supply industries reflecting, in part, the exceptionally cold weathe/. For 
manufacturing the index was 103.3, up 1/2  per cent on January (see section on Bias 
Adjustments below). 

In the three months to February output of the production industries was down 1/2  per 
cent compared with the previous three months and manufacturing output was broddly 
unchanged. Some industry detail is given in the attached table. 

Assessment 

With downward revisions, manufacturing output now looks to have been, flaL since the 
second quarter of 1985. Figures for the latest two months, January and February, 
show a fall but it is too early to say whether this represents a change in trend or 
merely a short-term fluctuation. 

The energy sector continues to look rather flat, with the result that on an 
underlying basis the output of the production industries in the three months to 
February is unchanged compared with the same period a year ago. 

Bias Adjustment for Manufacturing Output  

In line with the revised procedure introduced in January, figures of manufacturing 
output for the last six months include adjustments to try to allow for under-estimation 
in the provisional estimates (see Note 11 of Notes to Editors of Press Notice). 

Revisions 

Index numbers have been revised downwards, particularly for January, on receipt of 
later and more complete information. The revisions apply mainly to the manufacturing 
figures and have reduced the index of manufacturing output by almost 12.  per cent in 
the fourth quarter of 1985 and by over 11/2  per cent in January this year. 

Figures for March  

Figures for March are scheduled for publication on Thursday 15 May. 

D C K STIRLING 
16 April 1986 

Central Statistical Office 
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Index of output of the production industries 1980=100 

SUMMARY 	Total 
production 
industries 

Energy and 	Total 
water supply manufacturing 

industries 

Metals Other 	Chemicals 	Engineering 
minerals and and man-made and allied 
mineral 	fibres 	industries 
products 

Food, 	drink 
and tobacco 

Textiles, 
footwear, 
clothing and 
leather 

Other 
manufacturing 

1984 	 103.2 110.1 100.7 108.4 95.1 113.9 99.2 102.1 97.9 97.7 
1985 	 107.9 120.1 103.6 112.9 94.2 118.2 103.9 101.8 101.8 98.5 

1984 	3 	102.7. 105.4 101.7 109.4 96.0 116.2 100.7 102.2 98.4 97.6 
4 	103.6 109.5 101.5 106.4 95.0 116.1 100.4 101.8 99.3 98.1 

1985 	1 	166.4 115.9 103.0 110.2 92.4 119.0 103.7 101.7 99.6 97.5 
2 	108.4 121.0 103.8 115.9 94.2 119.6 104.7 100.9 100.3 97.5 
3 	108.4 121.4 103.7 114.7 94.0 118.4 103.3 101.4 103.3 100.0 
4 	108.6 121.9 103.8 111.0 96.2 115.9 103.8 103.2 103.9 98.9 

1985 	D 	107.6 116.5 104.4 109 96 115 105 105 103 98 
1986 	J 	108.3 124.0 102.6 109 96 116 102 102 102 99 

F 	110.1 	128.9 

Percentage change latest 3 months on: 

103.3 112 95 114 102 104 104 100 

previous 3 months 

	

-0.5 	-1.3 
a year earlier 

	

.3.3 	.8.9 

-0.2 

+1.0 

-2.0 

+1.8 

.0.6 

+2.9 

-1.7 

-2.9 

-0.1 

+0.6 

+1.5 

+1.9 

-0.7 

+4.0 

-0.4 

+1.4 
1st quarter 1981(a) 

+14.2 +20.8 +11.6 +11.0 +7.5 +19.3 +14.8 +4.4 +13.2 +6.0 
1st half 	1979(b) 

+1.7 +24.8 -5.8 -15.5 -11.1 +6.0 -6.1 +3.9 -14.0 -10.8 

DETAILED 	Coal and Extraction Mineral 	oil Other energy Metals Other Chemicals Man-made Metal goods 
ANALYSIS 	coke of mineral 

oil and 
natural gas 

processing and water 
supply 

minerals and 
mineral 
products 

fibres not 
elsewhere 
specified 

1984 	 33.8 	147.1 98.5 	95.8 108.4 95.1 114.9 	78.8 	100.9 
1985 	 67.2 	150.1 98.6 	105.9 112.9 94.2 119.5 	74.1 	99.3 

1984 	3 	23.7 	144.3 98.4 	89.9 109.4 96.0 117.3 	79.3 	102.6 
4 	27.6 	151.8 99.3 	90.1 106.4 95.0 117.3 	76.8 	99.2 

1985 	1 	 35.9 	155.7 99.2 	100.1 110.2 92.4 120.3 	73.0 	98.0 
2 	70.9 	148.7 99.6 	108.9 115.9 94.2 120.9 	75.4 	98.1 
3 	80.2 	147.4 98.7 	107.7 114.7 94.0 119.6 	75.9 	101.3 
4 	81.7 	148.8 97.0 	107.0 111.0 96.2 117.2 	72.1 	99.8 

1985 	D 	81 	138 97 	107 109 96,  117 	 68 	100 
1986 	J 	80 	152 96 	 110 loe 96 117 	 77 	101 

F 	79 	158 94 	118 112 95 116 	 72 	102 

Percentage change latest 3 months on: 
previous 3 months 

	

-2.1 	-3.8 
a year earlier 

	

+153.2 	-3.6 

	

-1.1 	 .4.4 

	

-0.9 	+16.6 

-2.0 

+1.8 

+0.6 

+2.9 

	

-1.6 	-2.3 	+0.1 

	

-2.9 	-0.8 	+2.7 
1st quarter 1981(a) 

-17.9 	+38.4 -0.5 	+14.9 +11.0 +7.5 .20.4 	-19.8 	+14.0 
1st half 	1979(b) 

-16.2 	.58.9 -15.3 	+6.2 -15.5 -11.1 +8.0 	-47.6 	-17.9 

DETAILED 	Mechanical 	Electrical Motor 	Other Food Drink and Textiles Clothing, 	Paper, 	All other 
ANALYSIS 	engineering 	and 
continued 	 instrument 

engineering 

vehicles and transport 
parts 	equipment 

tobacco footwear and printing and manufacturing 
leather 	publishing 

1984 	 87.4 122.8 81.3 91.5 104.7 96.7 93.7 101.5 96.4 99.3 
1985 	 92.4 130.9 86.4 93.3 104.9 95.4 98.3 104.8 98.3 98.6 

1984 	3 	87.7 126.4 81.8 91.7 104.9 96.7 93.9 102.4 95.9 99.5 
4 	87.6 128.5 77.6 92.6 104.8 95.5 94.2 103.6 97.8 98.5 

1985 	1 	90.9 131.0 86.6 96.6 104.5 95.8 96.8 102.0 97.3 97.8 
2 	94.4 130.4 87.6 96.7 103.4 95.6 96.2 103.9 97.3 97.7 
3 	90.8 129.7 89.1 90.2 105.1 93.8 99.5 106.6 99.3 100.9 
4 	93.5 132.3 82.4 89.8 106.6 96.3 100.6 106.7 99.5 98.1 

1985 	D 	96 134 86 90 109 96 99 107 100 97 
1986 	J 	97 121 80 93 107 93 99 105 98 99 

F 	99 120 78 94 108 97 103 105 100 100 

Percentage change latest 3 months on: 
previous 3 months 

	

.5.7 	-4.7 
a year earlier 

	

.7.9 	-3.9 

-2.9 

-2.1 

+2.3 

-3.2 

+2.4 

+2.8 

-0.8 -0.3 

+4.8 

-0.9 

+3.5 

-0.1 

+2.1 

-0.8 

+0.6 
1st quarter 1981(a) 

+11.1 +34.8 +6.2 -12.8 +9.6 -5.8 .10.9 +15.2 +4.8 +7.4 
1st half 	1979(b) 

-11.8 .20.9 -33.8 -1.8 +8.3 -5.0 -19.6 -8.8 -7.0 -14.9 

(a) Last trough for production industries (b) Last peak for production industries 
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Ft-om: SIR PEiE4MIDDLETON 

Date: 17 April 1986 

In/ 
TREASURY WORKING PAPER ON FEEDBACK RULES AND 

You asked in January for my views on this paper. 

I have held this back until the Budget and the Lombard speech 

were out of the way. The danger was that it might be thought that 

feedback rules would be a more effective way of running 

than financial targets. It could be taken to signal the 

to a fine tuning approach based on model relationships. 

the need to avoid any risk at all over the Budget period and its 

immediate aftermath. 

I think the risk involved in publication is now minimal. Your 

policy is clear. You are not likely to be pressed, except by Sam 

Brittan, to target money GDP directly. And he is unlikely to use 

this as ammunition if he comes across it which is not very likely. 

What is more, it can be made clear, if necessary, that the paper 

 

is perfectly compatible with controlling money GDP by using 

expectations based on forward looking indicators. Indeed this 

policy 

return 

Hence 

point is made in paragraphs 64, 65 and 68. The money supply and 

the prime examples of forward looking 

can now be in any doubt that information 

on monetary conditions, rather than past movements of money GDP, 

determine current interest rate decisions. 

4. 	I therefore recommend that you agree to publish this as a 

piece of experimental work by Mr Westaway in the usual very low 

key way. Some time towards the end of the month might be about 

right. 

P E MIDDLETON 
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THE MARCH RPI (to be published at 11.30 a.m. on Friday 18 April) 

The RPI increased by 0.1 per cent between February and March. The twelve 

month rate of inflation fell from 5.1 per cent in February to 4.2 per cent 

in March. 	This is a little better than we expected, and is the lowest figure 

since July 1983. 

2. 	As anticipated petrol prices fell sharply between February and March, 

by about 81 p per gallon. 	There were small price rises across a wide range 

of goods with some minor price reductions recorded in durable household goods 

and miscellaneous goods. 

3 	We expect the twelve month rate of inflation to be below 31 per cent 

in April, probably around 3 per cent. 	In spite of the Budget duty increase 

reductions in the price of petrol are likely to have been recorded between 

the March and April survey dates, and most of the i per cent drop in the 

mortgage rate announced after the Budget will show up in the April RPI 

(although this is partly offset by lower tax relief resulting from the cut in 

n1sb -rpi 



CONFIDENTIAL • 
the standard rate of income tax). 	The twelve month rate has not been below 

3i per cent since March 1968. 

The twelve month rate is likely to stay below 31 per cent for the next 

few months. 	This was anticipated at the time of the Budget forecast and is 

consistent with the Budget forecast of 3-  per cent in 1986Q4. 	It is likely 

that the recorded rate of inflation will be higher in the second half of 1986 

than in the second quarter. 

The RPI figures are a little better than thp City is expecting. 	Wood 

MacKenzie, Phillips & Drew and Laing Cruickshank are all forecasting a twelve 

month rate of 4.4 per cent, while James Capel have 4.3 per cent. 

S BROOKS 

EA1 DIVISION 

X 7946 

n1asb-rpi 
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From: MRS R LOMAX 
Date: 21 April 1986 

16/3341 

cc 
MR SCHOLAR 	 Mr Culpin 

ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC REPRESENTATIVES IN LONDON 

Prompted by the Financial Secretary's recent speech on privatisation 

("Britain's Privatisation Programme Sets World Example"), the 

Chancellor thinks there may be a strong case for talking about 

privatisation to the Association of Economic Representatives in 

London, rather than, as we thought, oil. 

2. He has asked the three of us to confer, and to let him know 

our combined view. He may then want to talk to us. 

MRS R LOMAX 
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TO: 
MINISTER FOR TRADE 

In march exports were valued at £5733 million and imports of £6871 
million so that visible trade, seasonally adjusted on a balance of 
payments basis, showed a deficit of £1138 million compared with a 
deficit of £338 million in February. 

The Central Statistical Office project a surplus of £600 million 
for invisibles in March so that the current account is 
provisionally estimated to have been in deficit by £538 million. 

The March deficits on current account and on visible trade are the 
highest experienced since monthly records began in 1963, and they 
reflect record monthly deficits on manufactures and non-oil trade 
as a whole. Clearly in this month's press briefing it will be 
more necessary than usual to play down the significance on a 
single month's figure. 

Table 1: CURRENT BALANCE, VISIBLE TRADE AND INVISIBLES (Table 2 
of Press Notice) 

Seasonally adjusted 
Balance of payments 
basis 

£ million 
Current 
Account 
Balance 

1984 + 880 
1985 +2952 

1985 Q4 + 921 
1986 Ql + 863A 

1986 Jan +1140A 
Feb + 262A 
Mar - 538A 

Visible Trade Balances  
Total 	Oil 	Non-oil 

Invisibles 
Balance 

+5270 
+5020 

+1146 
+2200 

1000A 
600A 
600A 

A = Projection 

In the first quarter of 1986, there was a deficit on visible trade 
of £1.3 billion - a surplus on trade in oil of £2.1 billion offset 
by a deficit of £3.4 billion on non-oil trade. Between the fourth 
quarter of last year and the first quarter of 1986, the deficit on 
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visible trade increased by £1.1 billion - the surplus on oil 
increased by £0.2 billion while the deficit on non-oil trade 
increased by £1.3 billion. 

EXPORTS 

The value of exports in march was £454 million (7i per cent) lower 
than in February. Exports of oil fell by £360 million reflecting 
both lower prices and a fall in volume. In tonnage terms, 
deliveries of oil fell back from the high volumes recorded in 
January and February to a level similar to that prevailing during 
the latter half of 1985. The value of non-oil exports (excluding 
the erratic items) fell by £85 million (2 per cent) between 
February and march. 

By value, exports fell by 4i per cent between the fourth quarter 
of last year and the latest quarter. Exports to Western Europe 
fell by 6f per cent and exports to North America by 1 per cent. 
Exports to the other developed countries increased by 2 per cent 
between the two quarters and deliveries to the developing 
countries also rose a little. 

Table 2: EXPORT VOLUME INDEX NUMBERS: 1980 = 100 (Tables 4, 5 and 
9 of Press Notice) 

Seasonally adjusted 
BOP 	 OTS 
BASIS 	 BASIS 

Total 	Total 	Basic 	Fuels 	Manufactures  
Trade 	exc oil 	materials 	 exc erratics  

and 
erratics 	 Semis Finished 

1984 	112.5 	107.6 
	

106.3 	160.2 	112.1 	103.8 
1985 	118.6 	115.0 
	

107.0 	170.9 	118.9 	113.7 

1985 Q4 	118.9 	114.4 	106 	168 	119 	114 
1986 Ql 	117.3 	111.2 	113 	184 	115 	109 

1986 Jan 	118.1 	108.9 	116 	206 	111 	108 
Feb 	120.7 	113.9 	111 	192 	121 	109 

	

Mar 113.1 110.9 112 	154 	113 110 

In the first quarter of 1986, export volume was l per cent lower 
than in the fourth quarter of 1985 and 1 per cent lower than in 
the first quarter of 1985. Excluding oil and the erratic items, 
export volume fell by 3 per cent in the latest quarter. The 
gradual decline in the underlying level of non-oil export volume - 
which began in the middle of last year - has continued during the 
first quarter of 1986. 
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IMPORTS 

The value of imports in march was £347 million (5i per cent) 
higher than in February. Imports of the erratic items increased 
by £88 million while imports of oil fell by £71 million. 
Excluding oil and the erratic items, imports also rose by 
5f per cent between February and march. 

By value, imports rose lf per cent between the fourth quarter of 
last year and the first quarter of 1986. Imports from the 
developed countries as a whole increased by lf per cent with 
arrivals from western Europe up 3 per cent and imports from 
North America down by 4i per cent. Imports from the other 
developed countries were unchanged in the latest three months 
while imports from the delloping countries fell by 2 per cent. 

Table 3: IMPORT VOLUME INDEX NUMBERS: 1980 = 100 (Tables 4 and 13 
of Press Notice) 

Seasonally adjusted 
BOP 	 OTS 
BASIS 	 BASIS 

Total Total exc 	Basic 
Trade oil and 	Materials 

erratics 

Fuels Manufactures 
exc erratics 

  

Semis Finished 

1984 121.9 137.0 101.7 86.5 137.2 153.0 
1985 125.7 142.6 102.2 85.0 143.9 161.5 

1985 Q4 127.4 146.1 106 81 149 167 
1986 Ql 125.4 144.3 105 68 148 159 

1986 Jan 119.9 138.5 96 66 141 155 
Feb 125.5 144.4 114 71 147 159 
Mar 130.9 150.1 106 67 155 163 

In the first quarter of 1986 total import volume was lf per cent 
lower than in the fourth quarter of 1985 and 1 per cent down on 
the first quarter of 1985. Excluding oil and the erratic items, 
import volume fell by 1 per cent in the first quarter of this year 
but there are signs that the underlying level of non-oil import 
volume may have risen a little in the latest r,gw months. 

TRADE IN MANUFACTURES 

Estimates of trade in manufactures on a balance of payments basis 
for the first quarter of 1986 will be published with the march 
current account figures. There was a deficit of £1.4 billion on 
trade in manufactures in the first quarter of this year compared 
with a deficit of £0.6 billion in the fourth quarter of last year 
and a deficit of £1.1 billion in the first quarter of 1985. 
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Table 4:  TRADE IN MANUFACTURES (SITC 5-8) (Table 16 of Press 
Notice, quarterly data only) 

E million 
Seasonally adjusted 

Balance of payments basis  

Exports Imports Balance 

1984 46590 50469 - 3879 
1985 52296 55313 - 3017 

1985 Q4 13098 13653 - 555 
1986 Ql 12694 14127 - 1433 

1986 Jan 4106 4372 - 	266 
Feb 4325 4706 - 	382 
Mar 4263 5049 - 	786 

PUBLICATION 

The release of the press notice containing the march figures is 
scheduled for Friday 25 April at 11.30am. 

P J STIBBARD 
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CIRCULATION LIST 

Copy No 1 Minister for Trade 
2 Prime Minister 
3 Chancellor of the Exchequer 
4 Secretary of State for Trade and Industry 
5 Sir Robert Armstrong (Cabinet Office) 
6 Sir Brian Hayes (Dept of Trade and Industry) 
7 Sir Peter Middleton (HM Treasury) 
8 Governor of the Bank of England 
9 Chairman of the Board of HM Customs and Excise 
10 Mr J Hibbert (CSO) 
11 Mr Finlinson (HM Customs and Excise) 
12 Mr A Croxford (CSO) 
13 Mr P Walker (HM Treasury) 
14 Mr Barrell (HM Treasury) 
15 Mr A McIntyre (CSO) 
16 Dr P Rice (Dept of Energy) 
17 Mr H H Liesner ) 
18 Mr P Stibbard 	) 
19 Mr W E Boyd 
20 Mr E J Wright 	) 	Dept of Trade and Industry 
21 Mr A R Hewer 
22 Ms F Deuchars 	) 

23 Mr D B Packer 
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Mrs R Lomax 
Principal Private Secretary 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
H M Treasury 
Parliament Street 
LONDON 
SW1P 3AG 

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY 

1-19 VICTORIA STREET 
LONDON gW1H OET 

Telephone (Direct dialling) 01-215)  4887  
GTN 215) 

(Switchboard) 01-215 7877 

22 April 1986 

I am attaching a copy of the draft Press Notice on the Current 
Account of the United Kingdom Balance of Payments in March. 
The draft was agreed earlier today at the usual interdepart-
mental meeting. 

Publication is set for Friday 25 April at 11.30 am and I should 
be grateful if you would arrange for the Notice to be cleared by noon 
on Thursday 24 April and to inform me accordingly. 

A copy of this letter and draft Press Notice is being sent to 
Sir Peter Middleton. 

Yours sincerely 

&J. A. 4410t 
W E BOYD 

COVERING SECRET AND PERSONAL 

999-64 	
M423 
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THE CURRENT ACCOUNT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM 
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

MARCH 1986 

The current account for March is estimated to have been in deficit 

by £538 million compared with a surplus of £262 million in February. 

In March exports were valued at £5733 million and imports at £6871 

million so that trade in goods was in deficit by £1138 million. 

The balance on invisibles in March is projected to be in surplus by 

£600 million, a large surplus on the transactions of the private 

sector and public corporations being partly offset by a deficit on 

Government transactions. 

FIRST QUARTER 1986 

In the first quarter of 1986, the current account showed a surplus 

of £0.9 billion - roughly the same as in the previous quarter. 

There was a deficit on visible trade of £1.3 billion in the latest 

quarter compared with a deficit of £0.2 billion in the previous 

quarter. The surplus on invisibles is projected at £2.2 billion, 

compared with an estimate of 

TABLE 1 

£1.1 billion for 
aMBINTACCMMT 

the previous quarter. 

million, Seasonally adjusted £ 

Currant 
Balance 

I Visible Trade Invisibles 
Balance 6  I Balance Exports 

fob 
I 
Ifob 

Imports 

1 1 
1984 Ii. 	880 - 	4391 70367 I 74758 + 	52713 
1985 I + 2952 1 - 	2068 78072 I 80140 + 	5020 
1985 	PI 1 - 	374 1 - 	1266 20070 I 21336 + 	892 

P2 1+1333 1 - 	124 20237 I  20361 + 	1457 
Q3 1+1072 1 453 18748 I 19201 + 	1525 
P4 1+ 	921 1 225 19018 I 19242 + 	1146 

1986 	PI I. 	863.  I — 	1337  18174 I 19511 + 	2200 a 
1985 	Oct 1+ 	334 1 7 6329 I 6323 + 	327 

Nov 1+ 	112 1 214 6301 I 6515 326 
Dec I i. 	475 1 18 6387 I 6405 + 	493 

1986 	Jan 1+ 1140 a I + 	140 6255 I 6116 + 	1000 a 
Feu + 	262 • 1 338 6186 I 6524 + 	600, 
Mar I- 	538. 1 1138 5733 I 6871 + 	600, 

a Invisibles for the first quarter 1986 are projections and subject 

to revision as information becomes available. 

b Monthly figures are one-third of the appropriate calendar quarter's 

estimate of projection, except for VAT abatements received from 

the European Community which are allocated to the month they are 

known to have been received. Information relating to credits 

and debits can be found in Table 3. 

ar.d pe-ocnal 
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VISIBLE TRADE IN MARCH 1986 

There was a deficit on visible trade in March of £1138 million 

compared with a deficit of £.338 million in February. The surplus 

on oil fell by £289 million while the deficit on non-oil trade 

increased by £512 million. 

At £5733 million, exports in March were £454 million (7% per cent) 

lower than in February. Exports of oil fell by £360 million 

reflecting both lower prices and a fall in tonnage exported. The 

fall in tonnage reflected a return to the level of deliveries 

prevailing during the latter half of 1985)  followingthe high 

volumes recorded in January and February. The value of non-oil 

exports (excluding the erratic items) fell by £85 million in March 

the result of falls in semi-manufactures and in food and basic 

materials. Exports of finished manufactures increased by 13'2 per cent. 

Total imports were valued at £6871 million in March, which was 

£347 million (5% per cent) higher than in February. Imports of 

the erratic items increased by £88 million while imports of oil 

fell by £71 million. Excluding these items, imports also rose by 

5% per cent between the two months. With the exception of basic 

materials and fuels, all of the broad commodity sectors recorded 

an increase in March. 

• 

2 
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RECENT TRENDS 

Visible balance  

In the first quarter of 1986 there was a deficit on visible trade 

of £1.3 billion -a surplus on trade in oil of £2.1 billion offset 

by a deficit on non-oil trade of £3.4 billion. Between the fourth 

quarter of last year and the latest quarter, the deficit on visible 

trade increased by £1.1 billion - the surplus on oil increased by 

£0.2 billion while the deficit on non-oil trade increased by 

£1.3 billion. 

Exports 

Exports amounted to £18.2 billion in the latest quarter, £0.8 billion 

(4% per cent) lower than in the previous quarter. Exports of oil 

fell by £0.4 billion and exports of the erratic items by £0.2 billio4. 

Non-oil exports, excluding the erratic items fell by £0.2 billion 

(1% per cent). 

Between the latest two quarters, total export volume fell by 1% per 

cent to a level 1 per cent lower than a year earlier. Excluding 

oil and the erratic items export volume was down 3 per cent in the 

latest quarter. The underlying level of non-oil export volume has 

fallen in recent months. 

Imports 

Total imports were valued at £19.5 billion in the first quarter, 

£0.3 billion (1% per cent) higher than in the fourth quarter of 

last year. Imports of oil fell by £0.6 billion. Imports of the 

erratic items increased by £0.3 billion between the two quarters 



SECRET AND PERSONAL until release of press notice 
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so that non-oil imports, excluding the erratic items, increased 

by £0.6 billion (3% per cent). Higher arrivals of food, beverages 

and tobacco products (up by £0.3 billion) and of chemicals and 

motor cars (both up by £0.1 billion) account for most of the increase. 

Total import volume fell by 1% per cent between the fourth quarter 

of last year and the latest quarter to a level 1 per cent down on 

the first quarter of 1985. Excluding oil and the erratic items, 

import volume fell by 1 per cent in the latest quarter. The under-

lying level of non-oil import volume has increased since the 

beginning of 1985 but there appears to have been little change over 

the past few months. 

Terms of trade and unit values  

The terms of trade index fell by % per cent in the first quarter; 

the result of a 1 per cent fall in the export unit value index and 

a % per cent fall in the import unit value index. Compared with 

the same period a year ago, the export unit value index has fallen 

by 5 per cent and the import unit value index by 91/2  per cent. As 

a result, the terms of trade index is now 5 per cent higher than a 

year ago. 

Export unit values for fuels fell by 19 per cent and those for 

basic materials fell by 11/2  per cent between the fourth quarter of 

1985 and the first quarter of this year. All of the other broad 

sectors showed an increase in export unit values in the latest 

quarter - chemicals (up 31/2  per cent) recorded the largest increase. 



SECRET AND PERSONAL until release of press notice 
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Among the import unit values, those for fuels fell by 15 per cent 

in the first quarter. Import unit values for basic materials were 

marginally down in the first quarter and those for chemicals were 

unchanged. Elsewhere however import unit values increased between 

the fourth quarter of 1985 and the latest quarter. 

Analysis by area  

By value, exports to the developed countries fell by 4% per cent 

in the first quarter of this year. Exports to the European Community 

fell by 7 per cent and exports to North America were 1 per cent down 

on the previous quarter. Exports to the other developed countries 

increased by 2 per cent between the two quarters and deliveries 

to the developing countries also rose a little. 

Imports from the developed countries increased by 1% per cent 

between the latest two qucers. Within the total, imports from 

the European Community grew by 2% per cent while imports from North 

America were down by 4% per cent. Imports from the other developed 

countries were unchanged in the latest quarter and those from the 

developing countries were reduced by 2 per cent. 



NOTES TO EDITORS  

1 	SPAIN/PORTUGAL 

Spain and Portugal are now members of the European Community. In this press notice all references 

to the EC includes these two countries. 

2 	STANDARD NOTES 
(Nzr ,c,,s 7.62,6e 

The standard notes describe the differences between the Balance of Payments (BOP) and the 13-1.r.ads---vereees 

Statistics (OTS) bases of conpilation. Copies can be obtained from the address below.2-3—AREA 

3 	A‘e-lc,  DATA ( tables 11 and 15) 

Low value consignments ie item of an individual value less than £475, are not analysed by 

country. Area figures in tables 11 and 15 are therefore deficient to the extent of these 

consignments. 

In addition the data by area are seasonally adjusted independently leading to further differences 

between the sum of areas and figures for total trade. 

4 	IIONTHLY REVIEW OF EXTERNAL TRADE STATISTICS 

7HE MONTHLY REVIEW 
	

SUPPLEMENTS THE INFORMATION 
CONTAINED IN THIS PRESS NOTICE . IT GIVES LONGER HISTORICAL 
RUNS OF DATA AND CONTAINS CHAR TSi TABLES ON THE UK BALANCE OF 
PAYMENTS, UK EXPORTS AND IMPORT S ON AN OVERSEAS TRADE 
STATISTICS BASIS, AND CERTAIN I NTERNATIONAL COMPARISIONS. THE 
MONTHLY REVIEW IS AVAILABLE FR OM THE DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND 
INDUSTRY,AT THE ADDRESS GIVEN BELOW FOR AN ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION 
OF £36 OR £3 PER COPY. 

Enquiries about the Standard Notes, and the Monthly Review, should be addressed to S2A, Room 255, 

Department of Trade End Industry, 1 Victoria Street, Lcndon SW1H OET, felephone: 01-215 4895. 

• 
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Invisibles 3 6 
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more erratic items 5 7 
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Commodity analysis of visible trade 16 14 
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Current 	 Visible Trade 	 I Invisible 
Balance 	Exports 	Imports 	Visible 	of which 	I Balance b 

fob 	 fob 	 Balance 	Oil I Non-Oil  

11328 1984 	 + 880 	70367 	74758 	- 4391 + 

	

78072 	80140 	 - 10231 	
: 5::: 

5020 1985 	 + 2952 	 - 2068 
1266 + 

6891673 + 

1985 Ql 	- 374 	20070 	21336 	 + 1958 
Q2 	+ 1333 	20237 	20361 	- 124 + 	

- 3225 
2535 + 

43 	 + 1072 	18748 	19201 	- 453 	+ 1900 I 2353 	
+ 11415476 Q4 	+ 921 	19018 	19242 	- 225 + 	 _ 	
+ 1525 

	

18174 	
2117 

1986 	Ql 	+ 	863 a 	 19511 	 + 2079 	 + 1337 
1985 July 	+ 309 	6401 	6600 	- 199 + 585 : 34718: + 

August 	+ 	342 	 6272 	- 	167 	+ 	653 	- 	820 	

+ 2200 

61) 

509 6105 

	

6242 	 87 + 662 Sept 	+ 421 	 6328 

	

6323 	
- 	 - 	749 	+ 

Oct 	+ 	334 	6329 	 + 	7 	+ 	754 I  - 	747 	+ 	327 ) 
Nov 	+ 112 6301 	I 	6515 	I - 	214 	+ 	649 I _ 	862 	+ 326 ) 
Dec 	+ 475 6405 	- 18 + 491 _ 508 

	

1(152f; 	

+ 	493 .) 
1986 	JEn 	+ 1140 a 	

6387 

	

6116 	+ 	140 	+ 997 	- 	 + 1000 a 
eb F 	+ 	262 a 	

6255 

	

6186 	6524 	- 338 + 685 - 	 + 
_ 	538 a 	 1535 Mar 	 5733 	 - 1138 	+ 	397 	- 	 + 	660000 : 

% Change 	
6871  

Latest 3 months 
on -previous 

3 months I 	 I 	— 4f 	+ li 
Same 3 months 

one year 	I 	 I 	- 9 	I 	- 8i 
acio 

UKBai 	 Table 2 

£ million seasonally adjusted 

a Invisibles for the first quarter 1986 are projections and subject to revision as more information becomes 

available. VAT abatements received from the EC in January have been included in the projections for that 
months. 
btiontInli iilAc,a6tovAtilhir,)a4 n 0TE co? c',44.,414415 tii00,44 Ok flr(12(11/20(V-CTL VAT ab atemen ts received from the 

Communiiy which are allocated to the month they are knomn to have been received. 

Table 3 

INVISIBLES 
£ minim seasonally adjusted 

All Sectors 	 I Private Sector and Public 	I 

Corporationsd  

of which  

Credits I Debits 	Balance 
	

Interest 	 I Credits 	Debits 	Balance 

Services Profits Transfers 

Dividends 
1983 	 65225 I  61226 	+ 3999 	 60614 	52374 	+ 8240 
1984 	 76491 	71221 	+ 5270 	

+ 3671 	+ 2468 
+ 3342 	

- 2140 
71603 
75512 	

61623 	+ 
+ 11374 5020 	

+ 4225 
1985 	 80027 	75007 	 + 2294 	

- 2297 
3565 

6144133: 

	

1984 Q1 	17533 	16488 	+ 1045 	
+ 6291 

1041 	+ 529 	- 304.5215 16286 	 + 929172 

	

-JA84- Q2 	17921 I  16824 	+ 1097 	+ 983 	+ 862 	- 748 I 	16904 
11r8:23 	

+ 

	

Q3 	 19483 	18178 	 + 1145 	+ 891 	- 731 	
+ 2456 

1305 
1823 	

18497 

	

Q4 	21554 	19731 	 + 1056 	+ 1060 	- 293 	19916 	17209 	+ 
17591 	

2665 

	

1985 Ql 	21394 	20502 	+ 892 	+ 1220 
1662 	

+ 712 	- 1040 	20214 
16306 	

+ 

	

Q2 	20163 	18706 	+ 1457 

1729 	

+ 501 	- 706 	19152 	 + 27
3 

2846 

	

Q3 	19356 	17831 

	

: Z 	
+ 715 	- 919 	 14976 	+ 3199 18175 

	

44 	19114 1 17968 	 + 1680 	+ 366 	- 900 	17971 	15265 	+ 2706 
d 	ie excluding general Government transactions and all transfers. 

7n, 
!7ir1. ) -5 

Q410' 4.1 2 ;i:411 

and personal 
Kr until release of press notice on 25 APR 	at 11.30 a.m. 

CURRENT BALANCE, VISIBLE TRADE AND INVISIBLES 

(Balance of Payments basis) 
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UKBAA411 EXPORT AND IMPORT UNIT VALUE AND VOLUME INDEX NUMBERS 
(Balance of Payments basis) 

Table 4 
Indices 1980 = 100 

Unit Value (Not seasonally adjusted) 	1 	Volume (seasonally adjusted) 
Exports 	I 	Imports 	1_ 	Terms of Tradee 	I Exports I Imports 

1984 136.0 I 139.7 97.4 112.5 121.9 
1985 143.5 I 145.2 98.8 118.6 125.7 
1985 	Q1 146.4 152.3 96.1 118.6 126.6 

Q2 145.5 I 148.8 97.8 120.5 124.8 
Q3 141.7 I 141.4 100.2 116.3 124.1 
Q4 140.5 I 138.3 101.6 118.9 127.4 

1986 	Ql 139.0 137.7 101A0 117.3 125.4 
1985 	July 142.2 143.5 99.1 117.9 126.1 

Aug 141.4 I 140.3 I 100.8 114.4 122.7 
Sept 141.4 140.5 I 100.6 116.7 123.6 
Oct 140.5 I 139.1 I 101.0 118.8 125.0 
Nov 140.4 I 137.6 I 102.1 118.5 129.6 
Dec 140.5 I 138.2 101.7 119.4 127.8 

1985 	Jan 140.8 I 138.4 I 101.7 118.1 119.9 
Feb 138.8 I 137.9 I 100.6 120.7 125.5 
Mar 137.5 1 136.7 1 100.6 113.1 130.9 

% Change 
Latest 3 months on 
- previous 3 months - 1 I - 	i - i - 1 I - li 
- same 3 months 	1 

one year ago 	I -5 I - 9i +5 -1 I -1 
e Export unit value index as a percentage of the import unit value index. 

VALUE AND VOLUME OF EXPORTS AM) IMPORTS EXCLUDING THE MORE ERRATIC ITEMSf 	 Table 5 
(Balance of Payments basis) 

seasonally adjusted 

Value £ million fob Volume Index 1980 = 100 
Exports 	 Imports Exports 	 Imports 

1984 
1985 
1985 

1986 
1985 

1986 

Q1 
Q2 

Q3 
Q4 
Ql 
July 
Aug 
Sept 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
JEn 
Feb 
Mar 

65746 
73765 
19171 
18948 
17835 
17811 
17150 

6007 
5928 
5899 
5921 
5898 
5993 
5924 
5836 
5391 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

71197 
76598 
20233 
19326 
18439 
18599 
18584 121.7 
6227 
6132 
6081  
6073 
6293 
6234 
5864 
6230 
6490 

115.4 
123.0 
124.3 
124.1 
121.5 
. 1222 

121.7  

121.4 
121.5 

122.1 
121.8 
122.9 
122.9 
125.2 
116.9 

128.8 
133.4  
133.2 
131.4  
132.4  
136.5 
132.6 
132.6 
132.8 
131.9 
133.2 

13387:76 
127.2 
133.2 
137.4 

% Change 
Latest 3 months on 

previous 3 months 	 - 3 	 I 	 - i 	 - 3 
same 3 months 
one year ago 	 -11 	 I 	-8 	 -2 	 - i 

f These are defined as ships, North Sea installations, aircraft, precious stones, and silver. 

1:1:1171117  

712 	..n d personal .: 

2, Itais", 	f4 	until release of press notice on 25 APR 86 at 11.30 am. 



UKB1111. 	 Table 6 

TRADE IN OILg 

(Balance of Payments basis) 

seasonally adjusted 

Balance,' Exports of Oil I Imports of Oil 

of 	1 
Trade 	I 
in oil 	I 

Total 

Crude Oil 	 1 Rest of 	I 
[SITC (REV 2) 333.0] 	1Division 

I 	33 	I 

Total 

Crude Oil 

[SITC (REV 2) 333.0] 

Rest of 

Division 

33 

£ 	I 	£ 
million 1 million 

fob 	I 	fob 

£ 	I 	I Avg value1 

million I million  I  per tonne1 

fob 	I 	tonnes I 	£ fob 	I 

£ 	I 	£ 	£ 	I 	I Avg value I 
million I  million  I  million I million  I  per tonne 

fob 	fob 	I 	fob 	I tonnes 	I 	£ fob 

£ 
million 

fob 

1 
1984 69371 14852 12173 I  75.9  I  160.4  I  2679 7915 I  3751 25.0 150.1 4163 

1985 8163 1 16050 12921 I  79.0 I 163.5  I  3128 7887 I  4155 26.1 159.0 3732 
1985 	Q1 19581 4721 3923 I  21.5  I  182.3  I 798 2763 I 1211 6.9 176.5 1552 

Q2 24111 4336 3499 I 20.1  I  174.0  I 837 1925 I  1078 6.5 165.6 847 

Q3 19001 3410 2599 I  17.5  I  148.4  I 810 1509 I 816 5.6 145.4 694 
Q4 1893 I 3583 2900 I  19.9  I  145.9  I 683 1690 I  1050 7.2 146.9 640 

1986 	Q1 20791 3144 2549 I  23.0 I 110.7  I 595 1066 I 621 5.7 108.6 444 
1985 	July 5851 1124 808 I 5.3 I  152.1  I 316 539 I 270 1.8 150.8 269 

Aug 6531 1143 852 I 5.8 I  148.2  I 290 490 I 275 1.9 141.6 215 
Sept 6621 1143 939 I 6.5 I  145.6  I 204 481 I 271 1.9 144.1 210 
Oct 754 1 1277 1050 I 7.2 I  145.8  I 227 523 I 291 2.0 143.9 233 

Nov 6491 1180 974 I 6.7 I  145.8  I 207 532 I 327 2.2 150.6 205 
Dec 4911 1126 876 I 6.0 I  146.1  I 249 635 I 433 3.0 146.2 202 

1986 	JEri 9971 1390 1146 I 8.3 I  138.4  I 244 393 I 249 1.8 137.4 144 
Feb 6851 1057  869 I 8.3 I  104.3  I 188 372 I 229 2.2 102.3 143 

Mar 3971 697 534 I 6.4 I 83.1 I 164 301 I 143 1.7 85.8 157 

% Chan ge 	 1 
Latest 3 months on 	1 
- previous 3 months 	1 -12 - 12 + 16 -241-13 -371-41 -20 -26 -31 

- same 3 months 	1 
one year acio 	1 - 33 -35 I + 	7  I -39 	I 	- 25 	I 	-61 	I 	-49 - 17 -38 - 71 

g Trade in petroleum ad petroleum products. These figures differ from those published by the Department of Energy 

which are on a time of shipment basis (see paragraph 7 of the standard notes). 

71, 732 
$ 	C7c! personal 

until release of precs notice on 25  AN 23  at 11.30 a.m. 
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UKB4 
	

TRADE IN GOODS OTHER THAN OIL 

	
Table 7 

(Balance of Payments basis) 

Total Excludino Erraticsf  

I 	Value, £ million, fob 

I 	(seasonally adjusted) 

Unit value index 

1980 = 100 

(not seasonally 

adjusted) 

Volume index 

1980 = 100 

(seasonally 

adJusted) 

Value, £ millionI 

fob 

(seasonally 

adjusted) 

Volume index 

1980 = 100 

(seasonally 

adjusted) 

1 Balance I 
1 of non 	1 Exports 

1 	oil 	I 

1 	trade 	I 

Imports I Exports Imports! 
1 Terms 

of 	I Exports 

Tradee  

1 

Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports 

1 	1 1 
1984 	1 - 113281 55515 66843 I  133.5 136.2 1 	98.0 105.1 128.2 50894 63282 107.6 137.0 

1985 	1 - 102311 62022 72253 I  141.8 141.9 1 	99.9 110.6 132.9 57715 68711 115.0 142.6 

1985 	Ql 	1 - 	3225 1 15349 18573 I  142.2 147.1 1 	96.7 109.2 131.6 14450 17470 114.8 139.8 

Q2 	I- 	2535 1 15901 18436 I  142.8 144.7 I 	98.7 112.1 132.4 14612 17401 115.3 140.9 

Q3 	I- 	2353 1 15338 17691 I  141.6 139.3 1 101.7 110.0 132.9 14425 16930 115.4 143.6 

Q4 	I- 	2117 1 15435 17552 I  140.6 136.5 1 103.0 111.3 134.7 14229 16909 114.4 146.1 

1986 	Q1 	I- 	3415 1 15030 18445 I  143.0 140.1 1 102.1 107.2 134.8 14006 17519 111.2 144.3 

1985 	July 1 - 	7841 5277 6062 I  141.7 140.8 1 100.6 112.7 134.7 4884 5688 116.6 143.4 

Aug 	I- 	8201 4962 5783 I  141.6 138.5 1 102.2 107.3 131.4 4786 5642 114.9 144.1 

Sept 1 - 	749 1 5099 5847 I  141.5 138.5 1 102.2 109.9 132.5 4756 5599 114.8 143.2 

Oct 	I- 	747 1 5052 5799 I  140.7 137.3 1 102.4 109.4 132.7 4644 5550 112.3 143.2 

Nov 	... 	8621 5121 5983 I  140.6 135.8 1 103.5 111.1 137.8 4717 5761 114.1 149.3 

Dec 	I- 	508 1 5262 5770 I  140.6 136.3 1 103.2 113.5 133.6 4867 5599 116.9 145.7 

1986 	Jai 	I- 	858 1 4865 5723 I  141.9 137.5 1 103.2 104.7 128.9 4534 5471 108.9 138.5 

Feb 	I- 	1023 1 5129 6152 I  143.0 140.7 1 101.7 109.8 134.4 4778 5858 113.9 144.4 

Mar 	1 - 	15351 5036 6570 I 144.2 142.0 1 101.5 107.1 141.3 4694 6189 110.9 150.1 

% Change 	 1 1 
Latest 3 months on 	1 1 
- previous 3 months -2i +5 + +2i 1 	- 	1 	I  -3 - +3 - 	3 - 	1 

- same 3 months one 	1 
year agc 	 J-2 - + -5 +5i -2 +2i -3 + - 	3 3 

1 

f  These are defined as ships, North Sea installations, aircraft, precious stones, and silver. 

e  Export unit value index as a percentage of the import unit value index. 

VIIN Mr! 
and personal 

until re:onse of press notice on 
2 5'2'7" BS  at 11.30 a.m. 



EXPORTS BY COMMODITY 	 Table 8 
(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

£ million,_ fob, seasonally adluste 

I 	 I 
I 	I 	Food 	I 

I 	I 	bever- 1 Basic 

I 	1 	 Manufactures excluding erraticsh 

I 	I 
1 Total 	1 

Semi-manufactures 
excluding precious 

Finished manufactures excluding ships, 

North Sea installations and aircraft 

1 Total I 	ages 	1 Mater- Fuels 1 Manufac- Intones & ailver(PS) (SNA) 

I Pass-I 	 I I 	I 	and 	1 isle 1 	tures 	1 Total 

I 	I tobacco1 I 	I Total Chemi- Other Total enger I 	Other 	I  Inter- 	I 	Capit+1 

I 	 I 1 	I cals I Motor 1 Consumer I  mediate I 

L 	I 	1 4 	1 1 I Caret 

SITC 	I 	I 	I I 	I 	5-8 5+6 I6 74 I 

(REV 2) 	I 	0-9 	I 	0+1 	I 	2+4 3 	1 	5-8 	1 	less less 5 	I 	less less j 	I 	j  

I 	I 	1 1 	1 SNAPS PS IPS SNA I 

1984 	I 704881 	4693 	I 	1989 153081 	46703 	1 42169 16333 8217 8116 25835 10501 	4.673 	11199 	8912 

1985 	I 783311 	4970 	1 	2145 167121 	52514 	I 48482 18449 9411 9038 30033 13431 	5257 	13493 	9940 

1985 Q1 	I 201481 	1192 	I 	579 48921 	13035 	I 12181 4692 2384 2307 7489 3381 	1292 	3330 	2529 

Q2 	1 202581 	1284 	1 	529 45131 	13436 	I 12248 4704 2402 2303 7544 3401 	1304 	3350 	2550 

03 	I 188281 	1300 	I 	531 36001 	12879 	1 12020 4532 2285 2246 7489 3361 	1342 	3394 	2416 

Q4 	1 190971 	1193 	1 	506 37081 	13164 	I 12033 4522 2340 2182 7512 3291 	1319 	3418 	2445 

1986 Q1 	I 182571 	1206 	1 	511 32971 	12766 	I 11807 4418 2293 2125 7389 2931 	1297 	3346 	2452 

1986 Jan 	I 	62971 	370 	1 	174 14531 	4145 	I 	3817 1414 736 677 2404 1011 	415 	1073 	814 

Feb 	I 	62051 	436 	1 	173 11061 	4340 	I 	4021 1547 817 730 2474 1041 	445 	1124 	802 

Her 	1 	57551 	400 	1 	165 7391 	4281 	I 	3968 1457 740 717 2511 881 	438 	1149 	836 

Percentage' 	I 	I I 	I I 
Chanqe 	1-44 	1 	+ 1 	I 	+ 1 	1 	- 111 	- 3 	I 	- 2 -24 -2 -24 -14 111 	-ii 	1 	- 21+ 4   

h These are defined as ships, Korth Sea installations (together comprising S1TC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) precio4 

atones (667), and silver (681.1). 
.1 Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use classification. 

EXPORTS BY COMMODITY: VOLUME 
(Overseas Trade Statistics 

INDICES 
basis) 

Table 9 

1980 2 100. seasonally adjusted INDICES 

I 
I 
I 
1 Total 

I 
I 

Food 
Never- 
ages 
and 

tobacco 

Basic 
Mater- 
ials 

Fuels 

1 	 Manufactures excluding erraticsh  

1 
Total 	1 
Manufac- 

Semi-menufactures 	1 	Finished manufactures excluding ships 

excluding precious I 	North See installations and aircraft 

stones & silver(PS) 1 	 (SNA) 

three 	1 Total 
I 

I 	I 	I 	1 Pass-I 	II 

	

Total! Chemi- Other! Total! engur1 	Other 	I  Inter- 	I Cit. 

1 I I 	cs1s1 1 1 Motor! Consumer I mediate 1 

I I I 	1 I 1 	Cars 1 

SITC 	I 1 	5-I 5+6 	I 	I 6 	I 7+8 	I 	I 

(REV 2) 	I 	0-9 0+1 2+4 3 5-111 	I 	lose leas! 	5 	I lees I lassI 	j 	I 	j 	I 	.1 j 

1 1 SNAPS PS 	1 	1 PS 	1 SNA 	1 	1 

Weights 	1 1000 69 31 136 735 	I 	658 252 L 112 	I 141 	1 406 	I 	18 	1 	71 	I 	170 147 

1984 	1112.8 117.2 106.3 160.2 104.41 107.0  112.11 124.31 102.31 103.81 	82.41 	107.8 	I 	105.4 102.( 

1985 	1 119.3 119.1 107.0 170.9 110.81 115.7 118.91 133.31 107.51 113.71 	99.41 	111.6 	I 	121.4 107.( 

1985 gl 	1 119.4 118 110 180 110 	1 	116 120 	1 	134 	1 109 	I 113 	I 	99 	I 	109 	I 	120 110 

02 	I 121.0 122 102 176 112 	I 	116 120 	I 	133 	1 109 	1 114 	1 	100 	I 	111 	I 	120 105 

03 	1 117.1 123 110 161 109 	1 	115 117 	I 	130 	1 107 	I 114 	1 	102 	I 	114 	I 	123 105 

04 	I 119.7 114 106 168 112 	I 	116 119 	1 	136 	1 105 	1 114 	1 	97 	I 	112 	I 	123 106 

1986 Q1 	1 118.0 117 113 184 107 	1 	111 115 	1 	131 	I 102 	1 109 	1 	87 	I 	108 	I 	117 103 

1986 Jan 	1 119.0 107 116 207 105 	1 	109 111 	I 	128 	I 98 	1 108 	I 	90 	I 	102 	I 	114 105 

Feb 	1 121.2 129 112 192 109 	1 	114 121 	1 	140 	I 105 	I 110 	I 	93 	I 	112 	I 	118 10! 

Mar 	1 113.7 113 112 154 107 	I 	111 113 	1 	124 	I 104 	1 110 	1 	79 	I 	108 	1 	119 	1 104 

Percentage' 1 I 	I I I 

Change 	1 - 14 + 24 +7 + 10 5 	1 	- 4 - 34 	1 	- 4 	1 - 241 - 441 	- 101 	- 4 	I 	- 5 	I_ - 3 

h  These are defined as ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) preciok 

stones (667), and silver (681.1). 
J Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories Or164JDO classification. 

711 ,11 	1.71.  
u ills  A - 

Gib .1.baii 

and percorn1 	 7,3 
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SITC 
(REV 2) 

Meiohts 

1984 
1985 
1985 Q1 

Q2 
(43 
Q4 

1986Q1 
1986 Jan 

Feb 
Mar 

0-9 0+1 

1000 	I 69 

136.01 128 
143.41 134 
146.31 132 
145.41 134 
141.61 134 
140.41 134 
138.91 136 
140.61 134 
138.61 136 
137.41 138 

41I

AAG 	 Table 10 
EXPORTS BY COMMODITY: UNIT VALUE INDICES 

(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

INDICES 1980 x 100 not seasonally adjusted 

1 	 1 	1 
1 
	

Food 1 	1 

	

barer-. 1 Basicl 	I Total 
1 Total 	ages 1 Mater- Fuels I  Manufac - 

and 1 ials 	tures I  Total 
tobacco' 

1 

1 	 5-8 
1 2+4 	3 	54 	less 

SNAPS 
I 31 	136 	735 I  658 
1 
1 131 152 
	

135 
	

133 
1 140 155 
	

143 
	

142 
I 146 	173 
	

143 
	

141 
1 146 	163 
	

144 
	

143 
1 136 	142 
	

143 
	

143 
1 130 	140 
	

142 
	

142 
1 128 	114 
	

145 
	

145 
1 128 134 
	

143 
	

144 
1 128 	112 
	

145 
	

145 
1 129 	95 
	

146 
	

147 
Percentagei 

Change 1 -ii +14 
1 

Finished manufactures excluding ships, 
North Sea installations and aircraft 

(SNA)  

	

1 Pass-I 	I 1 
Total 1 enger I Other I  Inter- 1 Capit. 

I Motor I Consumer I  mediate 1 

	

Cara t 	 I  
7+81 

	

5 Ilessllessi 	 j 
PS 	SNA 1 

	

112 I 141 1 406 1 18 I 	71 	170 I 	147 

	

130 	I  125  I  137 1 157 I  135 	140 I  132 

	

139 	132 I  147 1 162 I  147 	150 I  141 

	

139 	132 I  145 1 161 I 146 	148 I  139 

	

141 	133 	147 1 162 I  147 	150 I  142 

	

140 	132 	147 1 162 I  148 	151 I  141 

	

137 	131 	148 1 163 I  149 	151 I  141 

	

142 	133 I  150 1 166 I 153 	153 I  144 

	

140 	133 I  149 1 164 I  151 	152 I 142 

	

141 	133 I  150 1 164 I 153 	152 I  144 

	

144 	133 I 152 1 170 I 156 	155 I 145 

	

+34 	+21+2 1 + 2 	+ 3 	I + 	+ 2 

comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) Precious 

classification. 

1 - 14 	-19 	+2 	I  +2 	+24 1 

1 

h  These are defined as ships, North See installations (together 
stones (667), and silver (681.1). 
J Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use 

Semi-manufactures 1 
excluding precious 1 
stones & silver(PS)I 

1 
Total1 Chemi- Other 

1 eels' 
1 

5+61 	I 6 
141801 

PS I 
2521 

127 I 
135 I 

135 1 

136 1 

135 1 

134 1 

137 1 

136 1 

137 
138 

Manufactures excludingerraticsh  

EXPORTS BY AREA 
	

Table 11 
(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

L million, fob, seasonally adjuste 

Developed Countries 
	 Developing Countries 	I Centrally 

Total' Total 
K 1  

1984 	I 704881 55364 
1985 	I 783311 62722 
1985 Ql I  2014E11 15940 

Q2 I 202581 16210 
Q3 I  188281 15203 
Q4 I  190971 15369 

19E6 Ql I  182571 14652 
1986 Jan I 	62971 	5025 

Feb I  62051 5053 
Mar 1  57551 4575 

Percentagel 
Change 1 -44 1- 44  

1 

European 1 
Cosmunity1 

Rest of 
M Europe 

North America! 	Other I  
Total 	USA 	I 

Total Oil exporting 
countries 

Other! planned 
economie 

I I 

33127 I 7132 114161 101591 	3688 13356 5806 7550 1630 
38200 I 7420 133101 114991 	3792 13880 9957 7924 1587 
9992 I 1779 31791 2817 	I 	990 3758 1682 2077 389 
9537 I 2034 36671 3189 	I 	972 3606 1510 2096 420 
9312 I 1790 31821 2715 	I 	919 3314 1408 1906 386 
9359 I 1817 32821 2778 	I 	910 3202 1357 1845 392 
8689 I 1779 32541 2784 	I 	930 3241 1405 1837 442 
2970 I 610 11731 985 	I 	272 1099 486 613 143 
2971 I 608 11201 968 	I 	354 1036 432 604 174 
2748 I \ 561 9611 831 	I 	304 1106 486 620 125 

I 

-7 I -2 -1 	11+2  +1 +34 _4 + 13 
I 

K See paragraph 3 of Notes to Editors. 
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atones (667), and silver (681.1). 

Based an the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use classification. 

'WORTS BY COMMODITY 	 Table 12 

(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 
£ million cif seasonally adjusted 

Manufactures excluding erraticsh  

1986 Jal 1 
Feb 1 
Mar 1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 0-9 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

Food I 	1 
bever- 1 Basic 

Total 	ages I Mater- Fuels 
and I ials 1 

tobacco I 

78967 1 
84 790 I 
22565 1 
21548 1 
20321 1 
20356 1 
20607 I 
6487 1 
6912 1 
7207 1 

1 

	

1 	1 
0+1 1 2+4 1 3 

1 

8933 1 5418 1 10334 
9274 1 5389 1 10517 
23 54 1 1468 1 3546 
2352 I 1366 1 2656 
2311 1 1312 1 2138 
2256 1 1243 1 2178 
2507 1 1225 I 1662 

	

791 1 	374 1 	586 

	

809 1 	437 1 	576 

	

907 1 	414 1 	500 

Total 
Manufac- 
tures Total 

53 011 
58288 
14844 
14848 
14250 
14346 
14839 
4621 
4964 
5255 

5-8 
5-8 
less 

SNAPS 

49708 
54953 
13806 
13842 
13508 
13798 
14002 

43 76 
4683 
4943 

Semi-manufactures 1 Finished sanufactures excluding ships, 
excluding precious I North Sea installations and aircraft 
stones 

Total I 

1 
5+61 
legal 
PS I 

1 
17930 1 
19619 1 
4817 1 
4920 1 
4913 1 
4970 1 
5024 1 
1579 1 
1671 1 
1773 1  

& silver(PS) 1 

1 	I Pass-1 
Chesil- Other 1 Total 1 enger 1 
cals 	1 	1 Motor I 

1 Cars 1 
6 1 7+8 1 

5 	less 1 less 1 j 
PS 1 SNA 1 

1 

	

6322 	11608 1 31778 I 3670 

	

6903 	12716 1 35334 1 4165 

	

1674 	3143 1 8989 I 1014 

	

1792 	3128 1 8922 I 1116 

	

1729 	3184 I 8595 1 988 

	

1708 	3262 1 8829 I 1047 

	

1809 	3215 1 8978 1 1152 

	

583 	996 I 2797 1 349 

	

599 	1073 I 3011 I 368 

627 	1146 I 31701 435  

(SNA)  
1 

Other I  Inter- I Capital 
Consumer I  mediate 1 

	

10218 
	

9543 

	

11623 
	

10659 

	

2975 
	

2757 

	

2928 
	

2659 

	

2838 
	

2581 

	

2882 
	

2662 

	

2881 
	

2665 

	

903 
	

831 

	

967 
	

905 

	

1011 
	

929 

SITC 
(REV 2) 

1984 
1985 
1985 Q1 

Q2 

03 
Q4 

1986 Q1 

8346 
8887 

2243 

2219 
2189 

2237 
2281 

714 

772 

795 

	

PercentagEl 	I 	+ 11 I - 1+ I -24 	+3i 	+1f 	+1 1 +6 76, lf 1  + lf 1  + 10 1 +2 

	

Change I 	1 
	

1  
These are defined as ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) precious 
stones (667), and silver (681.1). 
Based on the Unit ed Nations Broad Economic 

IMPORTS BY CONW.IDITY: VOLUME INDICES 	 Table 13 

(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 
INDICES 1980 = 100 seasonally adjusted 

Categories end-use classification. 

Total 

5-8 
less 

SNAPS 
543 

146. 7 
154.5 

151 

153 
154 

160 
155 
149 
154 
160 

1 	I 	1 
1 	I Food 1 	 1 

	

bever- I 	 Total 1 

1 	 and I ials 	 tures 
tobacco 1 

1 
1 

SITC 	1 	 1 

	

(REV 2) I 0-9 I 	0+1 1 2+4 	3 	5-8 I 

	

Weights 1 1000 1 	124 1 	 626 1 
1984 	1120.21 112.31 	 134.1 1 
1985 	1 124.31 	113.61 	 140.7 1 

	

1985 Q1 	1 125.11 	111 1 	 139 	1 

	

Q2 	1 123.31 	112 1 	 141 	1 

	

Q3 	1 122.81 	116 1 	 140 	1 

	

Q4 	1 126.01 	115 1 	 143 	1 

	

1986 Q1 	1 124.21 	126 I 	 141 	1 

	

1986 Jal 1 119.21 	120 1 	 136 	1 

	

Feb 1 124.61 	123 I 	 141 	1 

	

Mar 1 128.71 	136 1 	 146 	1 

1 
- 	+ 10 	- 1 	_ 16 1 	- 

1  
These are defined as ships, North Sea 

Manufactures excluding erraticsh  
Semi-manufactures 1 Finished manufactures excluding ships, 
excluding precious 1 North Sea installations and aircraft 

	

stones & silver(PS) 1 	 (SNA)  

1 	 1 	1 Pass-I 	 I 1 
Total I Chemi- Other 1 Total 1 enwr 1 Other I Inter- 1 Capital 

1 cals 	1 	1 Motor 1 Consumer I mediate  I 

I 	 I 	I Cars' 
5+6 1 	6 1 7+8 1 

less 1 5 	less 1 less 1 j 	j 
PS 1 	 PS 1 SNA 1 

217 I 63 	154 I 326 1 42 1 	94 
137.2 1 164.5 125.91 153.01 119.91 139.6 

143.9 1 176.2 130.6 1 161.51 127.91 139.6 

139 1 168 	126 I 159 I 123 I  135 

142 1 180 	126 1 160 I 139 I  137 

147 1 180 	133 1 159 1 125 I  139 

149 1 177 	137 1 167 I 124 I 147 

148 I 183 	133 1 159 I 130 I  145 

141 I 177 	126 1 155 1 122 I 140 

148 I 183 	133 1 159 1 125 I  147 

155 I 190 	141  I  163  I  143 I 148 

1 

I + 3f i - 3 	5 I 	4f  

comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) precious 

1 Total I  ages 1 	 Menu fac- 

1 
1 

Basic 1 
Mater- Fuels 

81 
 

 
102 

98 
103 

106 

105 

96 
114 

106 

138 
7 86.5 
2 85.0 

102 
82 
75 
81 
68 
66 
71 
67 

Percentagel 

Change 1 

J j 

96 94 
161.4 
172.8 

172.9 

187.2 

171 189 

170 184 
171 184 

180 192 

171 175 

165 174 

171 175 

176 177 

5 - 9 

installations (together 

and personal 
A-n 

until releaseof preos notice on 	"j"  9S1  at 11.30 a.m. 



Table 14 

IMPORTS BY COMMODITY: UNIT VALUE INDICES 

(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 

INDICES 1980 = 100 not seasonally adjusted 

1 

1 
1 Total 

1 

1 
1 
1 

Food 

bever- 

ages 

and 
tobacco 

Basic 

Mater- 

Jain 

I Total 

Fuels I  Manufac- 

I 	tures 

Manufactures excluding erraticsh  

Total 

Semi-manufactures 

excluding precious 

stones & silver(PS) 

Finished manufactures excluding ships, 
North Sea installations and aircraft 

(SNA) 

1 
Total 1 Chemi- Other 

cals 1 
Total 

Pass- I 
anger 1 	Other 	1 Inter- 
Motor 1 Consumer 1 mediate 

Cars , 

Capital 

SITC 	I 5-8 5+6J 16 7+8 

(REV 2) 	1 	0-9 0+1 2+4 3 	5-8 less less 1 5 I  less less i ii  
SNAPS PS 	1 PS SNA 

Weights 	1 	1000 124 81 138 	626 543 217 	1 63 154 326 42 I 94 96 94 

1984 	I 138.0  132 133 168 	134 133 126 	I 134 123 137 144 I  135 145 129 

1985 	I 143.1 137 130 172 	141 141 134 	I 143 130 146 152 I  147 155 134 

1985 Q1 	I 150.3 142 143 191 	146 144 136 	I 146 132 150 154 I  151 158 138 

Q2 	I 146.7 141 136 181 	144 143 136 	I 144 133 148 150 I  147 159 136 

Q3 	I 139.2 135 124 161 	139 139 132 	1 141 128 144 149 I  145 154 131 

Q4 	I 136.3 132 116 155 	137 138 131 	1 140 127 143 156 I  143 148 131 

1986 Q1 	I 135.6 134 116 132 	140 142 132 	I 141 129 148 165 I  145 152 138 

1986 Jan 	1 136.1 133 115 153 	137 138 130 	I  139 127 144 160 I  141 149 133 

Feb 	1 135.9 135 116 131 	141 142 133 	I 141 129 149 166 I  145 153 140 

Mar 	I 134.7 135 116 113 	143 144 133 	I 142 130 151 171 I 148 155 142 

Percentage! 	- +2 - -15'+2 +24 + 1 1  + 14 + 34 6 +1 +3 +6 
Chanoe 	I 
These are defined as ships, North Sea installations (together comprising SITC (REV 2) 793), aircraft (792) 

precious stones (667), sad silver (681.1). 

Based on the United Nations Broad Economic Categories end-use classification. 

IMPORTS BY AREA 
	

Table 15 

(Overseas Trade Statistics basis) 
£ million cif seasonally adiusted 

Total 

Developed Countries 1 	Developing Countries 	I Centrally 
planned 

economies 
Total European 	I 	Rest of 	1 

Coinityl 	11 Europe I 

North 

Total 

Avarice 1 

USA 

Other 1 Total 	I Oil exporting 

1 	countries 

Other 1 

1984 78967 65279 37408 11184 11067 9368 5620 11514 I 2934 8579 2043 

1985 84790 71520 41413 12025 11703 9920 6379 11233 1 2782 8451 1894 

1985 Q1 22565 18709 10596 2940 3600 3074 1573 3296 I 812 2484 558 

Q2 21548 17957 10271 3060 3044 2602 1582 2984 I 851 2133 441 

Q3 20321 17293 10096 3083 2546 2166 1569 2499 I 499 2000 485 

Q4 20356 17561 10451 2942 2512 2078 1655 2454 I 620 1834 410 

1986 Q1 20607 17817 10695 3070 2395 2007 1657 2401 I 495 1906 424 

1986 Jen 6487 5535 3374 897 773 641 491 812 I 204 608 142 

Feb 6912 5968 3512 1078 774 650 604 770 1 155 615 134 

Mar 7207 6313 3809 1095 aro 71.0 562 819 1 136 683 147 

Percentage! 1 
Change + 1 + 14 + 24 +44 -44 - 34 -2 	I - 20 +4 	I +34 

K See paragraph 3 Notes to Editors. 

Tut 372 
g and personal 

A 	until reiease of press notice on2 5  APR 	at 11.30 a.m. 
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Table 16 

I. 
	

COMMODITY ANALYSIS OF VISIBLE TRADE 

(Balance of Payments basis) 

£ million, seasonally adjusted 

SITC (R2) 

Food Beverages and Tobacco Basic Materials Fuels 

0 + 1 	 L 2 + 4 I 3 

1984 

1985 

1984 Q2 

Q3 
Q4 

1985 Ql 

Q2 

Q3 
Q4 

1986 gl 

Exports 

fob 

Imports 

fob 

Visible 	I 
Balance 	I 

Exports 

fob 
I 	Imports 	I 

I 	fob 	I 

Visible 

Balance 

Exports 

I 	fob 

Imports 	I 

I 	fob 	I 

Visible 

Balance 

4672 

4936 
1175 

1142 

1218 

1186 

1276 

1185 

1198 

8196 

8481 
2037 

2073 

2126 

2155 

2153 

2122 
2052 

2340 

- 3524 

- 3545 

- 	862 

- 	932 
- 	908 

- 	969 

- 	877 

- 	832 

- 	867 

- 1142 

2014 

2161 

493 
519 

563 

585 

533 

534 

509 

515 

4864 

4789 

1174 

1192 

1349 

1315 

1226 

1162 

1086 

1088 

1290 

- 2850 

- 2628 
- 	681 

- 	673 

- 	786 

- 	731 

- 	693 

- 	628 
- 	577 

- 	573 

15308 

16712 

3520 

3840 

4180 

4892 

4513 

3600 

8 337209 7 

+ 5391 

1909019: 

2355 	
: 611T53 2507 	+ 

3297 	+ 	883 

3387 	+ 1505 

2548 

2067 	: 11956353 

2092 	
:66 1574 	 1723 

SITC (R2) 

Semi-Manufactures Finished Manufactures Total Manufactures 

5 + 6 7 + 8 I 5 - 8 

Exports 

fob 

Imports 

fob 

Visible 

Balance 

Exports 

fob 

Imports 

fob 

Visible 

Balance 

Exports 

I 	fob 
I 	Imports 	I 

I 	fob 	I 

Visible 

Balance 

1984 18266 18410 - 144 28324 32059 - 3735 I  46590 50469 - 3879 

1985 20042 19978 + 	65 32254 35335 - 3081 I  52296 55313 - 3017 

1984 Q2 4502 4439 + 	62 6717 7775 - 1058 I  11218 12214 - 	996 

Q3 4558 4684 - 127 7126 8336 - 1210 I  11684 13021 - 1337 

Q4 4960 4890 + 	69 7797 8771 - 	974 I  12757 13662 - 	905 

1985 Q1 5017 4836 + 182 7946 9263 - 1316 I  12963 14098 - 1135 

Q2 5201 5050 + 151 8223 9025 - 	803 I  13423 14075 - 	652 

Q3 4852 5126 - 274 7960 8361 - 	402 12812 13487 - 	675 

Q4 4973 4967 + 	5 8125 8686 - 	560 I  13098 13653 - 	555 

1986 Q1 4812 5281 - 470 7882 8846 - 	963 I  12694 14127 - 1433 

Monthly data at this level of detail are published in the Monthly Review of External Trade Statistics. 

and perscral 

untilreleese of precs notice on25 	 at 11.30 a.m. 




